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spirit through her ** Indian guide ” that was
not prepared to communicate much on this
occasion, but that promised on the next occasion to ‘‘ open his clapper himself.” Ata

mfp
I

Patient Waiting.

second

—

Weary

tion,”

is life to thee, but peace!

female

champion of the

which would not have

azine.

Wish not thy pain to cease,
Murmur thou not.

|

God sees thy aching heart,
Too sore for tears;
He ean command thy griefs depart,
And still thy fears.

He ean thy doubts remove,
Thy pathway clear;
Only be still; His love
Is ever near.

ghostly young

been

man

followed

ER ot 5

already behold them.
Witness,
pe

Correspondence.

in

medium, came to comfort him,

and pointed out to him the
spheres,” and asked him if he

And be thou still.
— Christian

particu-

the exhibition of a trance that was truly
tragic.
He was ‘‘controlled” by MeElhaney, the recently hung murderer, and
he handled his throat in » most suggestive
and painfully sensational manner.
He
finally dropped upon his knees and- offered
a prayer in the stage struck style. When
he arose, Abraham Lincoln, in the person
of a female

Fear not thine all to trust ;
Seek not thy will3..
Know that the Lord is God,

* radiant
could not

y

We were informed that these are but fair
specimens of Sunday *‘ seances.”

Some of these test circles reveal things

—

Boston,

a

larly creditable to a child of ten years old,
and which even Moses A. Dow would have
refused to publish as a ** first effort ” in the
!| most indyigen days of the Waverly Mag-

- Tf ’tis thy lot,

Boston

seance,

cause read a poem written under *¢ inspira-

Pence, peace, O restless heart!
Seek not thy will;
Know it is now thy part
To be but still.

April 5, 1873.

OBSERVANCE OF FAST DAY.
Fast day this year was a general holiday.
The streets flowed and reflowed with an
almost endless tide of people, and the Com- |
mon assumed the appearance that it used to |i
wear during the never-to-be-forgotten days, |{
when the sweet singers from over the sea |
were discoursing such delicious airs in the |
Coliseum.
:
Miss Smiley preached in the Park St. |
church in the morning. The church was
filled nearly three quarters of an hour before the time appointed for the -service to
‘begin; every inch of standing -room was
soon after occupied, and a disappointed
multitude were then turned away from the

quite shocking to any refined conception of
a better world. At a recent week day seance in Fraternity Hall, reported in the
Banner of Light, the audience were informed that Edwin Booth was ¢* already engaged to tread the boards of the Theater

Royale,” and at another test circle in the
same place, also reported in the last issue
of the Banner of Light, Georgiana Lovering
sent greeting to her friends in the *¢ form,"
and referring to her supposed murderer,
indicated what manner of spirit she is of in
the following choice language:
*‘ If twas
left to me what to do, I'd cut hiia up as bad
as he did me. He'll catch it here, good.
"Taint

an

believe in.

old hell, such as

My father

he'd set him afire;

he pretends to

says if he was here

he’d

put

benzine

upon

poetic sight to see the quiet Quakered discoursing to such an immense audience, with
white haired men sittin2 at the pulpit stairs

him and set him afire. When that burned
out he'd put on more, and %et that on fire.”
The spiritualists in Boston are a people
by themselves. - They seem to covet perse-

around her feet.

cution, and are loud

door.

It was

an

impressive

andig

rather

-

ih

TEMPERANCE.
:
There seems to be a revival of interest in
the subject of temperance in the city. It is
a needful one. On Friday morning, April
4, or thé morning after Fast day, fifty persons arrested for drunkenness were brought
before the Municipal Court. It had surely
been a fast day with them.
The Y. M. C. A. have a Temperance Society which is working practically and vigorously, and not wasting its energies wholly
in talk. It has leased a building on Tremont street which is to be converted into a
home for inebriatés. Here such poor street
wanderers as almdst daily come to the Association for assistance, without money,
friends, or

any

roof to

shelter

them,

and

what is more, without any moral power to
resist temptation, are to be sent.
are to be made to arouse

their

conscience,

to strengthen their resolution, and to reform’

them.

If the example

of this

temperance

society were to be followed in all our cities
and larger towns, a general temperance reformation would follow. Talk and outside
“show in temperance matters have had a long
day

of service,

and

we

sre

glad

to

find

Boston setting the example of abandoning
these effete methods, and adopting a plan

in

their

denunciation

of the bigotry of the evangelical churches,
but neither tbe pulpit nor the press gives
them more than a passing notice.
Spiritualism

has had a fair trial, and it is

now a fair question to ask, What good has
it brought to mankind dvring the last
twenty-five years?
Has it made better
fathers and mothers, better husbands and
wives? Has it helped the poor or relieved
the suffering? Has it permeated society
with higher aspirations and aims? The
celebration of the 25th anniversary of spivitualism indicates that a very great number
of people are casting away their reliance on
God to follow the wandering

it seems to be a fitting time

mystery, and

for the

press

to itself by celsbrating its 25th anniversary,
The Boston celebration was in Music Hall,
Robert Dale Owen, the author of ‘‘ Footfalls on the Boundaries of Another World,”

being the principal speaker.

In the course

of his remarks Mr. Owen exhibited a slate,

purchased

by

$25,000, and

are

to be deposited in the new Art Museum.
FANNY

FERN'S

GRAVE.

Wandering over Mount Auburn, some
days ago, we remembered that the place

contained the new made grave of one whose
pen had added something to’ the happiness
of many homes, and whose literary name
was a household word. We turned from
the Chapel, with its fine historic statues, and

of Sara Payson Parton (Eldridge), known
to the world as “Fanny Fern.” It wasa
narrow

ridge

of earth,

almost

under

the

feeble ¢* conservative” wing of the denomination here, with a few determined radtheirs cherished

The Young

BAZAR.

Men's

Christian Association

Bazar, which is to be a sort of oriental fair,

opens the last of the present month, and
continues through May. It will doubtless
be the most superb fair of the kind ever
geen in New England.
Here, in a single
hall, one may visit

London, Paris, Geneva,

Rome, Persia, Syria, purchase

rich

fabrics

of Chinege in Pekin, «nd saunter under

the

on

holding

the organization to

faith, or

rather

no-faith.

There were only about fifty pews rented.
But as the result of Mr. Hepworth’s ministry, at the time of his secession the pewholders numbered one hundred and sixty.
Naturally, but few of these were drawn
from the ranks of radical New Yerk Unitarianism. It was largely a new church, of
elements never before united with any religious body. Largely also, it was composed of people from orthodox denominations—a

remarkable

fact, but given on the

best of authority.
The nucleus of
Church of the Disciples which followed
Hepworth forth ¢¢ without the camp,”
sisted of about twenty-five families from

the
Mr.
conthe

Church of the Messiah, and a number of
persons, perhaps half ag many, from other
churches. The growth of the Church of

orientals. Invoices of goods are already
arriving. "The European agents have re- the Disciples since then has been almost en-

turned on the last steamer of the White Star
Line, which gave them

free tickets, and the

Bazar seems certain of proving a splendid
success. Twenty churches in Boston and
vicinity have already pledged $40,000 in

the evangelization of the mass of outsiders
who lie all around but rarely or never sit
within our churches. The region east of

the Grand Central depot and the Church of
the Disciples is very sparsely supplied with
churches, and opens an ample field for precisely the kind of work to which this church
is adapted. New York contains a large
population of this peculiarly and utterly
unchurchly people, and to them Mr. Hepworth seems to be sent—the lost‘goats of no
house of Israel.
The preaching forum erected is thoroughly adapted to his peculiar mission. While
it is not like any kind of secular building,
neither does it remind you of any of the
regular kinds of sacred building, outside or

inside.

In avoiding both secular and sa-

together, ssthetically considered.

for

alIts plan

and style are alike utilitarian, with barely
enough of the simplest ornament to make

it tolerable to the modern eye that demands
so much. The interior is one great enclosure

filled with seats, unobstructed and

broken

un-

by any object coming between any

gr

na

The great fooflict which is going

on

thronghout Europe between the State and
the Church has just now forced itself into
prominence in England. The Liberal gov-

ernment, in its attempts to reconstruct the
University system in Ireland, has been defeated by a coalition of Tories and Roman

Catholics.

tirely from the world; an addition of say
twenty-five persons on an average, by profession

ion.

of faith,

The

at each monthly commun-

number

is now about two

hun-

dred and fifty, and they are people who
U

one of the twenty-five hundred

sitters

_ Mr. Tyng’s new church is to be nearly as
large as Mr. Hepworth's, and the largest
Episcopal church, if } mistake not, in this
country. It is designed for popular preaching as well as for 'worship,

but

it will,

of

course, be no such forum as its heartily accepted but quite unlike brother next door.
The interior will be elliptical, having the
pulpit in one of the foci, thus commanding,
acoustically, every point in the enclosure;
and

the chancel, occupying, of course,

the

segment back of the pulpit tocys, will be
shaped, as half an octagon. All this, it
will be seen, both in spirit and form, is the

foremost projection of the Episcopal church

to meet the peculiar temper of the present
time and place. The work and methods of
modern Christianity are becoming wonderfully diversified.
Vip1.
To endure present evils with patience,
and wait for expected good . with long-suffering, is equally the part of the Christian
and the hero. Those evils would break a
proud man’s heart that would not break a
humble Christian's sleep.

16

Mr. Gladstone has resigned bis

State-church, and Mr, Spurgeon be com
demned for attacking it? A Baptist minister's son is chairman of a disestab!ishment
meeting at Nottingham, and while he is
making an effective speech, an attempt te.
fire the platform and blow up the speakers.
is discovered just in time to prevent its snecess. The porty that can have recourse to
such expedients; and can find *‘roughs™
to carry them out, must be conscious of the
desperate nature or condition of its canse..

Premiership, but Mr. Disraeli with wise forbearance declining the honor of forming an ~The death of Dr. Hayeroft, of Leicester,
administration with the present House of after a short illness, has just occurred, and
Commons, Mr. Gladstone and his colleagues is a considerable loss to Baptists in the mid~
have returned to power. By their yictory land counties. Dr. Haycroft was formerly
the Catholic party must ultimately lose pastor of Robert Hall's church at Bristol,
much ; and by their defeat the party favor- and had attained eminence asa preacher.
ing the separation of religion from secular —A new penny Baptist newspaper hay this
been started, and seems to be holding
learning in State Education must ultimately year
gain a great deal. The Irish University its’ground well and making a place for it~
Education Bill was a fair and honest en- self in denominational journalism.— The
deavor to promote the advancement of Orissa Mission, in which your readers are
learning with a due regard to the rights of especially interested, is just now receiving
conscience. It proposed to expand the pres- additional attention among its supporters.
ent University of Dublin into one supreme The Sunday after next is appointed as a day
UniverSity for Ireland, secular in its consti- of special prayer to God on its behalf:
laborers are urgently needed, and the
tution but ail comprehensive in its range. More
cry for help can not longer be

The new University was to have no faculty
of theology ; und even modern history and
moral philosophy were to be without professorial chairs or any place in the necessary
curriculum of study ou subjects

for

exami-

nation for degrees. All religious tests were
to be abolished ; and no disability whatever
was to attach to any candidate

for

of wenkfiess in their new policy, if it could
have been shown to be, less Lib ral than an
accepted and successful méasure
C the English Parliament.
In the contest
etween
Emperor and Priest, Bismarck is det

that the Emperor shall not be beaten.
can the justice of his cause be doubted.

If

the Priest has State-pay, he must submit to

State-discipline.
One or two items of Baptist news are
worthy of note. Mr. Spurgeon has been
speaking out in favor of disestablishment,
and letters by the score have been received
from Church of England correspondents
‘in agonies over his spiritual declension.”
With his customary

freedom and

raciness,

Mr. Spurgeon replies to his troubled friends

in the Sword & Trowel.

If he isa politi-

cal dissenter because he utters about a score
of sentences upon Cwsar and his proper
sphere, what must some churchmen be

whe make speeches and write pamphlets innumerable upon this question of Church
and State?
Will no one point out the danger and peril that threaten the spiritual
life of such political churchmen as the Rev.
J.C. Ryle? Why should this evangelical |

ignored.

A

student of Chilwell College has.offered himself for the work, and it is hoped that he

some one

else

will

shortly go out

or

ta

re-.

inforce the enfechled mission staff.

]

THOMAS

degree,

and

about 700 persons.

Number

clergyman be commended for defending the:

English: Correspondence.
5

fellowship, or professorate because of religthe central figure on the platform, toward ious belief. At the same time denominationwhich the floor descends and all the ranks al eolleges,—Roman Catholic, Episcopalian,
of faces converge. The form is that of a Preshyterian—were to be affiliated with
hogse-shoe, or more accurately, of a boot- the University, and to have representatives
was coupled with weaknesses and defects,
heel, and the semi-circular sweep of the upon the Council by which it should be govbut there is one thing for which we shall
pews follows that of the exterior curve, and erned. The measure was a well-considered
hold her memory in tender regard. She
scheme to redress a Roman Catholic grievwas a friend to children. Her children’s is cut, diametrieally, by aisles radiating
ance—the
last of Irish grievances, and to
from
an
imaginary
center,
back
of
the
books contain her choicest thoughts, and
place the higher education of the Sister-isle
speaker's
platform.
.
Thus
the
pews
are
best reveal to us her susceptible nature with
upon a broad, an equal and a permanent
its hidden springs of sympathy and feeling.” short near the platform, rapidly lengthen:
ing as they recede, and at a few yards dis- basis.
She was ever at home in her aflections amid
tance
a
cross
aisle
sweeps
around,
out
of
The
Bill
has
been
rejected.
Never in so
the sweet habitudes of childhood ; the loves
which” open more numerous aisle-radii to- short a time did any measure raise up such
of children were the lilies and roses that
wards the street front, none of them con- a medley of opponents. Men who could
bloomed in the garden of her heart.
tinuous with those that approach the platagree in nothing else under the sun could
On the evening before her death, after
form. Thus to the preacher’s eye the audi- agree in denouncing the ‘unhappy Bill.”
bidding one of these little loved ones an
ence is divided up into a score of solid phaaffectionate good night, she said softly to a lanxes with narrow spaces all around each; Comteist and Catholic, philosopher and
priest, Radical and Tory blended their dismember of the household—*¢ Send the child
or, considering beauty and color, more like cordant voices in a chorus of condemnation.
to bed early, and, if I die, do not tell her
large parterres and beds of flowers with One objects to the representation of denomuntil morning.”
broad and neatly kept walks between.
inational colleges on the Council; another
It is said that Mr. Bonner will erect a
The platform is not large, projecting like objects to the subordination of denominamonument to her memory.
the swell of a crescent moon, from the flat
I have written a long ‘and discursive let- side of- the room, and furnished simply tional Colleges to the Secularist University ;
ter. In a recent article on ¢* Miss Smiley in with chairs and a tasteful Bible stand— here it is the exclusion of theology; with
Boston,” a typographical error occurs. The" which Mr. Hepworth never stands behind this party the Bill is condemned because it
gives no security against the domination of
verse of Scripture that Dr. Parsons read so
to preach.
:
A
Roman
Catholics in the Council; with the
emphatically on introducing Miss S. to the
The whole interior, like the exterior, is
audience in Dr, Adams’s church, was the 38th plated with ‘corrugated iron, except only other it is generally condemned because it
affords no hope whatever of such dominaof Luke 2d, not the 30th.
the floor, and the iron ceilingis perfectly tion ; now it is its *‘godlessness,” now it is
H. BUTTERWORTH.
flat, and for so large an auditorium, is low “Jesuitism” that fends.
So assailed, the
to the eye—actual hight, forty feet. The Bill is thrown out, and Liberalism suffers
main doors are three in number and each discomfiture.
New York Correspondence.
But nevertheless few tears
some ten or twelve feet wide, besides a
are shed. There will never be another atsmall side entrance. The only practical deNew York, April 11, 1873.
tempt to conciliate' the Papal party in a
fect
I notice is the comparatively small and
The Church of the Disciples, Rev. George
matter in’which they solemnly refuse to be
H. Hepworth pastor, occupied its new low basement lecture-room and Sunday conciliated. The priest has lost his last
place of worship last Sunday, with an as- school room. It seems as if a large and chance of compromise and concession in
sisting multitude to fill the capacious en- working church must need much more am- his favor. On any new Bill the interests
closure—having dedicated it on the Friday ple and more inviting accommodations of of Education alone must rule. Such at least
evening previous. A secular day was chos- this sort.
is our earnest hope and prayer.
The little room I have left may be deveten for the latter purpose, in order to admit
While the defeat for a moment of Libered to the large new Episcopal church now
of the assistance of pastors from various
building just below Mr. Hepworth’s, on the alism in our English Parliament is still
denominations who would be otherwise encorner of Madison avenue and Forty-Sec- fresh, uews comes of the success of Liberalgrossed on Sunday. Rev. Drs. Ormiston
By a large
ond street, for Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, jr. ism in Italy and Germany.
(Reformed), Taylor (Congregational), and
The cosy and tasteful church that makes majority the Italian Senate has passed a
S. H. Tyng, jr. (Episcopal), participated in
way for it is just now pulled down, having, Bill throwing open the vacant chairs in ‘the
the exercises with the pastor, who must be
been used for worship until the latest pos- national Universities to Christians of all de-!
classified as of the new denomination, ConThis is a great blow for
sible moment, while the broad foundations nominations.
gregational in polity but ecumenical in.
of
the new structure have been laid all Rowe, and the thunders of the Vatican are
birth and blood, and whose sole concern fan
completely enclosing it. It had expected shortly to anathematize the whole
about its name is to avoid getting any,
cen expected to continue worshiping in Senate. In Germany,Prince Bismarck, drivgood, bad or indifferent. The. character the mason-beleaguered citadel until the end en from his Premiership, is yet successfully
and history of this new ecclesiastical pheof the city season, when homes and church- prosecuting his policy of establishing the
nomenon are both so peculiar as to claim
es alike begin to be closed for the summer. precedence and prerogative of the State as
the attention of the Christian world.
But the severity of the winter so much re- against the claims of the Church in the
Mr. Hepworth was called from Boston to tarded the work that it was found necessary person of the priest. There is to be no ecNew York as a Unitarian minister, but with
to begin the inner foundation walls without clesiastical censure and no ecclesiastical apa full knowledge of his unconcealed evanfurther delay, and carry the whole structure pointment without the sanction of the State;
gelical sympathies, in which he had been at
up simultaneously as fast as possible. Still and the training of the clergy as well as the
one with such Unitarians as Dr, Rufus Ellis,
it will be a year yetin building, as it will training of the youth of Germany is to be
the late Dr. Gannett, and Dr. Peabody. be a “$250,000 edifice. For the interim, the under the supervision of the State. Berlin
The Church of the Messiah was then in a congregation have purchased, at a cost of is glad because Mr. Gladstone's measure is
very weak condition.
The conservatism of
$75,000, the pretty chapel till lately rented thrown out, for Berlin means. to rule the
Dr. Osgood had not given it favor in the by the New England Congregational church, priests and not let the priests impair the ineyes of New York Unitarians, and the a few blocks further up the avenue,and have tegrity and loosen the foundations of the
church represented, I suppose, but the very
re-arranged the seats so as to accommodate Entpire ; gnd it would have been an element

some answer {o such questions as these.
THE

work of church-building, in a material
sense, accomplished since last September,
when the first stone was laid for the large
and unique preaching amphitheater dedicated last Friday night.
A fresh and auspicious opening is this, in

ment, with its family inscriptions, texts,
bered architecture, it must be pardoned
words of consolation and hope, and near it¥]
having necessarily avoided architecture
in'one corner of the enclosure, was the grave

icals bent

balconies of the antique marts of the Moors.
He will have to give his fancy a little play,
that lifts the drunkard out of the gutter and and lighten his purse justa little, and he
watohes over him till his better feelings re- may roam at will through the shops of the
sume their sway.
world, and have his wants supplied by poSPIRITUALISM.
‘lite Parisians, blonde celestials, and gay

This phenjmenon again draws attention

S. A. Way of this city for

and pulpit to review its results, amd to offer

They are

first to be domiciled and fed, and then efforts

were

evergreen border cf the lot, with a wreath
claimed, addressed the audience, speaking of laurel displaying its half buried circle of
leaves above the melting snow.
through a female medium *¢ under control.”
An Indian * control” presently took pos- - How narrow a space to be occupied by
session of another medium, who began to one who kindled the light of mirth in so
many homes, and whose influence was so
make faces in a way marvelous to behold,
wide!
:
certainly very like an Indian and very
‘Ihe
brilliancy
of Fanny Fern's genius
heathenish.
This medium introduced a

is prima

&9~ When Agents receive
premiums, no percentage
na moneys sent (or the Star is allowed in addition,
&¥ We send no books out to be sold on commis.

sion

recently took a correspoudent’s license

hall, there being many such on each Sabbath
in this city. After a prayer, which was a
mere rhapsody, signifying nothing, the
spirit of Margaret Fuller Ossoli, as was

whole amount, they the paper is taken (rom the
“fice or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take

ewspapers and

*“ mediums.”

of attending a Sabbath test circle in a public

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the

removing.

They

as Wordsworth and Tennyson so winningly passing slowly down Cypress Avenue, came
explain, and which Christians in all ages to to the Eldridge lot, a little removed from
| a greater or less extent have believed, but the public way. Here, surrounded by an
| to the peculiar phenomena exhibited by so evergreen border, was the Eldridge monu-

for the exphation of his sub-

18738.

fair is to be given,is about $65,000. The
Association hopes to raise $100,000, which
they seem likely to do.
THE ‘‘ WAY COLLECTION.”
that message,” said Mr, Owen, *‘ but this I
Strangers often ask for information condo know, it was not written’ by any mortal cerning the ** Way Collection” of Egyptian
hand.” But why was it necessary to have antiquities at the Atheneum. The mummies,
passed the slate under the table? If spirits tapestries, pottery, &c., are the same that
are able to write on’ the inside of locked excited so much interest at the London
We

Otherwise

16,

mean business, generally, as you may see
by their energetic prayer meetings and re-

directly and openly before the eye.

he regular charges 1dr money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be de-

the date on the label

APRIL

money and material towards the enterprise.

slates, they certainly should be able to write Crystal Palace.

register letters whenever requested to do so»

oneys

H.,

dium, who had held ig under a table, and
returned to him withWa- message from
Theodore Parker written on the inside. “I
do not know that Theodore Parker wrote

ISSUED BY THE

To

N.

a double one with hinges,—handed to a me- The debt of the Y. M. C. A. for which this

RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

.

DOVER,

xLvare

GOADBY,

Events of the Week.
eine
MR. SUMNER STILL A TARGET.
There is a colored school in Washington:
named after Senator Summer.
The Iate
Board of Trustees contracted for a $500
portrait of Mr. S.'to hang up in the schoolroom. But now the new Board takes its

seat, dishonors thé contract, and obliges the
school

té go

without

its

picture.

They

claim that the finances of the school will
not warrant the purchase, but the old Bosrd

claim that the refusal is meant to cut Mr.
Sumner. But the Senator’s friends have
circulated a private subscription paper to

pay for the picture, so that the school will
not go unadorned. In the meantime Mr.®
Sumner’s health is in a precarious condition,

but it is hoped that restant summer weathériay prove beneficial.
STRIKE OF GAS STOKERS.
New York was left last week in darkness.
The employes of the leading Gas Company
in the gity struck for more pay or less wark,
and one or two nights were passed in darkness. But the Company refused to yield to.
the demands of the strikers, and new work-

men were soon put in their places. Although
supplying an inadequate amount of gas, the
consumers seem disposed to hold their patience till the new workmen master the situation. It is thought that the strike will be
confined to its present limits, which are net
very broad, though the companies supply

gas to an important part of the city, and
that the chief difficulties will soon be surmounted.
THE

The

CONNECTICUT

election

close.

Two

ELECTION.

in- Connecticut

yearsago

is usually

it ran so close that

it discouraged the Democrats, and so they
went into the nearest printing office. and
soon

turned

out votes

enoughto give

them

the election. Perhaps our readers recall
the particulars. But this year the Demo
crats seem to have carried the election fairly.
They have elected their Governor (Ingersoll) by 3616 majority, and also two or three

Congressmen.
General Hawley (Republican) is re-elected to Congress by a flattering majority, and so are Kellogg and Starkweather, also Republicans.

The vote thrown

for the temperance candidate for Govermor
was larger than was expected.
It is proba~
ble that the Legislatuze will be Democratic
by a slight majority.
There was a good
vote

thrown, and

the election, which

was

last week Monday, passed off quietiv.
DISASTERS BY. FLOOD.
While a party of 25 persons was viewing:
the rapidly rising Genesee river at Rochester, N. Y.,

wall

last

week,

of the building

was washed

away,

were drowned.
five were

Tuesday, the

in which

river

they stood

and several of the party

It is supposed that four or

carried over

the

falls, which

are

very high at that place. There is. also a
general rising of Western rivers, and it is
expected

that cousiderable damage wi!l

‘be

done.
FOUND
Several weeks

ago

AT LAST.
we

institated an

ine.

quiry for Spring.
It was high time for it,
but there were hardly any signs of its approach. We now state with trembling that
it Seems to be here,—trembling, because &
shiver from some unexpected quarter may
at any time swoop upon us.

But the

mild

look ‘which we detected some weeks ago om
the horizon, and the boys-at.the

street cor-

ners playing ‘marbles, didn’t stand for am
empty sign. The snow has began to go

off,—one ight almost say he could see it
go, only when it goes it isn't snow any
longer, it is water. And then the robins
have begun to coax out the buds on the

trees,—we

don’t know for what else they

can be singing

limbs.

The

each

mud.is

morning

on ‘the bare:

also getting well up

about one’s knees; April

showers

dodging

out at one from" the most innocent looking:
clouds; the inevitable carpet-beating and
all the dusty vexation of house-cleaning arewell upon us, and need we hesitate to think
of a near walk in the woods?
|
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The miserable men make a feast of | and

each

revelry, perhaps from delicacies brought by | cliiss,

“*

| Joseph.

1 Sam.

17:

17,

18.

STAR. APRIL

echo

came,

‘‘ What

have

ead,but are now found further east.

Myrrh,

or
laudanum, an odoriferous gum, is
obtained from the shrub Cirtus LadaniJerus. These gums are used in Egypt. for

cross

(QUESTIONS,

the dead, and are of great valState the occasion of Joseph's visit. What plot | ue.
Cairo is, to this day, the market for
was formed against him?
{
23. What did they do to Joseph?
Why did | aromatic spices,
they not kill him?
How was Joseph clothed ?
!
24. Where did they cast : Sh
Give your |
idea of Josepl’s feelings then.
Gen. 42: 21, |
What kind of a pit is meant?
In what condition
was the pit? Could Joseph have extrieated himself from it? To what is a pit often likened? Ps.
30: 3.
25. After this what did his brethren do?
Whichsone of the brethren was not at the meal?
show that they were ill at ease.
Why has God
given us a conscience?
Show’ what occurred as
they ate. What relation was Ishmael to Jacob?
Where were the Ishmaelites going?
What merchandise had they?
What use was made of
these articles in Egypt?
What did Mary bring
to the tomb of Jesus?~Luke 24: 1.
26. What did Judah
ask? What did he mean

by * what profit is it?’| Would they have left
him to die had this caravan not appeared? Was

it an accident, or a providence, that this escape
was furnished? Show that it was too late to
avoid the guilt of murder.
27. State the suggestion of Judah.
What does
fre mean by “ and let not our hand be upon him” ?
Was it a less sin to sell him than to kill him?
28. Who were in the caravan besides the Ish-

. maelites?

What

happened

to

Joseph?

Kor

how much was he sold? Does the price demote
that slaves were cheap?
Of what may the selling of Joseph remind us?

:

NOTES

AND

#¢

HINTS.

Jacob sent Joseph on a journey of sixty
miles from Hebron to Shechem, to inquire
after his brethren and the flocks. Shechem
is north of Jerusalem, in the valley between
Ebal and Gerizim.
Here by purchase
(Gen. 33: 18, 19), and conquest (Gen. 34),
Jacob had acquired fields. The valley of
Shechem is celebrated for its beauty and
fertility.

To obtain water for the flocks, or

for their own safety, the shepherds had gone
sen.

miles

nerth-east,

to

Dothan,

a name

which means “two wells.” The town ison
‘be southern border of the vale of Esdraeion, and on the high-way to Egypt.
A bitter welcome was prepared for Jeseph

on

his approach.

No

shouts of greeting

responded to the salutation of the tired
traveler.
Hatred of Joseph swallowed up

all thoughts of home.
They have no inquiries to make aboui their father, but
they say, ‘“ Behold this dreamer cometh.
Come

now,

therefore,

and let us slay him,

and cast him into some
tually determined to do,

pit.” This they
but by the advice

of Reuben, to escape the direct act of mur-

The language of the text is ei
from
Gtead to Egypt is “down,” becaus® southerly towards the lower coast of the Mediter-

answer:

say some.

‘‘How noiselessly, mysteriously,

Lord

God governed those men,so as to defeat the
wicked, and to provide for his child,” say
others. God always delivers those who
trust Him.

26, 27. It was not greed of gain mastering the feeling of envy and hate that led
Judah to make this proposal. He does not
speak of the advantage to be derived from
the

money,

but

compares

the

act

of

when

the

conditions

P. 8S.

often

has

the

and

After doing what we could in Bal-

the

word

of his

grace,

masters of opposite characters.

planted at Cutwa, three quarters of a cen-

No wonder he wished to wash off the reddening stain, which deepened in color as he

tury ago, by the zealous and devoted ‘John

looked upon it. Remember. this one great
reason for righteousness toward man, ‘He
is our brother.”

Chamberlin;
is now well-nigh in ruins,
and the one at Sooree, in Beerbhoom, only
twenty-four miles from Ebenezer, the head-

quarters of the successful

Santal

Mission,

28. ““And they drew and lifted up Joseph maintains hut a sickly existence ? Is it not
out of the pit”is language that proves his recorded of one far greater than a Chaminability to extricate himself from it. Joseph berlin, a Carey or a Judson, that in a cerwas certain to perish if left there. Are there tain place, ‘‘ He did not many mighty
not pits deeper than this into which the young works there because of their unbelief?”
about us may be cast ?
It must ever be borne in mind, that all
How paltry a sum for the favorite son of Is- genuine conversions depend on the aid of
rael. A piece of silver was valued at 25 cts. the Holy Spirit, and the blessed Jesus said
The money, no doubt, was divided among to Nicodemus, ¢* The wind bloweth where
them, and as Benjamin was probably away, it listeth, and thou hearest the sound there-

they had 50 cents

a-piece.

What

gain!

of, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and

Behold the profit of sin! - Its wages, in the whitherit goeth.
end, is death.

Slaves were too common

be

Egypt

valuable.

them.

Athens

had

to

was

overrun

with

20,000

freemen,

and

So is every

one

that

is

born of the Spirit ?”’
On the humar side, it is to be said, that
while our brethren in the Beerbhoom dis-

returned

very

trying

circumJ.P,

ooo
WHO IS TO BLAME ?
Strong,

urgent

and

convincing

have

been the appeals from our mission fields
of late. Some of them are almost heart-rending.

And

yet, somehow,

the

general

re-

sponse of sympathy and aid which they
should call forth does not appear.
:
One of our faithful laborers in India rises
from the bed where overwork had laid him,
and, weak and trembling, totters forth to
renew the struggle which may soon over-

whelm him again; while we from the
depths of the easy chair respond, “Poor
fellow! how I pity him,” and send the dollar, which should speed to his relief, to the
nearest drug store for a bottle of medicine

to dose

our laziness.

Another

is called

home from his faithful, patient toil, to his
reward, and while the helpless subjects of

Gen.

42: 22.

What

he meant to do

old for right and duty as others are against
:

2

23. The violence with which Joseph was"
assailed is marked in these words.
It was
a barbarous and crwel age.
Like wild
beasts, these sons of Jacob seize on their

It

is easy

to

draw

a

parallel

between

the
life
of Joseph and the life
Christ. Pasczal sees in’ Joseph a type

24.

Who

can

paint

the

struggles,

tears,

Christ.
As Joseph came to his brethren,
so Christ came ‘unto his own and they received Him not!”
As Joseph was insulted,
seized, disrobed, and cast into a pit, so
Christ was treated by the Jews, and, after

© ¢¢ anguish of his soul,” nor of his" cries

life.

He

place.

for

felt as we should have felt in his

Consider, too, the replies of those

- barbarous men to his tender beseechings.
. Pits were built as cisterns for preserving
+ water.
They were either enclosures of
matural springs, or

reservoirs

for

holding

such water as they could catch. To be of
use in that hot country they must be capa+ «ious. This they are described to be ; Absalom was cast ‘‘ into a great pit,” and David

speaksof

pit.”

A

north
wide,

the

‘ lowest

pit,” ‘ the deep

traveler measuréd

gme, on the

side of Jerusalem, 25 feet deep, 20
and 32 long. The Scripturgs speak

of those cast into them as in

extreme

mis-

ery, for *‘ they that go down into the pit
< ean not hope.”
.
et
When the water had escaped from them,
«or was exhausted, the sediment often made

«a deep mire at the bottom.

This may have

A pit

saved Joseph from injury, as he fell.

of this description was a ‘‘horrible” place in
which to be left to die. Was Joseph alone
~ Was he unmindful of his father’s

3

Hi

>
Sain

¢

and

Christians.

thoughtful,

but

The

was,

lesson

our love for Christ.”

none

were

* Showing

At its close the teach-

er asked her scholars, one

by

one,

PR

a

trouble,

the week.
answered,

if they

As she questioned each, some
sadly, ‘‘ No,” and others shook

their heads in silence.

»

#¢ Not. one deed for Christ!” said the
teacher, and she looked sadly at the solemn,
earnest faces.

A thoughtful boy of thirteen at her side,
sat a while in silence.
Perhaps he was
thinking, ** I wonder whether any one really loves Christ, if any

one

tries

to

please

bim ?” Suddenly he turned his expressive
eyes upon his teacher, and said, respectfully but earnestly, ¢ Miss M——, have you
done anything for Christ?” The question
was unexpected.

Emotion

crimsoned her

cheek, and brought tears to her eyes. At
length she controlled herself, and said, in
broken accents,—
“1 hope so, John, but I know I have
not done what I ought, or might have done
for him.”
That question followed the teacher home.
In her closet, upon her bed, she saw that
inquiring gaze, and heard that earnest question, “Have you done anything for Jesus P”
her, *¢ What have you done for me ?”

Each day a voice repeated

Le

stakes, lived and

labor-

ly been well supplied with means for sustaining schools and native agents, the case
has been somewhat different in our own

Mission.
True,
a small beginning was
made by us among the Santals, as far back
as

1845.

It

was,

however, at best, but

department of labor, and received only
much

time

and

a

so

attention as could be con-

veniently spared from the main work of
the Mission amongst the Hindoos:
On our

the

question,
|

:

4

mt

‘preciated.

Mature’ plans

for

iby a

ap-

empty but in debt.

and

this land with all

1

es, until the matter is understood and

wretchedness, and whose yearning heart
longs for the help that does not come,
while our responsive visions are usually
such as light-worked heart and brain and
overworked
stomach
suggest.
Nearer
home, those

in

whose

temporal

we were recently so much

regular

Why

this

interested, \now

universal

Secretaries

indifference? Our

speak the

truth

and interest ; the pastor's salary is increased
and more promptly paid.
1 mention this
to vindicate the double position,—tbat
people will support tie mission work,

the
and

when

destitute ;—hearts, too,

the

work,

Master's

is

in sympathy
and

whose

sonal experience, and that ic

most

unpromising

fields,

demonstrated that the

people

and will support our
es,

if they

are

has

of

can

feel

the

for one of their number,

in the very

prime of manhood, had faltered by the way,
till at last the weary frame had found rest
in the sleep that knows no earthly waking.
ed band watched beside his bed,pleading as
only the soul in the depths of anguish can

of the

millions

The pleadings were vain.

The All-

wise saw fit to try vet further the faith of.
his disciples, by taking to himself this one
of his cherished ones, and providing him a
home where no Indian heat could ever debilitate the frame, where toilsome ‘marches
and exhausting labors should be remember-

was at rest.

Ie had died,

*“ As dies the Christian. with his armor on;”
with

hearts

unmurmuring

but

sadly

clos-

ed the sightless eyes, folded the weary hands
upon the pulseless brest, and laid him
upon that distant shore.

down
|

Far from the home of his youth he sleeps ;
no kindred dust mingles with his;

but what

if

the jewel be but safe in the diadem of God ?

Peace be with thee, servant of God! Not
for thee do our tear-drops fall. Thy work
is done,and well done. Thy reward is sure.
But oh! the depleted ranks! the heavy
hearts left to battle with the powers of evil.
No wonder as they look over the fields all
whitening for the harvest, they mournfully exclaim, ‘ Angther reaper gone! who,
who shall take his place?”

one

ay

:

but not the healthy,

we

and heat of the day upon that burning strand,

as-

“Surely, God’s hand is heavy upon us. If
the American churches could only stand
where we stand, could only view the moral

signed him, with the privilege, of course,
of doing what he could for the Santals, un-

beside the other Christian graces, and become a part of the now life, so that, as the

strug-

over-ruled, and

the

where preaching

care

of

in Oriya

two

stations,

is needed,

der the circumstances. One other member
of the Mission has given some attention to
the Santal, and made considerable progress
in acquiring their language, but this has
been done under great-disadvantages, as
he has had his hands full of work, all the
time,

for

the

Bengalees.

Dr.

while residing at Midnapore,

Bacheler,

succeeded

1m

starting
a good number

of schools inthe

district, and

of education

this work

thus

vigor.

Bro. Bacheler, I believe, made

no

attempt to master the Santal language, and
hence had all the disadvantdge of instructing them through the medium of a foreign
language. Thus,up to the present day, our
Mission has never had even one man set
apart and devoted wholly, or even mainly,
to the Santal

work!

On

the

other

hand,

our brethren in Beerbhoom have been able
to say, ‘* This one thing we do,” and their
numbers havg increased until now there
are five European men and one woman,

all

devotedto the Santal work. That, other
things being equal, gréater success would
attend

the

united,

undistracted

labors

of

such a Mission than of ope in the condition

that oiirs has generally been in,is only what

vigorous

life

that

business man deducts the weekly allowance for necessary expenses, the mission
claim shall always be honored. As. the
farmer plants his corn, every tenth hill
should be stamped, ‘‘Missions.”
As the
woodman’s ax echoes through the forest,
a sharper stroke than usual should now and
then be given for the mission work. The
mission milk must be freddy mingled with
the weekly food prepared for our Sabbath
school, until it becomes part of the bosne,
muscle, heart and brain of every

“Surely,”

said one,

degradation around

a

veteran,

us,

could

who,

but

for

realize

how much is to be done and how few to do
it, they would come to our relief, It does
seem as though this sad bereavement would

rouse them from their lethargy.”
“I am afraid it will take more than

one

death to rouse some of them,” replied anoth-

er. “Iam sick at heart when [ think of the
lukewarmness of American Christians on
the

subject

of

missions.

Not

more

than

half of the churches dn anything for this
object ; and many of those who do contribute

give but a pittance.

How few real sacrifi-

ces are made for Christ and kis cause!”

child.

Many a pastor is deploring the lack of
spiritual life among his people, as it ap-

“Our

people

have

not

been

educated

J
this matter,” replied the elder mispears in the grasping, penurious nature of siowfily ; “if pastors would do their whole
Bro. A or the pride and love of display duty, the spirit of" beneficence would inin Sister B.
But I have seen the cold, vcrease, - The people should be taught that

money-loving heart relax,

and the tightly

bound purse fly wide open, as some overwhelming scene of sorrow and suffering
has been revealed. And I have seen the
owner of the beattiful and costly scarf,

snatch it from her shoulders to stauch

the

life-carrent, of one who had no other claim
upon her than that of common sympathy.
Bro. A loves his money simply because
his mind has been so long associated with
this; and Sister B loves her jewelry be-

nright reasonably be expected. So it seems
to us. Still, we should be very ungrateful
not to render thanks for what we do receive. Progress is made, steady progress,
with an increased ratio year by year, and,
while for this we thank God and take courage to labor on, may the more* ample
success, or the larger ingatherings in other

cause from her childhood this has been the

fields, lead us to greater devotion and congecration to our blessed Master's service!

of their

vision most constantly before her eyes, and
her heart has never léarned to twine itself
around any thing better. Our ministers
must stop encouraging the selfishness of
their people; deluding them “into the belief that they are poor, or that they are

giving nobly for the gospel when
more.

half dozen

useless

They must bring

any one

luxuries

and hold

us, yet we will not

be

costs

before

Only entered the other home a little while
strange calm was on

bowed beneath the yoke of superstitution
and degradation, he might a little longer be

wish to sce, The mission pulse must be
felt in the “steady beating of every Christian heart. This grace must take its place

writer

gled hard to be set free from other duties,
and be allowed to make the Santal his special work.
His request, however, was

be gathering around

*

discouraged, God is on our side, and is far
more interested in the success of this mis-

the brow,

for

heaven

little while!

circle;

many a toilsomeyear, had borne the burden

return to Orissa, in 1865, the

its ‘woes,

ted, above ail, for the sake

———
There was sadness in the little missionary

matters it where the frail casket reposes,

place, where the subject had never before
been introduced, and where the people had
not thought themselves able to do anything
for the support of the gospel in their midst
even, $23.00 were raised for the Foreign
Mission at one effort.

all

tian workers whose ranks eould not be deple-

Life-Sketches.

for

In

wants,

seemed very near; and though the heart
was still bleeding, peace, the peace of God
enveloped her. *‘A little while,” he had
said, “only a little while.” With her spirit
buoyed with this remembrance, she had
taken the duties he had left. Her woman's
frame seemed endowed with new strength
as the loved one’s fallen mantle she wrapped around her, and, in a spirit of trae heroism, took up the broken thread of life.
“Nb, we will not be discouraged,” she
said, “we will continue our pleadings till
help comes. The work for which he laid
down his life will not fail. Our life-paths
may indeed be desolate; but it is only ‘a

enterpris-

presented.

its

before. Those yearning eyes could almost
pierce the veil; but ah! not quite. A

chastened, the little bund of survivors

abundantly

missionary

fairly

with

constant

some

the treasury is not only

Oh, that a panorama of

choicest fodder is kept, or avoiding the
green pastures, and leading them into
desert places instead ?
J. W. H.

and, as
up the

and

and

:
Sho mis.

regards his own
racks where the

to their fate,
flock, nailing

the

throb

yet

bat i

She sat with her little boy by her side, with
drooping form and sad, yearning eyes, that
at times had a far-off look as though seeking
for something she had lost. Lost! lost!
not lost! Only gone first across the river.

his commission.
In the name of the chief Shepherd I ask
him if he is not abandoning the lost sheep

ed only to render sweeter and more refreshing the delicious repose.
Yes! the warrior

suffering

support,

id

deat = nl

sion than we can be.
Also, we know that
some in our own land are earnestly working for us, and their labors shall not be
that has no system
of missionary work is | vain, for ‘the Stone cut out of the mountbut half organized.
And the pastor who ain shall increase till it fill the whole earth.”
There was one of the little company who
never presents this matter to his people
had
taken no part in the above conversation.
has failed in the most important part of

they say that our ministers are mainly responsible for this state of things. Our
people generally have, great, loving, sympathizing hearts, which can and do fee! for
whose every

:

On

systematic paying, and the love which our poor Santals from the depths of their
Christ has planted in their hearts will do jungles calling for help, our Oriya Chris- *
the rest.
:
tians raising the same pleading cry,our misDuring the last ‘six months my people sionaries with aching hearts echoing the
have been using ‘the mission cards, In same petition, could be spread before every
that time, we have averaged more than a American Christian !" +
dollar per member, operations having been
“I remember,” said a lady missionary of
confined almost entirely .to church mem- the group, ‘‘many years ago, reading. the
bers.
Recently, we concluded
that we
life of Ann H. Judson ; though then not a
were about veady for ay advance move- Christian, there was so much real heroism
ment, and set about i:
a Ladies Mis- in her life of self-sacrifice, that I was completely charmed ; perhaps it Was in part the
sion Soc., to include both church
members
and outsiders. Agneeting was appointed, halo of romanee that seemed to invest her
whole changeful history that attracted my
but a heavy storm prevented attendance.
attention,
but thoughtless as I was, such a
However, officers were elected and a soliciting - committee appointed.
Another life seemed so beautiful that.I longed to folmeeting was called, and again a storm in- low in her steps. 1 have often thought if
terfered, but officers and committee met, such works were more generally read, they
My faith had been strong, but much too weak might foster the missionary spirit, especially among the young.”
for the result.
“Ah sister,” said the elder missionary,
Almost every woman connected with the
congregation, and some outside of it, had gazing intd the care-worn face that showed
given in their names as members. The the marks of year$ of almost unremitting
amount required of each is two cents a toil, “but little of romance have you found
week, but many give much more.
Nor is in your missionary life; it has been work,
this at the expense of anything else. On real, sturdy work ; but thank God, it has not
the contrary, interest in the home work crushed your ever hopeful spirit.”
‘Yes; brother, work indeed it has been,
rises steadily as the missionary spirit is
but work that I love; work that brings its
developed.
Congregation, Sabbath school
and prayer meetings increase in numbers sure reward. Though the shadows seem to

spared.

salvation

made freemen in Christ, come knocking
at our door, and the effort to arise znd admit them is almost too much.
mission

=

_

But these spasmodic efforts will not accomplish the desired result. These great
heart-throbs give évidence of life, it is true,

had done one single thing for Christ during set on foot is still being prosecuted with

d he not pray to the God of his It seemed as if Christ himself had asked

) What could. we do in

4

svhere go, were God to forsake us?
-

tentive

the Santals,

of ized themselves with their manners, cusof toms, superstitions, &ec., and have general-

his crucifixion, was entombed; as Joseph
helpless brother, and strip him of ‘his gar- came out of the pit, to be exalted at the
ments. Judged by modern standards, they | right-hand of Pharaoh, so Jesus rose from
were ruffians, with fierce proclivities for | the tomb to sit at the right hand of God.
blood-shed.
No mercy, no respect for | Looking back over this lesson we, gather
youth or innocence, no humanity, no love up these truths to be considered as we
for parents restrained the hands of the leave it:
Hfratricides. ~~
:
:
+1. That wickedness widens and deepens
They took especial delight in tearing off as it runs.
ithe * coat of many colors.” It had long
Ii. That God overrules the sin he hates,
provoked their envy, and now they seize | and forces it to contribute unto good.
apon it eagerly and strip it off him.
ITI. That virtue and truth are not con“ Envy,” says Solomon, ¢ is rottenness quered when they seem to be,
of the bones.” Prov. 14: 30, Here it was
1V. That God takes care of those who
fury in the eyes, and fire in the heart, and trust in him.
<ruelty in the hands.
By it Joseph was
IS Sadat a
<ast into the pit, and by it we read that our
HAVE YOU DONE ANYTHING FOR CHRIST?
Lord was nailed to the cross. Fhe heart A lady was teaching a class of ten bright
should keep every door shut upon it.
boys in the Sabbath-school. They were at* bedeechings of this innocent Jad borne to
the edge of the pit?
We did not need the
| passage in Gen. 42: 21, ‘to tell us of the

their

among

‘ad
pw

plead, that, for the sake of the little home circle bound to him by ties that not even death
could sever, for the sake of the band of Chiis-

ed, untrammeled by other departments of question is, “What can Ido?” The answer
work, studied their very peculiar and diffi- to that question, their guides and instruccult Janguage amengst the people, familiar- tors too generally fail to bring out. Per-

Lord,

there ‘stuck

once

ase

Gases Riis

troubled with such visions as one only can
see who looks out upon almost limitless

for thirty pieces of silver.

strenu-

at

Heys ores He

With alternate hope and fear, had the devot-

may remind us of the betrayal of our

been

.

his solicitude stretch their hands toward
us, we quietly yawn, and wonder who will
be his successor in that work.
Another is

his opposition could not have

went

mi

that in doing this they will lay a sure foundation for success at home. The church

Lack of Missionary Spirit.

hushandman

slaying.
with
this
act
of
selling
Joseph. He expected to stay the crime
which they had begun to perpetrate. Happily it was not too late to avert the death of while few and far between have been their
Joseph ; unfortunately it was too late for converts among another race, as the Burthe soul to avert the stain of blood. *
mese? Who can tell why some pious, deThe proposal of Judah is an exchange voted missionaries have spent their_whole
of sins, Murder is to be surrendered for lives without being able to point to a sinslavery, a monstrous crime for a lesser, but gle conversion, as the immediate fruit of
still a fearful crime ;—vain way to appease their ofvn labors, whilst others have been
conscience. God demands the full choice of successful all around -them?
Who shall
richteousness. “We can not have two moral tell us why the English Baptist Mission

and

home.
Certainly the friends of the Orissa
Mission will not forget to pray that special
and all-sufficient grace quay be vouchsafed

|

to wait for the precious fruit of the earth,
and exercise long patience until he receive
the early and the latter rain!
Who can tell why the American Baptist
Mission to the Teloogoos was so very trying
| and unproductive for thirty long years,
and is now one of the most flourishing
known?
Or why the same men, as in
Burmah, have been abundantly successful
‘among one class of people (as the Karens),

J. PHILLIPS,

ter
he prosecution of the good
work, to~Which she still clings, with deep
and ardent devotion, notwithstanding her
crushing affliction, we experienced a melancholy pleasure in commending her to God

are exactly equal in different localities. As |
u general rule, we reap according as we |
sow, yet, how

scat-

bs

We

of success

were

ofthe harvest, thathe will send forth

he
Santipore, Jan, 31, 1873,

can’t tell, and shall be grateful to any one
who will furnish the solution.
In Gur endeavors ‘to solve questions of this kind,
there are both the human side and the divine side to be considered, and, after all, |

definitely,

alas,

laborers into his harvest! In view of our
many short-comings and cruel selfishness,
is it not rather surprising that God condescends to employ us at all in his service
rather than a mystery that he grants us
no greater measure of success ?

0 herin the present
anean, or judged by the course of the Jor- such is the weakness of our perceptions,
stances !
dan.
“How strange that this caravan of that it is extremely difficult to determine |

traders happened to arive just at this time,”

few,

trict

if.

x

frankly

How

tered abroad, as sheep having no shepherd !
How Nl
it a point, daily to pray the

.

we

him?

400,000 slaves. This will explain the insignificant sum paid for Joseph. This sale

in secret he ought openly to have declared.
Men must be as earnest, determined and

+

ourselves

follow

der, they concluded to cast him into a pit
where he would perish by starvation. Only
the oldest brother opposed the crime, and
- ous.

+

For

and

them, because they fainted and

————

tals in Beerbhoom ?”

is

even of reputed Christians sympathize with
the blessed Saviour, when he saw the mu!titudes and was moved with compassion on

Why is not our Mission in Orissa equally successful with the Mission to the San-

W here were the brethren of Joseph?
Where
is Dothan?
Why did they go to Shechem? | embalming

rr w—

16, 1878.

God!” Although the husbandman - may labor in vain, and ‘spend his strength for |
naught, still we know that our labor in the
Lord shall not be in vain.
Has not the
time come when every follower of Christ
is fully bound to deny himself, take up his

Tt

@ommunications.

into Egypt.

7
IN

,

you | for God Airy to er,

Earnestly, prayerfully, did she strive to
“ Sabbath School Lesson. —April 20th. is dreadful for the guilty to be left to heed the warning. More closely did she
cling to the Saviour, and more faithfully
themselves,
:
QUESTIONS
AND NOTES BY PROF, J. A, HOWE,
Some of the customs of the East, at the labor to show those dear ones the way.
were blessed; and
JOSEPH SOLD BY HIS BRETHREN:
present day, are describedin Scriptural ac- Her prayerful labors
now, teacher and pupils rejoice together in
counts of events 4,000 years old.
KssENTIAL TRUTH :—God takes care of
Just as the caravan creeps along, with its a Saviour’s love,
the child that trusts him.
Teacher, what have you done for Christ,
merchandise, through Palestine, for Cairo,
—y bo ¢
—
to-day, these Ishmaelites and Midianites to-day ?
GENESIS 37: 23-28, . V, 23. And it came to
were traveling when Judah espied them.
pass when Joseph was come unto his brethren,
This caravan was following the usual
A sneer is the weapon of the weak, Like
that they stripped Joseph out of his coat,—his
«oat of many colors that was on him.
route to Egypt: coming from the East. to other weapons, it is always
cunningly
24. And they took him, and cast him into a
Dothan,and going thence south by a straight ready to our hands, and there is mdre poipit; and the pit was empty, there was no water
init
2
course,
son in the handle than in the point. But
2% And they sat down to eat bread; and they
Then merchandise was partly imported how many noble hearts have withered with
lifted up their eyes and looked, and behold a |
company ' of Ishmaelites came from Gilead, with
from the East, perhaps from India. Spice- its. venomous stab, and. fettered with its
their camels, bearing spicery, and balm, and
ry was a species of gum, called Styraz, or subtle matignity.
myrrh, going to carry it down to Heypt.
26. And Judah sald unto his brethren, What
Storax, the product of a resinous tree that
profit is it if we slay our brother and conceal his
grows in Syria. It excels as an aromatic.
lood ¥
27. Come.and let us sell him to the Ishmaelites,
The balm of Gilead is famous since the day
and let not our hand be upon him, for he is, our
that Jeremiah first asked, ‘Is there no balm
brother, and our flesh: und his brethren were
in Gilead ?” It.exudes from incisions made
content,
28. Then there passed hy Midianites, merchantin the balsam tree.
men; and they drew and lifted up Joseph out of
Balsom trees have ceased to grow in Gilthe pit, and sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites for
The | Fordion | Mission Cause.
twenty pieces of silver; and they brought Joseph

iu
.

Sabbath, as she came before her | In short, stir us to *

an

te

v

;

Their con | done this week for Christ?”

sciences needed excitement and society.
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it means something to

be

a

Christian,

It

means earnest work, sacrifice, self-denial.
The Christian spirit is a missionary
spirit. The command of the Saviour, ‘Go
ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel
to every creature’ is binding upon every
follower now, as much
as
when it
was given,
“It seems so strange to me,” said the
younger, ‘‘that so few young men are moved to obey in person this command, Every
year numbers of educated, cultured minds
go out from our Colleges and Theological
schools. Why do not some of these look to
distant Tudia for their field of labor? Are
the Judsons and the Boardmans only men
of the past? Do they no longer infuse a
missionary spirit into our institutions of
learning ?
:
;

a little while’ I”

“Let us pray,” said the elder missionary.

PiLeriv.

Mammon

of Unrighteousness.

And I say unto you,
Make to yourselves
friends of the mammen of unrighteousness; that
when ye fail, they may receive you into everlasting habitations.
Luke 16: 9.

“R. W.,” in Star of Feb. 5,asks “in what
sense are we to understand the everlasting
habitations of the friends of the mammon
of unrighteousness?” Twould say in reply.
in no sense; and the passage does not imply that the friends of the mammon of unrighteousness have everlasting habitations,
or any habitations at all. Nor 8oes this
Scripture teach that the- *‘ friends of the
mammon of unrighteousness” may receive
us into everlasting habitations, as “ R. W."

seems 1o think.
I understand by this exhortation of Jesus,

that we should make to ourselves friends of
(by means of, Butler's Com.,or with Jenks)
the mammon of unrighteousness, or world-

ly riches (mammon is a Syriac word signifying riches), that when we fail on earth,
or die, these friends we have made by
means of our benevolence, may receive us
into everlasting habitations, or heaven:
That is, the disciples of Christ are directed
to make to themselves friends, by using
their wealth in charity, and acts of benevolence ; to expend their riches in feeding
the hungry and. clothing the destitute; in
providing Bibles, hymn-books and religious
reading for the poor, and sending ‘them to
church and Sabbath school; in building
churches and paying men to preach in them,

where the poor may have the gospel preach-

ed to them;

in supporting missionaries,

home and foreign, to make known
the way of life and salvation.

to all

Thus, when a believer shall fail and be re-

moved
whom
itable
Such

from his stewardship on earth, those
he has made his friends by his charassistance will receive him to heaven.
believers as have heen brought to

Christ through the Tastrumentality

of our

money, and have: died beforg
us, may be
considered as standing ready\to welcome
their benefactors to their everlast

tations, when they quit this world.
“ The

poor

saints

who

have

gone

glory, will receive those that in this

to

world

ministered to their necessities. If a man
spend his riches on himself or hoard them
up in avarice, what evidence can he have
that he is an heir of God through Christ,
or what reason to expect that God, angels
or redeemed saints will receive him to
eternal felicity P" Campbell & Scott.
.
:
J.B, H.
Canterbury, N. H.

An

Emperor

chance, on

of Germany

coming by

a Sunday, into a church, found

there a most misshapen priest *‘ pene polentum nature,” insomuch taht the Emperor
scorned and contemned him*

But when he

heard him read those words in the serv
ice, ** For it is Ile that made-us, and not
we

ourselves,”

the

Emperor

checked

his

own proud thoughts, and made inquiry into the condition and quality of the man;
and finding him on examination, most
learned and devout, he made him Arch“Sometimes, I am tempted to be utterly bishop of Colen, which place hé did exdiscouraged ; our pleadings for more help | cellently discharge.

»

oy

"

“
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Selections,
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A Penitent's Plea.
——

A)

Tike a child that is lost

Then

ed, carded, and spun by her own persevering labor, was the staple for a fabric which
could endure long service.
The vision is before me now. That old

bring healing."

Cries out for the day,—

Come, Jesus, my Master,
1lumine my way.

loom, with its.waste

Come Jesus, my Master,
And heal me, I pray!

1 know the fierce flames
Will not cease to uproll,
Till Thou rainest the dew

Of Thy love on my soul;

And I know the dumb spirit
Will never depart,
Till Thou comest and makest
Thy house in my heart.

My thoughts lie within me
As waste as the sands;

Ob, make them be musical
Strings in Thy hands!

My sins, red as scarlet,

.

Wash white as the fleece;
Come Jesus, my Master,
And give my Thy peace!

treadles move;

Character of Constantine.
After more than three centuries of social
inferiority, and of occasional exposure to
legal outlawry and martyrdom,

the

Cliris-

tians, and especially the Roman bishops,
hailed a final deliverer in Constantine.
Their gratitude has painted him as an early convert
to the faith and a model of a
we

must

Inside

smoothing off every roughness. A bar
whose sharp teeth pierce the edges of the
cloth, holds it in place ‘that it may better
endure the beating. And so the weaving

not too

readily accept the stories of Eusebius concerning the orthodoxy and the virtues of

entius

and

and overthrew

Licinius;

for

this

end

Max-

he

es-

tablished all faiths on = basis” of equality
and toleration. Up to the age of forty his
religious history was that of an idolater.
He restored and endowed the temples of
the ancient deities;

he issued

pressed with the images

medals

and

worker

“Time is the warp of
shall it be filled ? Shall
ference or idleness to
powerless the beginning

ty of the deified Cwsars; he paid especial
worship to Apollo as the sun god.
Let us ¥ee precisely what be did for the
Christian church and for the bishops or
pastors of the congregation at Rome.
Arriving in the capital at the head of his
Gaulish cohorts, over the bodies of the soldiers of Maxentius, his first acts were to
accept the office of Pontifex Maximus, to
attend the sacred games, to repair various
temples, and to authorize the

or shall

found-

not establish it as the religion of the State.
Somewhat later, signed

conjointly

by

Li-

cinius and Constantine, appeared
what
may be called the Magna Charta of the lib-

erties of the church, the
Milan.

What was

famous

it?

It

was

decree

of

a grant

of

toleration; it ‘recognized Christianity as
one of the forms in which men might properly and legally worship the divine

nature;

it restored all ecclesiastical edifices and
possessions which had been confiscated under former emperers ; it was emancipation,
equality, justice, and nothing more. The
same freedom of worship, the same rights

of property, which

it accorded

to .Chris-

tianity, it also accorded to all other faiths.
It was the edict, not of a convert and devotee, but of a wise statesman and clement

prince.

Impartial
recognition.

liberality succeeded inpartial
Large sums were granted to

;

we fill the mind, the soul, the spirit,

court room, on the

bishop &

site

where

basilica,

now

or

stands

St. John Lateran.
Before long (if we may
credit the same spectral authority) crowds
of believers were joyfully engaged in razing the circus of Nero, the first persecutor,

and erecting out of its materials a magnifi-

cent church in honor of St. Peter, the

ecessor of the
Angelo.

mighty

The cost of

dome

these

however, was not so much

constructions,

defrayed by the

bounty of the State as by the gifts and legacies of the devout, a source of revenue
which had been interdicted, but which Con-

stantine legalized.
Of all the acts of Constantine, it was his
removal ot the capital from Italy which
tended most to prepare the way for papal
primacy.
But no such result was intended,
and it is not even trne that Constantinople

was founded as a Christian city ; its very
dedication was a pageant of paganism.
Escorted by guards ia religious attire, the

- Emperor bore through the new-built streets

a golden statue, the goddess Fortuna of
ancient Byzantium ; and an imperial edict
enjoined that on every anniversary of the
day the reigning Cesar should renew this
heathenish rite and pay adoration to the
locai deity. The city was filled with mementos
of the olden credences. There
were

Apollonian

Pythian and the
post of honor.

statues

Sminthian

in

number;

had

At one end of the

the

each

its

principal

forum rose Cybele, and at the other end
Fortuna; all the time-honored tutelar gods
of Greece migrated, as if for refuge,to Constaptinople; it sheltered the Minerva of
Lyndus, the Cybele of Mount Dindymus,

the Muses

Rhodes,

of Helicon,

the

Amphitrite

the Pan of universal Hellas.

of

On a

pillar of porphyry, uniting in a profane
triad the pagan and Christian faiths and
thé sentiment of political fealty. to Cesar,
toward an Apollo whose aureole of sun
rays had given place to the nails of the true
cross, while the head of the deity had made
way for that of Constantine.
. It is true that the Emperor erected
ohurches ; but oven these proved his politic
ar infidel tolerance; one was dedicated to
‘Banta Sophia, or the Supreme Wisdom ;
another is Ireve, or Peace. The church of
the Twelve Apostles was not built until the
* latter days of Constantine; and a century
later the metropolis could only boast fourteen churches.
In truth it would seem
that the real purpose of the Emperor was
to introduce a composite religion, made up
of philosophy, Christianity, and sun worShip; that he hoped to unite in one pacific
hodge-podge the warring faiths of his subjects, as he had reunited the provinces of
the distracted empire.
If he
proclaimed
the holicess of Sunday, it was
beeause it
was a day sacred to Apolio, as well as commemorative of Jesus. He was a pacifier, a
compromiser, a politician,

than a convert. It was
upon his death-bed. that
tism,— Galaxy.

a

ruler,

rather

grief,

it, without

guest,

there

is

rest,

there

But

the Master

does

earned the

with-

rose from his. knees, and swung his
and shouted, *‘Safe, safe, all safe !”

He had not seen ka of soldiers from
land, n
a troop of his own
countrymen,
nor
even a single living
soul; but he had seen a little church spire
a Christian

received high praise from eminent critics.

which

rose from

the

village,

d

words.

came

true,—‘“The

beloved

of

the Lord shall dwell in safety by him.”

Reading

the Bible.

—

only as
Let us

and the glory of him whose thou art.
Refuse every practice, reject every habit,
deny every inclination which can weaken

is unrolling.

formed,

Soon

thy

character

shall

and thy life

memory

it? No.

The

divine

method

that

quotations

rea-

ing of the word

else-

of

God.

There,

as

where, man must reap as he sows.

method,—the

Faith

thing

and

Works.

————

Two gentlemen were one day crossing
the riverin a ferry-boat. A dispute about
faith and works arose; one saying that
good works were of small importance, and

for doing

ing of God on the consistent
bors of his people. is the only

little,

read-

How to» Kill Skepticism.
patent

retains so

son is not found in the fact of hasty

forever.

. Is there any

treas-

are so biundering and incorrect, it the

either in

appear

secures

ures of knowledge known only to him who
thus coolly, piously and philosophically
studies the Word of God.
Let any man give us a reason why,
when the Scriptures are read so much,

will be

beauty, or a worthless

honor and in

unmoted eye of meditation,

bless--

life and
method.

that

faith

was

everything;

serting the contrary.

convince

Not

each other,

the

being

other

as-

an

en-

able

the ferryman,

easily

besetting

Keep the vineyard of your own hearts.
“Praying in the Holy Ghost, keep yourselves in the love of God,” Be actively
is” better than
Employment
engaged.
soul's strength.
for your
enjoyment,
Work. Do the work right about youn. See
what is most pressing, and needs most to

be done, and do it. Let the ‘‘members of
Christ's body,” the Church, individually,
work for temperance, the Bible cause,
the mission cause, the poor and sick, the

Sabbath-school, and the world can not
doubt whom you believe, and serve and
delightto honor; and the fruits of your
labors in the Lord will be so apparent and
so blessed, that skepticism shall have no

plea, no Dues in the circle
move.—y3. 8. T¥mes.

in wkich yon

Qur Minister.
ded

——

«“What
a pleasant face your pastor has,”
said one ladyto another, ‘‘and how cheery
his voice.
His coming is like a gleam of
sunlight.”
;
:
“And do you know,” answered the lady,
liftinga pleased face toward her friend,
«thit
we call him Sunshine, because
wherever he goes he brings sunshine with

not until he ‘lay
he accepted bap- him. If he visits a sick
you will see the look
:

one

of

of his

flock,

suffefing pass

movements of
ly.

the

hands.—Bishop

Fragments
In: owder

to

of Time.

ote ie
achieve some

good

which you have much at heart,
not be able to secure an entire

work

you may
week, or

even an uninterrupted day. But.try what
you can make of the broken fragments of
time.

Clean

up

its

golden

the waste of existence.

And

thus,

if you

be a miser of moments—if you be frugal,
and hoard up odd minutes and half-hours,
and unexpected holidays—=your gleanings.
you
may eke outa long and useful life, and
may die at last, richer in existence than
multitudes whose time is all their own.
That which some men waste in superfluous
slumber, and idle visits, and desultory application, were it all redeemed, would

give

them wealth of leisure, and enable them
to execute undertakings for which they
deem a less worried Jife than theirs essentinl. When a person says, “I have no
time. to pray, no time to read the Bible, no
tine to improve my mind, or todo a kind
turn to a veighbor,” he may be saving what
he thinks,

but

he

should

not

think

what

honestly
. L.

TO

willfindit to

dealt with
GUERNSEY

N. H.

12m6

N. B.—Pamphlet

& CO.,

70 Broadway,

failings,

administer’ ng

rebuke

not in gentle forbearance and kindly expostulation, but with harsh and impatient
severity! How beautifully did Jesus unite
intense sensibility to sin along with tenderest compassion for the sinner! showing
in this that ‘ he knoweth our frame.”
Many a scholar needs gentleness in chastise-

|

Street

and

its Opera-

Rainy

1y19

Mrs. Child’s
The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,

NEVER

has

located

in

ror dar! Arents wanted! All classes of working people, of either sox, young or old, make mote money ut

Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.

Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.

A.

S. BARNES

&

125
100

When

Address,

we were Young,

or all the time than at anything

OUR

HO

DIGESTION;

for the price, the largest and handsomest.

book

ever sold by subsoriptipn. Agents, the
people. *
eager for such a book, and will urge you ta ring
to them. Write for terms, &o., free.
17
CEORGE MACLEAN. Publisher,
SCHOOL. ST.. BOSTON, MASS,

\

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation
t sted by, Sclautifie Theories of his Origin and Anti
quity,
% Jose a P. THOMPSON,
D. D.,, LL D.,
one vol., 12mo, Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
{ post, on receipt of price, by
L. R. BUPLING AME.
5

00

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage i
on receipt of the price.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School Libraries, or to

SWAMSCOT

replenish old

ones, can

send

us

theis

orders which will be immediately filled with our ow
other
schools

prices,

L. R. BURLINGAME,

Doerv, N. H,

TREATISE.
The New Treatise, just revised by ordes=
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25

Postage (extra)

4 cents each for two
ders are solicited

MACHINE COMPANY.
PAUL,

AGENT,

MANUFACTURERS
Pian

7 For the

Iren Pipe;

and

Welded

Boiler

Quinn’s

Tubes;

Ferules for Repairing Boiler

Books

Sabbath School.

123
2

Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
LR.
BURLINGAME. Dover.

Expansion

Patent

Price.
$1.25
1.56
$150

The Quiet Hour.
Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,

Lap

Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

STATIONARY

New

Question

100
100
100
N.H

Book,

BY

AND

Portable Steam Engines,

i

SHAFTING,
TURNING

Or-

Alice Benson’s Trials,

Patent

for Print Works;

Steam Boxes

Bleaching Kier;

Barlow’s

Boilers;

.Cylinder

one, or

copies.

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
The Judge’s Son,
Hester’s Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,

|

Valves ; Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu.
Flue

or more

s—

Steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds; Brass and Iron

lar,

each copy.

for single

New

OF

Wrought

and Galvanized

"More

N.H,,

NEWMARKET,

SOUTH

cents for

4 cents

This book

LATHES,

MACHINISTS’ TOOLS
of every description,

Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
of

Circular and Upright,) Iron and Brass
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mated throughout by a manly and Christian spirit;
there is not a word or a hint whose moral tone is
doubtful; and it testifies most clearly and strongly
to the fact that the average levels and experiences of
life furnish the theaters where Christian faith and a
noble and unselfish life may embody themselves and
make the world their debtor. Such are. the-lessons
that will be taught by this plain and simple Iifegtory.
The autor will send a copy ofthe work, postpaid,
to any person who forwards him $1, at Rutland, Ohio.
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THIS, and do not fail to send

la- lighted Christian, asked permission to give
£
A "his opinion. Consent being granted, he
life, a prayerful, humble,
holy heart and
said: “I hold in my hand two oars. That
self-sacrificing and devoted spirit, will do in my right hand I call ‘faith;’ the other,
more to impress your friends, ‘and neigh- in my left, ‘works.’
Now)
-gentlgmen,
This favorite New England LUNG REMEDY has
bors, and the world around you, with the please to observe, I pull the
[Kai
gamed a reputation which places it in the front rank
any
than
profess
you
religion
the
truth of
of curative agents, though it has been in the market
and
pull
that
alone.
See!
the
‘amount of learned argument, criticism, or round and round, and the boat makes no but little over two years. It is recommended by the
best physicians, and does all that 1s claimed for it.
comment.
progress. ldo the same with the oar of
It cures COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
Various obstacles stand in the way of works, and with a precisely similar result
this
practical refutation of skepticism in —no advance.
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
Mark!
I
pull
both
togeththe Christian's life, He may have grown er, we go on apace, and in a very few min- BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DIScold or formal. He may be cherishing utes we shall be at our landing-place. So
some secret sin. He may be grasping, in my humble opinion,” he added, “faith EASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS.
ambitious, self-seeking, absorbed in busi- without works, or works without faith,
It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure.
ness to the neglect of the Lords work, will not suffice. Let there be both, and
Send for circulars with testimonials.
pleasure pursuing, worldly-minded. Such the haven of eternal rest is sure to be
Sold by all Druggists.
I
a one helps the skepticism of the day, rathreached.”
er than rebukes it. ldlers, neglecters of
As the flower is before the fruit so is C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.
the means of grace, dull and slothful workfaith before good works.
;
FISHERVILLE, N. H.
6mdl
ers, all stand in the way of the progress of
- Faith is the parent of works, and the
the truth, and lend impulse to’ the advance children will ‘bear a resemblance to the
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
of skepticism.
‘What remedies shall we apply ? The old parent.
It is not enough that the inward works
and only-ones that have ever succeeded. of a clock are well constructed, and also
Be men and women of faith, Give doubt: the dial:plate and hands: the one must set
no place.
Resist unbelief. Watch
and on the other: the works must regulate the
It savors not at all of offensive egotism ; it is anipray.
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GREAT VARIETY! DEEP FEELING
INTENSE MELODIES!
Responsive Scripture readings, with many songs.
Illustrating!
Enforcing!
Inviting
A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and
tunes that never ‘‘wear out,” for the family worship
and prayer meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces
Suisudie for Saturday afternoon and concert occa-sions.
PER DOZEN, $3.60.
PRICE SINGLE, 35 CENTS.
A single specimen copy of

which will furnish a ¢ nance with

Read your Bible slowly.
Take time, evlike the weaver, we become so expert in
selecting material that nothing good shall en if you have but little time. A great ment ; the reverse would crusha sensitive
be lost—nothing evil find its way into mathematician once said, if his life depend- spirit, or drive it to despair. Jesus tendered upon solving a problem in two min- ly “considers” the case of those he discithe priceless woor.
Welcome the beating which shall make utes, he would spend one of the two in plines. Reader, seek to mingle gentlemore perfect and compact the good we deciding how to do it. So in reading the ness in all your rebukes; bear with the inallowance
for
have acquired—persevering. even though Scriptures; if you aré pressed for time firmities of others; make
(and this ought to be a rare case), then’ constitutional frailties; never say
harsh
but one thread be added at a time, and
spend the precious moments on a portion things if kind things will do as well; do not
we seem to make little progress.
Young man or woman, smuggling for of the chapter, When you feel that the unnecessarily lacerate with recalling formlearning —for a trade—or a footing of honor mind and heart begin to drink in the er delinquencies. In reprovimg anosher, let
sentiment, even of a single verse, then us rather feel how much we need reproof
among your fellows poverty, may be the
lathe beating into firmness and reliability, stop and drain the heavenly chalice, be- ourselves. ¢ Consider thyself” is a searcafriendlessness or other disadvantages, only cause the Divine Spirit is filling thy cup. ing Scripture motto for dealing with an errIt is a true,
solemn, and interesting ing brother. Remember thy Lord’s meththe toothed bar holding you to the necessaLet
ry discipline which shall consolidate the thought, that we are to wait, to linger, to od of silencing fierce accusation—**
tarry for the blessing to come from the him that is without sin first cast the - stone.”
good in you.
—J. C. Mucduff.
Search ont and make your own. ‘‘ what- Word before us.
To search the Scriptures, with the clear
soever things are true—pure—honest—of

Weave them into thy fabric
good report.”
of character, that in future life they may
work out thine own joy, the joy of others,
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and the Fire
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see in him a sweet epitome of all his doctrines—God in man, that man might be in
God; the beauty of holiness, the perfection

among

their
rude homes was pointing toward
heaven.
The Christian missionary had been there,
and God's work among the people was the
pledge of safety to all the world; and so
the

'D. LOTHROP
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of

Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes:
They meet the want of
the day for Looks which instruct and improve, Rite
they fascinate the reader.”
Catalogues free.

Seeing, then. that we must cultivate

surance of glory.—Our

NOW

Twelve additional volumes ho
$1000 Prize Series are now ready. Price $1.50 each. They have

and copy the artless spirit of children, let
our example be that blessed being whom

hat

an. admirable work

consumed

here, andto place od loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

rs

dependent

Peter calls, though he knew him
a man, ‘the holy child
Jesus.”

:

sum.—[E. P. WHIPPLE, in Boston Daily

is

we jug lacey on loan, we have
DOLLAR, even in those cases

Insurance companies have failed.

SILENT TOM.
Price $1.75.
The second book of the $1000 prize series is no less
popular than the first. ‘The Boston Traveller says:
+ It is quite as well written, as pure and good in its
teachings, and whoever reads one will be anxious to
read the other, and he who reads both w'll have read
two of the best Juvenile Stories of the season.”

to enter earth than as a child, so swely is
there no other way to enter heaven,
Our
entrance into both worlds is in the same
form.

:

its kind, and
mises well for the character of the
series to which it belongs.—[New York Times.
I wish it were in my power to place it in the hand
of every
man, woman and child in the-land, as it deserves fo be.—~[ HENRY BERGH.
Here are beautiful sentiments whose price is above
gold. The book is bright, and witty and wise. We
give it our hearty praise,—[Springfield Republican.
It perpetually puts God and duty and soul-culture
into the very heart of its sketches and lessons.—
[Boston Daily Journal.
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simple, and
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“ Rtriking for the Right”

should be the burden of every Christ-like
soul. For the night cometh when no man
can work.
‘

helpless,

uizequaled

Ofall the money
not lost a SINGLE

Price

1t is undoubtedly the best book of the kind in the
world.—[Hon. Gro. T. ANGELL.

of Christian living, and that to work while
the day lasts, doing all with one's might,

humble,

RIGHT.

ilobe.

your zeal;” for well he knows that none
ot us has too much of that, But he would
have us, feel that his special blessing and
protection is given to those who are earnest in labor; that self-sacrifice is the law

is

the

OPINIONS

spir-

faith,

THE

We are convinced that the author has honestly

in a need-

without

After the Chicago Fire.

THE
:

FOR

was given.

work worried over,

patience,

-

$1.76, for which'

out prayer, without consecration, this may
well break down the health and destroy
the usefulness of any man.

and

came over them, and they dared not go
on.
‘But one of their number, more hardy
than the rest, kept on, and at that very
point where they expected his courage to
fail, and that returning he would bring
upon them the man-eaters, just then he

pred-

of Michael

theiy

performed

manner,

done in a self-sufficient, vain-glorious

ful tell-tale to their minds, and, when they
reached the summit,
the terrors of death

we see or hear,
around us, until,

Weave in temperance,
or'mar its beauty.
faith; beat them to
rebuild both pagan temples and Christian sobriety, reverence,
SlowSeveral of the -ecclesiastical edi- | their place by prayer and watching.
churches,
fices of Rome claim: (Constantine as their lv the small beam of life is filling up;
Tradition asserts that he more slowly the great beam of the future
remote founder.

. gave
to the Romish

is

:

STRIKING

———

with carefully selected material which
shall give strength and reliability and value to the character? From good books
selecting good thoughts; from good companions® appropriating every good influ-

ing of a college of priests in honor of the
Flavian family. Then came an edict, now
lost, which is reported to ns as having favored Christianity, but which certainly did

bitter

lessly clumsy

OF

GRAHAM,

o——

systeinatized, work

SUCCESS

The $1000 Prize Series ! REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

A ship bad been wrecked off an island
Born Again.
in the South Seas. To the horror of the
sailors, they found it was the same island*
This was the parable of the birth of Christ ;
where a ship's crew had been
killed
and eaten by the natives. Weary with the this the babe preached in the .arms of Mary.
struggle in the storm, their clothes were His Godhead was converted into the form
drenched, they hid themselves as best they of childhood, that, by the mystery of his own
could, with the scanty stores, in the caves example, he might appeal to the manger,
along the shore. When they could en- and declare, ‘‘ Except ye he converted
dure no longer, they crept stealthily up the and become as little children, ye can not
hill between them and the town. Every enter into the kingdom of heaven.”
So surely as Christ found no other way
crackling limb and rustling leaf was a fear-

life.” With what
we indulge indifrender weak and
of our life-wagl?

thing
ence; from every
that which is within or

her

The Pledge of Safety.

the results of

enjoy

to

and perfection she rejoices.

of

Jupiter, Apollo, Mars, and Hercules; he
added his father, Constantius, to the socie-

pagan

down

and

thee, because he trusteth in thee.”

days of careful toil, - Its mistakes and blemishes, 'tis too late to remedy. In its beauty

im-

attributes

sits

‘the lady,

ace. It is written, “Thou wilt keep him
n perfect peace whose mind is stayed on

unwieldy proportions become-a burden,
and the naked cords and rods remind’ one
that the work is near completion. The machinery works with difficulty; the beating
strokes grow shorter; the shuttle can not
shoot through ; it is clipped from its fastenings.
Unrolling the long, firm web, the weary

than a saint. The great purpose of his life
was to reunite and tranquillize the empire which Diocletian had divided. For

how

welcome

the great beam unwinds;
beam winds up, until its

goes on. Slowly
faster the —

his benefactor.
Constantine was a soldier,
a statesman, and a Roman emperor, rather

this end he attacked

reed is

lathe, a fine

beating

that

ise

hen he speaks of comfort they listen,
iey know that out of his great sorrow
his own heart has been lifted, and they are
willin
to be gled by him to the source of
true comfort.”
Into every heart where Jesus comes a

more and more snugly to its place. Will
not that beating spoil its delicate mechanism? The worker says, ‘No danger.”
If there are weak or worthless threads, they
may be broken only to be replaced by better.

————

but

e knows

it

crowding

it,

against

beats

and

beats

a

GREATEST

YEAR!

Is it possible #o.do too much work for
Jesus? Is there any danger that Christie.
will overtask themselves in the service of
their Master ? Qught we to impbse any restraint upon ourselves when the Lord calls,
lest in our zeal to follow him we overstep
the limits of the strength which he has
given us?
We do not believe that one Christian
worker in a hundred breaks down from
excess of work for Christ. Work poorly

‘‘All Christians are not

answered

HE

123

it—

~The Night Cometh. .

;

voice grew soft with pity; ‘ne has had
heavy trials to bear, but he ‘counts these’
trialsas mercies. It is because he himself has suffered that those in sorrow are
sure of his real sympathy. They feel that

lathe

side to side; the heavy

idly from

precious

to bring rest and

‘

rap-

thread passes

the one

seed-

so. Has he been mercifully kept free from
the losses and crosses in which all seem
to share

no error in their intricate arrangement.
The proper material is in the shuttle. The

—Pheabe Cary.

the

“But how is it that he is always so cheer-

“Oh, no,”

the time

sympathy.

SH

ful ?” was asked.

this, and allows

The weaver understands

ri

and

for if he has not gt

already, he may get it by redeeming
Hamilton,

“If ady one has suffered loss or bereavment, or any trouble that leaves the heart’
sore, a visit from our minister is sure tQ

ever before the weaver, and like the future,
slowly unwinding, and as surely filling ups
deand upon the character of that filling
pends the worth of the fabric. Shall it be
scraps of cast-off garments—of old paper—
of dried grasses, or weeds, chaff or leaves?
or shall it like its warp, be the true, strong
wool, or cotton, or silk, which shall endure,
when time and service have proved its
:
value ?
One end of each slender thread is fastened to the small beam just under the hand
of the weaver; every one in its proper
lace ; for a slight mistake here at the startng must run through and damage the en3
tire length.

despairing
by the way;

monarch;

of threads

maze

That

sufferer,

leaves

always

he

peace,

wound around and around that great beam,

"Twixt my soul and my God,
1 walk as one walketh
A fire-path unshod;

hristian

life!

it is human

In the conflicts that pass

a

thoughts, that ave -sure

unlike to

warp—how

been

sick are confident of his kindly

moth-

my

has himself

er eagaged in her favorite employment.
To my eyes there was something very wonderful in the process which changed that
multitude of moving threads into firm cloth
under her skillful hand. No shoddy was

that, for the wool carefully selected, cleans-

From its home 1m the night,
I grope through the darkness
And cry
for the light;
»
Yes, all that is in me

And in my
8it dumb

He

——

When a child, I often watched

he says;

away, and the glad smile take its place,
for his coming does good like medicine.

Veaving Character.
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“The Sacred Melodies
has been

revised

and much

improved,

printed on

stereotype plates, made from new. type throughout
It has a large umber of selected

and

choice Tunes

as well as many of our best Ifymns. It is compaet
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and.
is well adapted to use in social meetings. Price
per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84, Price per single hook, when bound in
thick pasteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz., $2.88.
Postage

(extra)

“48 cts.
Address,
il

on

a single copy, 4 ots:; on a doz,
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BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N, H,

Rev. John J. Butler,

D.

D.,is

now.

ready for delivery to our customers.

Fifteen. hundred
first volume,

copies of thie the-

have already been sold..

This number is nearly half of all that:
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that’
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. = At this rate of

sale this Le Edition will soon be on
our

hands.

Price

$2,00.

Postage,

extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more.
Or
ders are solicited.” |
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is just

now

memoria]

enthusiastic

than

occasion.
ing

Her dead®are awaking and com-

forth -to

life.

The

bound

and

silent

The buds swell on the

in the

trees.

The

flowers

look up from the sod where they were hidden. The robin and blue-bird fill the morn-

of the gladness and joy of the Easter | ing with music,—a prelude to the full
strains

Festivities. *‘ Christ is risen!” is the great that are to break from the gathering orchestruth which is brought home to us afresh by tra, With such reminders and ‘helpers and
the coming of this’ sacred festival. It is needs: as these, Easter may well lift up
the truth which came home with such bless- Christ's resurrection into new prominence,
edness and power to the little band cf diseci- «draw out its highest meaning and best lesca

ples who grieved

=
Ee

dead

Master,

How their hearts thrilled at the

tes-

They boped
rasg to the

and then feared.
realm of a joyous

other.

Now they
faith, and

then they settled back to the level of a fresh
distrust.
On the way to Emmaus, the two

i
3

sons, and so reassure a faith that is ever in
want of stimulants and strength.
Still bet-

ter will it be for us if the spiritual nature
within us may be so quickened that the soul
shall keep a blessed Easter of ¥s own.

#imony,—* He is not here; he is risen!”
The burst out of that deep darkness into so |
glorious a light almost dazzled their inner
Earth- Wedded.
eye. ** They believed not for joy!”
w
|
ent
So rans the record... And what a depth
Let us Jook at the Pleiades and learn a lesof meaning appears in the statement! The
sews seemed too good to be true. They son. There is a my thological statement that
recalled bis words; they wondered; they they were the seven daughters of Atlas, that
wept:
they debated the strange and glo- they were pursued by Orion with a nameless
riousthing with themselves and each

|

5

their

and were only thinking of the sweet spices
wherewith they might ancint his lifeless
bedy.

i
$1

over

brethren had only half taken the glorious
fact of his resurrection into their hearts.
And even when the Master himself came
und walked and talked with them, their
wyes were holden so that they did not know
him. His ‘Peace be unto you,” when he
appeared among the gathered company sitting with closed doors for fear of the Jews,
- af first startled thém. Only when he had
tarried, and overcome their doubts, did they

surrender themselves to the gladness that
could find no words able to measure it. It

passion in his heart, that they were rescued
by Jupiter who changed them to doves, and

that they were afterwards translated to the
heavens, where they make that beautiful assemblage of stars at which we rarely tire of
gazing.
* But only six of these stars are visible. The
seventh is Merope, who rashly wedded -a
mortal, and who therefore shines with less
luster than her sisters, whose associates
were all divine. We may perchance catch
a wavering view of her with a telescope, as
though some of the immortal light were
playing about her, while she is held back
from stepping into its full glory.
Unfortunately, there is a great host of
Meropes.
And they are of both sexes. In

seemed a boon too large for one of the num-. fact, the ratio in these cases is reversed, and
ber to accept at all. He stood out in his “we may find six who have wedded mortals

denials.
He would not be cheated into a
baseless rapture. Ile would see the nailprints, and feel the opening made by the
soldier's

spear,

before

he

would

believe.

And he was as good as his word. He firmly
held baek his faith till Christ came and
granted him the vision and the touch. Then
he surrendered, not with reluctance but
with rapture.

Now

that he might

believe,

there was the very self-abandonment and
Iaxury of an adoring faith. His soul went
aut te embraee that precious fact as the river
goes to the sea, as the crocus springs to the
April sunshine, as a true woman's heart
gives itself to the manly love that waits for
it. “<“My Lord and my God!” was the fervid
» outburst.
That was all. Words could express no more. The rest came in reverent
silence and grateful tears. Tue dead Viefim was the living Conqueror! The Cruci-

to every one who has chosen the better
part. They might stand forth like guiding
lights, about whom the bewildered and the
lost shoud assemble themselves, till the
flame burned in every heart, and glowed.
on every face, and the world was illumined
by its glory. Bunt baser passions hold them
back. They have embraced the world ; they
are won by its charms; they stand in an evil
light.
Here is a family

from whose broken

cir-

cle go seven sons. They have had the same
training and received the same instruction.
Born of the same parents, why should not
their future lives be in harmony?
A part,
perhaps all but one, place themselves on the
side of truth.

They choose their

among the best classes.
in honorable business.

ing

their

answer

associates

They engage only
There is no mistak-

to any

vital

question.

There is a halo about their lives that may
Crowned!
Christ had
.
. | almost be seen,
and an influence flowing
And the dead hopes, sepulchere
d in | ©
:
hot

fied had become the
.

risen!
the heart of Thomas, had burst up-into a | from them that may certainly be felt. But
there is grief'in the old home, and misery
Iife that took hold on eternal things!
How much this fact of Christ's resurrec- and wretchedness, perhaps vice and crime,
tion meant at that early day, is made appar- are multiplied in the world, because the reent in Paul's method of stating the, case in maining sons have proved false to truth.
his" epistle to the Corinthians, ¢ If Christ The world has charmed and betrayed them.
Ore doesn’t like to say that the Church is
be7i0t risen, then is our preaching vain, and
your faith is also vain... Then they also scandalized and grieved by just such apostate
‘which are fallen asleep in Christ are per- members, But it is. Perhaps they place
ished. If in this life only we have hope in themselves in church relations only for the
better standing it may give them. But they
¢ Christ, we are of all men most miserable.”
really like their own business better than
The fruth of .the gospel was made to hang
they do the Lord’s. Money may be their chief
mpon the fact of the resurrection,
If Christ
Bad not risen, he was proved an impostor, aim. Honors that pertain entirely to time and
and all who had trusted him. had put their the world may be their chief desire. They asconfidence in a lie and a cheat. If he had sogiate with those who are mainly noted for
mot risen, then he could not be the helper of “shrewdness, who understand human nature
Jbis followers, the keeper of his promises, pretty well, and are constantly plotting how
the guardian of his church, the giver of they may use it to their own advantage.
eternal life to these who trusted him.
For Very soon it is evident that they are wedded

if his real life were not something beyond | t° the world. Even if they try to shine in
the.reach
of man’s malice,
and time's wast| @ moral way, the light : is wholly a reflected
x
i»
a
’
S
|
.
ing.-and death's dissolutions, how

could he | from the group of better people with

whom

be the giver of immortal life to others? | they still pretend to belong.
It is so everywhere. The thought that
He could not be. And so Paul always
It may
preached ‘‘Jesus and the resurrection.” For rests on the earth is contaminated.
this reason*he piles up testimony to prove he one of a family of much nobler aspirathe fact. For this reason he argues and tions, but if it suffers itself to feed on carnal
explains the doctrine all through that long things it will become degraded. He only is
chapter from which we have quoted. And safe who looks up and ahead, finds most
beeause so much hangs on the doctrine, he congenial companionship among the pure
is foumd, at the

end

of his

argument

and

exposition, breaking out into that” triumphant swrain which has found an echo in Christiam souls for eighteen centuries,—¢ QO
Death, where is thy sting! O Grave, where
is thy victory!”
It is well for us to recall and dwell on the
same great fact. For, in spite of changed
circumstances, and new issues between
+ faith and unbelief, that fact is still vital.

It

isan essential part of our theology. It is
needed to nurture our inward life, and help
-ms endure as seeing the invisible. Only a
“hrisv thought of as risen and

ascended,

as

the pledge of our own triumph over sin and
«death, will prove the Redeemer we need, or
%&eep our love

warm, our hope steady, and
When we fail to be im-

eur zeal active.

pressed and kindled by the Master's great
wietory, not much of discipleship will be
feft us save the tiresome routine and the
«empty

name.

.We are helped to realize the great truth

For which Easter especially stands. There
are reasons for "doubting whether Christ's
#irth oceurved at or near the time marked
by our Christmas festival. But there is no
such difficulty connected with Easter. The
tion did undoubtedly occur at just
this season of the year. The memorials
sion
or Holy Week are well located
afl grranged.

‘We are

in the

Gre

A

AA

——

Se

part of the

‘year which was signalized by those supreme
«events. We follow in the old order. Palm
‘Sanday opens the great drama with a mingHingof triumph and tears, ..Good Friday,
Béwever bright the sunshine which it brings,

* Mas thrown ackoss its. hours the shallow of

and good, and cherishes

only

such

desires

as lead towards the sky. If the warning
could'only be effectively sounded in the ear
of every wavering

soul,

that

the

earth

is

full of moral poison, and that only integrity
and faith are the antidote for it !
* The pursuit of the Atlantides may be almost daily witnesed on our streets. Here
is a group of maidens, happy and innocent,
returning from school. Some coarse Sisyphus whispers in their ears. The race has
begun, Some power mightier than Jupiter
must interfere to save them. Thank heaven
that so many escape unharmed! No matter
who make up the group, there is the same
insidious influence following them. Some
fell tempter looks out from numerous doorways, and they who enter are lost to purity
and truth. If it could be constantly repeated in every home,—*‘Parents, look to your

children, for evil is almost swifter than your
prayers, and they may be wedded to it even
while you are on your knees.”
Rarely, if ever, has sin dressed itself so
faultlessly and enticed so innocently as during these passing: months. It has won those
whom we believed to be the best.” Even
while we supposed them to be ‘pressing
along the narrow. way, they had already
joined hands with the déstroyer and were
stealthily hurrying down to destruction.
Temporal concerns, and ambitious hopes,
and the greed of gain have enticed them

away.

|

—

re

Alas for immortals, who

the

tt A A

ren

The New Service of Song.
? Onions has again taken his lyre, and
the stones of the temple are tripping merrily into place. Or no, not exactly that.
There is no Orpheus. There is no lyre.
It is rather the songs of free men, who
were lately slaves, that seem to be work-

ing at the knots of numerous

purse-strings,

loosening them, and bringing their golden
contents into the treasury of the singers.
At the same time the bricks from various
clay-heds seem to obey the mysterious in-

fluence, and

the

walls

of

*‘Jubilee

Hall”

and “Hampton Normal School” rise gradually higher. It was doubtless that which
recalled the myth of Orpheus playing on
his wonderful lyre, to whose music the
stones of Diana's temple took their fitting
place.
These colored singers have made
then
selves a reputation that might be envied.
Springing from slavery, untrained except
in the school

of

nature,

they

render

in

strains

that

to bear the very cadence

of the

traditional

old plantation songs
Christmas

holidays.

New

and

York

They

Boston,

have

Chicago

the

seem
taken

and

St.

Louis,’and all the important cities of the
free states, by storm. Their concerts have
been crowded. Money has come in plentifully.
Friendship has sprung up spontaneously, and there

and
half.

more

will now

intelligent

People have

be

a

interest in

seen

and

wider

their

heard,

beonly

to feel the real force of their appeals for aid.
The Fisk University Jubilee singers
have only partially gleaned the home field,
when they go abroad to try if English
sovereigns are susceptible to their melody.
Their single tour in the northern states
yielded them twenty thousand dollars, with

which they twill erect a building to meet

the needs of their school at Nashville.
Beginning as a mere: mission school in
1866,

when

of our

best colleges,

the undergraduates publish magazines,
or
Some other kind of periodical.
This meets

her charms,

|
{
|

can rot be looked upon by the men,
They
are closely veiled, with perhaps
a hole in
the covering through which
the patient
may thrust her tongue, The whol
e life of
females in most heathen countrie
s 1s mainly one of seclusion as regards
association
with men.
What more profitable thing,
then, than to send among them
faithful
medical missionaries of their own sex,
who
can get-tree access to them, heal them
of
both physical and moral ills, and so
aid in
removing one of the chief barriers to
their
Christian civilization?
The Philadelphia
Women’s Medical College edueates at halfprice al] females sent by benevolent enter
prise, whether public or personal, and
who
propose to labor as foreign medical missionaries.
It is certainly desirable that
every rission enterprise might have a
corps of this needed class of laborers.

—

In a large number

hour!

streams get liberty and voice again. The
meadows begin to show patches of verdure.

—

world

SA

And Nature itself is in harmony with the

publication

its Lessons.

—

The Christian

for

to the Editor, and all letters

Sressed to the Publisher.

Faster

usual at this

designed

remittances of money,

0

Christ may well be. more

rlAAA A
bi addressed

Fi

h,

i

—

church bells to whose music believing hearts
answer with hosannas.
The **all.hail” to

GEORGE I. DAY, Editor.
‘@G. F, MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.

"susincss,

met

follows, Easter Sunday comes in with the ||
flash of .golden banners streaming across |
|
the eastern sky, and the triumphant peal of |

sees
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northern

teachers

began

to

gather in the colored children there for instruction, it has grown to the proportions
of a University, atleast

in

name,

and

is

exerting an educational force in the South
that is of the highest benefit. The appearance of these singers from the University
gives ~ people tangible and satisfactory
proofof the genuine work that is being
done for their race.
But these singers are followed by others,
as pioneers. in a fortunate undertaking
usually are.
General Armstrong, of the
Hampton, Va., Normal Schoo! is already
in the field with a band of singers, taken
from the different classes in the school,
formerly slaves; and the old songs, with

which

they

hours,

they now sing for money

used to beguile

with the approbation of the authorities and
friends of the colleges, as it furnishes to
the public at least a partial exhibit of the
character, condition and interests of these
institutions, and at

the

same

time, affords

an opportunity to students to try their
hand at public writing, both for the entertainment of others and their own improvement,

Of course the composition of such a class
of writers, young in years and young in
letters, will hardly be expected to be wholly free from a tincture of the academic and
scholastic character.

And

still, generally,

these periodicals will be found measurably
free from all this, and on the other hand,
‘present not only ‘the staple of a sound
philosophy here and there, and the finish of
a classie taste”, but much that is passably
practical and of general public interest.
Bates College is young, and of course its
Alumni as well as its undergraduates are
+Hmited in number, as compared with older
institutions, so that the attempt to enter
the lists with the latter, by way of inviting
a share of public attention and patronage,
required ambition and pluck. These not
being wanting, the enterprise has been inAugurated by establishing a monthly maga

zine called the *‘Bates Student,” three num- tion, we do not know why women are not
bers of which have found way to the pablie, | as competent as men,—their appointment,
would certainly be more in keeping with
and in spirit and character give ample promise of success to the enterprise. The young the nature of our institutions. And wot
men 10 whom has been entrusted the man- only in prisons, but in a great many other
departments of life, the coarse rules by
agement of it, have assumed a difficult and

embarrassing task, owing

and

understandingly,

since

be likelyto extend

a needy

present generation,

to do filial service

Mater,

lo, these thirty-three vears!

bers,

Often

and

to

at the

make

last

the

issues

moment

in

and

then,

in

despite

of

the

composition to-day, I scent the odor of
* midnight oil,” and mark the drowsy
and misty conceptions even of the ¢ small
hours.”

they may receive a hearty and liberal pat-.
ronage. Their songs will bring back the sad
bygone life of the colored people and proph.
esy of the better life already opening.
They will both rouse and melt. They wil]

world !
be answered, we are
Stranger than all fiction are these disclos dits and tears and
ures that each day is making.
We need n’t richly worth hearing
look away to the sky to obsérve that there: can do,and still more

confident,

with

plau-

cash. They will be
for what they are and.
for their good cause.

Aside from this, there

is a tender

and abiding affection for a dead story-teller, that will not allow his daughter's plea

to return to her empty-handed.

——HEALING
THE HrATHEN,
Female
physicians are in demand. as foreign missionaries, The condition of females who
are sick in heathen countries is very trying. ‘What doctors there are for them are
mostly rough and juggling natives. «Or,

ifan English

male

physician

is

admitted,

there is this common. difficulty that he with
native jugglers must meet: The women

Golden

Age.

But

announced

fowl.

So

we shall zo on cheerfully

Mr.

the

re-

whereupon

the

Present

Age

with

our

labors

Age, thus strengthened by

the Present Age, shall advance itlustriously
toward a future age.
:
—7THE

Spans

REPUBLIC.

Even

if on

weak legs, the Spanish Republie still stands,
It has to endure all sorts of contentions,
both without ad within, but its faith seems
strong.
There are the Carlists,—those who
claim the throne for Don Carlos,—and
there are the other monarchists of various
families, all trying to pull down the
new
Government and fix themselves on the
ruins.
The Carlists in fact have met considerable

success ; the

Spanish

Minister

of

Paris

has resigned; the Minister of Financ
e reports the treasury ina meager condit
ion ;

there is trouble with
over

the

Common

the Cadiz authorities

Schools;

also up in arms about some

Barcelona

of its

is

internal

affairs, and altogether the Republic is manifestly finding hard sailing.
The enthusiasm which followed the first declaration of
the new form of Government, and which

made perils in its behalf seem trifles, has
also slightly waned. But there are brave
hearts there, whose every beat is for froedom, ard
unless there are strange failures
that freedom will be achieved.

——AN INTEREST REVIVING.
John Bull
may comfort himself as best he can. American ships now sell as well as his. And
when

this branch

of industry

is one

that

somehow determines a nation’s material
and commercial prosperity, it is well, worth
while fo be interested in its revival among
us. This may be owing to the high price
lately of coal,

land; or it may

timber,

be

iron,

owing

&e.,

in

by

one

of several thousand who invested a few cents
in tickets, how nigny would be glad of the
chance. Shall we take less interest in

paying the small sum necessary from
of us to make
Lord ?

up

this

amount

$200,000'is needed for

cation of our youth.

each

for

work in

the

the

Half this

edu-

im has

been pledged by those able and willing to
give generously. But it is conditioned on
the other $100,000 being raised,
+ Though the donors kindly placed the
limit of time so far away as five years,
yet there is no necessity for waiting five
years; it mustbe raised and at once.

We can

not afford to lose it to one of the most Jdmportant interests of the church; and we
may as well have it in the College treasury
before Commencement

as to be

five

it.

in getting

years

No one of us would be so dilatory about

his own business. Suppose we let it slip
along, barely completing the sum in five
years, just

see

how

much

first year we lose, say

we

lose.

at seven

We

will
The

per

cent.,

interest

If you reckon it at compound interest,
you will find it amounts to nearly £50,000.
And this is but an item of the loss,—or
rather of what we may gain.
We save all agency and expenditure in
raising the money, to say rvothing of the
greatly

increased

in

the iron ones of the Mersey and the Clyde.
The improvement is certainly manifest.

Without Government drawbackson material or subsidies on the cost of construction,

facilities

we

may

give

the College if we have it at once. 1t may
save us something more valuable than all
these.
President Cheney, in communicating to the Star the news of the gift of
$100,000,

says:

“Itis

language to express

not im the power of

the gratitude

and

joy

I feel.” And though it imposes upon him
the burden of raising it,—a burden which

might almost crush
unselfish devotion

him, yet, such is his
and longing desire to

give our youth the advantages of an education, that he says, in the next sentence, he

will raise it even at the cost of his life if
necessary. How light this would be if
divided among the members of the whole
church. An average 81.50 from each member would be sufficient. Granting there are
many

who would not pay it, yet with those

who will cheerfully give fifty and one hundred dollars each, it would easily be made
up if the churches would take hold of it
with a living interest. And how much it
would attach them to the institution to feel
they had a sharein it!
It seems, from the catalogue, that there are
in the several departments ahoat

dred and fifty pupils.
the

number

ministry.

are

To

About

looking

say

one hun-

one

third of

forward

nothing

to

of the

the

impor-

tance of training youth under religious influence for the other professions, and every

department of business, we have one

third

of the power of the institution given to
training men for the ministry.
Will not every one send in his contribution to President

him further
loss ?

Cheney at once, and save
and the cause further

trouble

.

M.

Ministers and Churches.
Tre F..W. B. Ch, in Chepachet is destitute
of a pastor, and wish correspondence with any

F. W. B. minister who is desirous of a field of
labor, as our former pastor, D. C. Wheeler, has
resigned.
Chepachet, R. I.

S. A. STEERE.
. .

HAVING just finished n pastorate of two years
with this people, IT am now ready to correspond

with any church in want of a pastor.—Any broth-

er in the ministry wishing a good field

of labor,

will find here abandof faithful Christian work-

ers, willing to give a good man a fair support.

D. C. WHEELER.
Chepachet, R. I.

Eng-

to the way

which gnod,respectable, wooden, American
vessels are proving themselves superior to

Aroostook

Mission.

The county of Aroostook is about as large as
the state of Mass.
Houlton is the * hub.”
The

Houlton Q. M. held its last session there.

was a good delegation from the churches

different

parts

of the

county,

The

There
in

the

several

churches were reported as small and weak, but
three were enjoying revivals,—Hodgdon, Patten,

Mapleton.

Three churches have

stated preach
this industry has steadily improved in ing every Sabbath,~Houlton,
Hodgdon, Patten.
America during the past two years. Our For the advancement of our cause in Aroostook,
yards are mostly filled with workmen, and two enterprises ought to be secured at once ,—
the crafts they build find good markets or one, a missionary whose entire energies should
profitable business. The feeling of securi- be given to the work of preaching and aiding
ty arising from the Alabama decision may the churches at and around Presque Isle; the
other, the payment of the meeting house debt at
have something to do with it. More likely Houlton.
The Houlton church has resolved to
it is the result of the creditable way in which ‘do all it possibly can in payment
of this debt.
the oak vessels of American build are prov- Their Sabbath school have pledged $100, their
Sewing
Circle $800, and individuals $100, $50,
ing themselves superior to the rust-eaten
iron keels with which England has lately $25 each, In this way, one half of the $2000 can
be raised
burdened the sea. It is a consummation secured in Houlton. The other half must be
from outside.
that we are glad to chronicle.
Will not each one of our good brethren ana
sisters do a little towards removing. this

rassment

embar«

on the Aroostook mission? The Maine
——THE ATLANTIC DISASTER. The loss of
‘Mission Board wish me to act as their agent in
the steamship Atlantic grows to a more de. raising enough to
free the Houlton church from
plorable affair as the facts are known.
An its indebtedness. Will not many respond by
investigation into the affairs of the ship, and saying “ God bless” our cause at Houlton, and,

an

Stine

the

until the Golden

o'clock recitation on the following morning,
brain and nérve were goaded to ihe task of
grinding out prose and poetry(?) far into
the night.
Upon reading some of that

one

that *‘ with our best wishes for Col. Fox's
success in any straiohtforward undertaking,

six

Sy
1 this were a prize, tp be drawn

But money is worth
it would be $35,000.
eight per cent., which would make $40,000.

will not appear to vex this age, and Mr,
Tilton, being pleased, cioses by remarking

the copy for the press, there would be found

editor,

that

Mr. T's fatted

up

devote

The ‘Harper's Ferry Singers” willl soon
start on their northern tour, and we hope

senti-

Mr. Tilton applied to Court, and the Judge
kindly forbade the Fox to thus run off with

seuson.

of making

7”

87,000; and in five years at simple

appearance of the Present Age,

But what I was about to say is this:
Amid the duties and labors of the senior
year, we found it no easy task to obtain
suitable material for the successive num-

$100,000 for Batesr—

public chivalry than in rebuking the
ment which upholds the custom.

Fox (the friend) lately

for our Ama

Denominational News and Notes

lose the interest on the $100,000 which
not be paid till we collect our share.

and

to establish The Dartmouth, which has con-

tinued

to

hand to ‘the

debarred from

that institution. The enterprise was de- have had a law-suit on account of his newscided upon unanimously and with enthusi- paper, and won it, and we know nothing
asm, and an editorial committee of six was of it till he told it himself. But it is the
chosen by ballot, of which, through the ‘pleasant way in which Mr. Tilton tells his
mistaken partiality of the class, the writer victory that especially interests us.
It
was made chairman. Sad to reflect, all the seems that in the early days of the Golden
Age he purchased the Present Age of a Chiother five are to-day numbered with the
dead! Here is a passing tribute to each of cago friend, merging the same in his own
you, my noble comrades in editorial service paper. Of course the two were one then,

weary

this will

so often

A LITTLE, MATTER SETTLED. It strikes
us as a-bit singular that Mr. Tilton should

one of the society rooms to consider the
feasibility of establishing a periodical in

Even domestic duties are not neglected,
Pecuniarily, the enterprise was a success.
and there is also a monthly paper published The surplus income, after meeting all exby the students, to whom Mr. Hoe has penses, was such as to enable us to approdevoted one of his first class cylinder press- priate to each of the committee the sum of
es.
seven dollars! Which came very timely
Our own Normal School at Harper's about graduating day. But taking into acFerry,—our own chiefly in the sense that count the work done, the anxiety experithe privilege and responsibility of extendin g enced and the running to and fro achieved,
this means of help to the colored people it was about the slimmest pay on record; a
is undertaken by the F. Baptist denom- ‘compensation, in fact, that -would have
ination,—is already training a chorus of gone but little way towards satisfying the
colored singers for a tour in aid of the greed of our late Congressmen !
school.
But what we had to.say, and all we had
Iu is represented that they are
making good progress, and that their pe- to say needful to be said, was simply to
culiar talent is in no sense behind that of call the attention of the Alumni of the colthe famous Jubilee singers. They have lege, our ministers and all our friends of
sung to good acceptance in several cities -education everywhere, to this publication,
in the Shenandoah valley, and will soon
The Bates Student,—and to suggest encour‘be prepared to begin their northern tour.
agement on their part to the young men,
It is doubtless known:to the public that and a service: both to’theifiselves, to the
this institution at Harpér’s Ferry was char- college and the cause of education, by intered by the Legislature of West Virginia, creasing its circulation. Student Thomas
as a College, in 1868, but that it is being Spooner, jr., is its financial agent.—J. ¥.
conducted as a Normal school and Seminary until its endowment and other facilCurrent Topics.
ities shall justify it in wearing the more
ambitious name. The service that it has
accomplished is considerable. 1t has open- -—CARING FOR THE HELPLESS.
Miss
ed its doors to all classes irrespective of Una, daughter of Nathaniel Hawthorne,
race or color, and it finds its opportunities has undertaken a work in London, EngIt has land, which commends itself to every kind
always opening beyond its means.
sent out scores of teaghers through the heart. She has opened a Home for orstate, and they invariably do credit to the phans, especially those of the infant class,
instruction
that has been given them. and is now appealing to the public for aid.
The only reason why much more is not The work began in a quiet way. A year:
accomplished, is because the means at the ago a friend of Miss Hawthorne in London
received the sacred charge of an infant,
disposal of the school are inadequate.
whose mother had died, leaving it destiIt is to meet soma ofth2s: demands that
tute.
Miss H. and her friend immediately
the Harper's Ferry singers have undertakprovided
for its care. But their facilities
en their mission. We feel reasonably sure
that they are as deserving of patronage as allowed them also to admit three or four
Then others
either of the choruses that has preceded others of the same class.
were heard wailing at their doors, till they
them. Not only the denomination espechave finally established a Home for them
ially, but the public we believe, should feel
in London, and the charity has grown beIt 1s una lively interest in their mission.
yond their means. It is to help along the
dertaken in behalf of their race, and not
work that Miss Hawthorne now appeals
of any section. The welfare of the South,
to her American “fritbnds for means. We
and incidentally of the nation,depends upon
are sure she will not appeal in vain. Tt is
the thoroughness with which these people
a beauty of modérn philaxthropy that it is
are taught. Industry and thrift, with a
beginning to recognize humanity as a
higher mofal condition and sentiment,
unit, and its wants as presenting common
always
accompany
genuine
education. claims.

Certainly no worthier cause than

are

d alarmed public opinion can
do so, let
us have the strongest manifestatio
ns of that
indignation and alarm at once. This
terrible
disaster may not have been wholly in
vain if
it helps towards securing a higher
degree
of care and safety in providing publ
ic
and especially ocean transportation,

the attentions of their own sex are ina
sense disgradeful, and we can think of no

more fitting field for the exercise of a little

we are able to

bear testimony to the fact from personal
experience.
In the summer of 1839, the
class of '40 in Dartmouth College met in

those

aimed so that it shall meet and embrace
them,—the wants and conditions, that is.

which females

to want of time

and experience adequate to the demand.
We speak thus the more emphatically

a deficiency of ten or fifteen pages. These
we. parceled out, so many pages to each

tothe weifare of the school.
It already
has several hundred pupils annually, and
the departments are so arranged as to give
them the most profitghle and needed truining. The wants and condition of each sex
are carefully considered, and the discipline

FEMALE PRISON INSPECTORS.
As a
sign of what ought to be, we chronicle the
circulation of a petition in Philadelphia for
female inspectors of the women’s depart
ments in prisons. This ought not to be
prayed for in any civilized country, much
less in the United States. Even few of
the base women who usually people these
wards of our prisons, are really below appreciating the nature of the indignities that
are so often shown their sex in such eircumstances. For this especial kind of inspec-

trust our livés fully appreciate the resp

bility and be true to the trust ? If onsi.
an indignantun

examination of her

officers,

show

that

there was very hard fortune if not culpable
negligence on the part of somebody. There
was certainly an inadequate supply of coals

for the voyage, and the unanimous

verdict

of the steerage passengers is to the effect
that they were miserably fed. There are
also complaints from the ‘cabin passengers,
and their entire verdict is such that the
White Star line would seem to be placed in

a rather unenviable situation.

What is go-

ing to make Companies with whom

we

at the same time, send a ten, five, or

billp

one

dollar

M. H. TARBOX.

Houlton, April 2, 1873.

Nl
A
Rhode EslandEtemy.
At the Minister's Meeting held in Providence,

on Monday, April 7, the following were among
the items of intelligence communicated
ond

The Free Baptist churches in Providence are
enjoying general prosperity and some revival

interest.

At the Roger Williams church there

are frequent convergions, though the pastor and

the membership have been made sad of ‘late by

an unusual number of deaths,

°

Sa

do

I

——

ar
7

»
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:
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MORNING STAR. APRIL 16, 1873.
FOR SALE.
;
$500 IN PREMIUMS.

port that the system works well, Thes writer
has heard of but one church which has abandoned free pews after trying them.
ota

doing a good work in his Sabbath school class,
composed of some thirty young men, which he

has gathered. ‘There is a good religious interest
in the Sabbath school. There were two nccessions to the church by letter last Sabbath. In
the evening the pastor lectured in Music
Hall on the subjectof temperance.
At the Park St. church, the congregations
good.
There wis one accession by letter

Sabbath, From
ests in Howard
ized nearly one
The Pond St,

are
last

a Fait recently held in its interHall, the Park St. society real
thousand dollars.
.
been very much
‘church

strengthened by the revival now in progress.
It
appears that the accessions will reach nearly

‘Quite a number
are substituting

second

At Olneyville the religious

Several

requested

interest

prayers

theological

reference

to

the

subject

much by death of prominent

members.

church ig
and even-

students

from

among

its graduates

ser-

Medical Women

ries.

suffered

are

inlemana

Mrs.

a8

The Philadelphia Woman's

Ma-

missiona-

College ad-

mits at half-price all students sent from benevyolent associations for the pyrpose of being educated as missionaries.
*y
A

There

The Southern Baptists are moving energetically in the direction of an educated colored minAt Greenville there has been a good revival
istry. They have a theological school in Richresulting in some twelve conversions.
The ine
mond, Virginia, one in Raleigh, North Caroliterest continues good.
na, and one in Augusta, Georgia,
These are
At North Scituate the religious interest is. fair.
sreceiving additional financial strength, and othThe Institute has just closed a pleasant and sueers are to be established.
.
cessful term,
The termr which is to commence
Dr. M. C. Richardson tells in the Congreganext week will close with anniversary exercises.
tionalist the story of an old church in FreeThe graduating class numbers nine, four gentlehold, N. J., now 143 years old, wearing still its
men and tive ladies,
The pastor of the church,
original covering of cedar shingles and receivin addition to his labors at home, is supplying
ing its light through the original window sashes,
the church at West Scituate, preaching at that
whose panes are six by eight inches. A table
place at 5 1-2 o’clock, P. M.
which was used by Brainard in administering
The friends of Rev. A. McKenzie, in Providence and vieinity, have .recently made him a the communion to the Indians is in the church,
and there is a blood stain on one of the pews
present of a Webster's Unabridged Dictionary
in which a wounded soldier was laid during the
and a beautiful chromo, a wreathed cross,—
battle of Monmouth.
The two Tennents, Gilgifts highly prized by the recipient.
The church
bert and William, formerly preached here, and
at Tiverton, of which Bro. McKenzie is pastor,
the desk was also océtipied by George Whitehas been supplied during his prolonged sickness
| field.
by Bros. Phelon, Bradbury and others,
There is a large party among the Disciples
The country churches in the Association have
which favors a new departure.
The proposed
suffered much from the severity of the winter.
changes of organization are not clearly defined;
In some instances the interest has been sustainbut those who favor them point to** the exed with difficulty.
The opening spring, howevytreme independence of the congregations, the
er, gives pronrise of renewed prosperity
jealousy of all efforts at order and organization,
-April 8,
:
g
B.
the confused and chaotic and disorganized condition of our spiritual household,” as evils that
Items from Southern Ohio.
must in some way be remedied. The American
Rev. T. H. Drake, the energetic and useful
Christian Review, which * stands in the old
pastor of the Freewill Baptist churches at Midpaths”
and opposes new departures, appears
dleport and Cheshire, has been laid aside from
to think that the design of the new movement
ministerial labor for the last few weeks, but is is to bring
about a union with the Baptists: but
now convalescent.
certain articles which we have read in the ChrisRev. I. Z. Haning, as usual, has held protracttian Quarterly indicate a tendaney toward a
ed meetings in several different churches with
presbyterian form of government.
good success, considering the extreme severity
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe asks all London to
of the weather and other unfavorable circumdevote a day to prayers for peace.
stances.
In one church especially a good revival interest was enjoyed, and several converts
The Rev, Thomas Jackson, the oldest Wesadded.
leyan minister. in England, died lately at his
Rev. 8. H: Barrett, for some time pastor of the
residence near London.
First Rutland church, in Meigs County, has reThe widow of the late Dr. Merle D’ Aubigne
cently published his Autobiography, a handsome
remains in charge of a Geneva school, a place
volume of nearly 400 pages, which is meeting
which she has occupied for fourteen years.
with general favor. |
The Rev. Capel Molyneux, the Low Church
Professor Chase, formerly of Rutland, has
minister who recently resigned his living at St.
gpent a year or two in Nebraska, preaching for
the newly organized churches.
He 18 now at Paul’s, Onslow Square, London, on account of
the ritualizing tendencies of the English Church,
Huntington, West Va., a new but flourishing
has been presented by his late congregation
town on the Ohio River,
.
with about $18,000.
Rev. T. E. Peden, Principal of Randall Academy, in Juckson County,
is laboring in the
A Hospital Sunday is being
introduced
in
double capacity of teacher and preacher.
He is | England.
Tt is proposed that on one Sunday in
a hard worker. The school gyer which he pre- the year dll places
of worship in a town should
sides is doing well.
:
give a simultaneous’ collection for the local hostev. J. B. Lash, late Principal of the Cheshire
pitals; and tbat on a Saturday all working peoAcademy, is now pastor of the church in >
ple should simultaneously give a contribution
ville. Warren County.

.

:

Rev. R. J. Poston, who has
laboring with three churches
terly Meeting, is expecting to
terior part of the State, and

the past year been
in the Meigs Quarremove to the inengage in pastoral

fabor.

Revs. ‘B.

V.

Tewksbury,

H. J. Carr,J.

W.

Martin and others have their respective fields of
labor, and are doing eflective service,
Some of the churches are enjoying a good degree of prosperity, while not
a few are on the
decline,
More gospel laborers are needed, and
more enlarged benevolence on the part of the

churches necessary.

B. H. S.

Quarterly

of their wages towards the same object.

Meetings.

A. M. Jones, Clerk.

TLE SI0UX VALLEY Q. M.—Held its last
rterly conference with the Spencer church,
March 14—16th.
A large amount of business
was transacted, and Bro, A. J. Thompson was
set apart to the gospel ministry by ordination
in compliance with the request of the Estherville
church, Reading of Scripture, by Bro. C. B.
Winter; Ordaining Prayer, by Rev. D. N. Coats;
Sermon and Charge,
by Rev. H. Kettlewell;
Right hand of fellowship, by Rev. R. A. Coats.
Next session with the Estherville chureh June

1815.

H. D. PARSONS,.Clerk.

EXETER Q. M.—Held its March
Hermon.
The attendance was small,

session at
the roads

being blocked with snow, but it was a season

of

refreshing.
The proposition to so amend our
constitution as to resolve this Q. M. into an annual association, lies on the table awaiting the

action

of the

next conference.

Swan of Hermon
preach the gospel.

church

Bro.

received

Sumuer

license

to

The June session is to he agfxeter.
N. F. WEYMOUTH,

am

A mass meeting of German Catholics was

held

many.
has

laid

down a rule especially aimed at trades unions,
that no Roman Catholic cun unite with any association requiring an oath as 4 condition of membership; and the sacrament of communion is refused throughout bis diocese to Crispins and all
such.
:

The Rev. Charles ‘Knight is on

trial before

the Dundee Free Presbytery for the publication
of an article on “ Prayer” im the Contempora-

ry Review.

The

essay

loose and inconclusive

of

Mr,

Knight

in its reasoning;

attempt of the Presbytery to discipline
likely to increase his influence. *
A

writerin the

Congregationalist

York.

CONFECTIONERS

find

their

choicest

COUGH-WORN

VICTIMS

whose

goods

and torn with paroxysms

all that you have to do

lungs

in the

are racked

that threaten to choke you,

is to take

Hale's

Honey of

Horehound and Tar.
A rapid cure is certain.
Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue.
Sold by all Druggists.

was

but the

him is
:
gives

a

near

West

For particulars inquire of the subscriber.
\
JAMES B, SIMANTON.

West Lebanon, March 25, 1873.

oR Clark, Winnegar.ce,

RUS

of the

Coughs

amd

importance

a

Cough

are
or

BRONCHIAL

TrocHES,” if neglected, often works upon the Lungs,

“X have

had

the

Spasmedic

SARAH SEELY, EDDYTOWN, YATES Co., N. Y,, to

markable

cures,

rheumatism,

received.

Literary

if they

will

not

use

More than 1000 certificates of reincluding

frozen

limbs,

chronic-

gout, #unning tumors, &e., have

been

We will send a circular containing certifi-

cates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to any

one

One bottle of the yellow wrapper

ment is worth one hundred

B.

dollars

requesting

Centaur

Lini-

for spavined

or

Church

‘LF Clark,
F Conable,
E W Page,
B H Stevens,

16.4 0
0. C. HiLLS,
Mission.

attention.

No

family

Liniment.

J.B. ROSE

Castoria

Oil.

should

be

without

Perea, O,
4]
Canaan, O,
Len
Shiawassee Q M. Miche Por I Allen,
L Parry, Newmarket, N H,
Aurora,
Ne
8 8, Liberty, Ill, per J M Kayser,
Lowell, Mass, per L G Howe,
EK, postage,
Milton, N H, perJ F Joy,

J0
3,80
12.00
3.65
1.75
2.40
6.50
25
5.00

On

O. R.

wr
hy

.

.

C. 0. LIBBY,

THE

Blackheads
proved

¢

Pr

.

effectual

and

every

speedy a

family

should

yjhave

Pain-Killer.”—[

so

WHEN TAKEN INTERNALLY-It relieves the
most acute Pain instantly, affording relief and comfort to the patient suffering from Cramp and Pain in
the Stomach, Rheumatic or Neuralgic Pains in any
part of the system

sovereign
WHEN

and

in

Bowel

Complaints it is a

remedy.
USED EXTERNALLY-It

cacious and is the best limmment

eminently a Household

Medicine.

is equally effi-

in

the world.

DAVIS

Providence,

FProprietors.

and Flesh-worms,

eve. preceding

Send your

direction to Dr.

Broadway, New

Y. M.

sermon, by Rev. H. S.

The next session of the N. H. Y. M. will be held at
Sandwich Center, in accordance with the decision of
the locating committee,
CoM.
3t15
will

hold

its

next

session

with

the Sparta church, Grand Rapids Q. M.,commencing

Friday, May 30. «Q. M’s that have not paid the Y. M.

tax of

five cents per

member

are

it along with their delegates.

oo

requested to send

SPRING

ILLINOIS Y.

M. will

be held

with

the

F. Baptist

Co,

Ill,

commenc-

ing Friday, at 10 o’clock, A. M., May 30, 1873.
3t15

0. D. PATCH,

Clerk.

o’clock, P. M.

session with
April 25, at 2

J. N. BROWN,

Clerk.

SALEM, Neb.,
Q. M. will hold its next session with
the
Palmyra
church, commencing
May 16. at 2
o’clock, P. M.
P. HALL, Clerk pro tem.

]
The fifth annual State Sunday School Convention
of Maine will be held this year in Biddeford, Me.,
in the Baptist church, day 20-22,

‘

WESTERN R.

RED. E, STURGESS,

I. Q.

M.

will hold

A.M,

its next session

Preaching on Tuesday evening, at

7.

WHEELER,

Clerk.

RENSSELAER Q. M. will hold its Spring
session
with the Grafton church, commencing, Friday,p. M.,
at 1 o’clock, May 8.
PER ORDER.

3.08

MINISTERIAL INSTITUTE. Assignment of subjects for
the Ministers’ Institute connected with the N.Y. and
Pa, Y. M. to be held at Veteran, June 5, 1878. In-

are the proper

1873.

Alton Bay,

*¢

New Durham,

Farmington,
Rochester,
. Gonic,

«

6.00
6.20
6.25
6.43
6.58
7.06
7.10

P.M.
3.50

...,

3.50

....

417

130
7.35

10.10
11.15

4.35
4.40

7.55.

Boston,

Stages

10.50
110
11.15
11.33
11.47
11.55
12.00

7.12 © 9.50

Dover,

4,03

10.35

"10.45

2.45

Leave

Ingerick;

Iron Works.

each way.

JAMES

T. FURBER,

10,000 ordered

EGGLESTON,

before publica-

author

of * The

been published, * 1he End of the World,” of whic
18,000 have already been published, etc. Finely illustrated. Price, post-paid, $1.50. ORANGE
D
& CO., 245 Broadway, N.Y.
4616
rl

LIBERAL
16tf

premiums, offers Canvassers the most

TERMS.

Send for circular.
J.B. FORD &'CO., Boston.

MARRIED

J.J. Weage

and

The

of the United States,

of a blue color; the

I have

Marblehead,

—-

Address

i
.

9t10

with

¢ cent

Greenwich

return

stamp, M. YOUNG

& CO.,

St , N. Y. City.

Miss

Alice

.

\_sent by express 0.0.1. to be examined before paid for.
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EarnEss AND CATARRH.
A lady, who
had suffered for years from Deafness and Catarrh, was cured by a simple

Indian

Remedy.

Her

sympathy and gratitude prompt her to send the recipe free of charge, to any one similarly afflicted.
Address MRS. M, CLARA LEGGETT, Jersey City, N..J,

A Paying Business
is offered to every energétic man or woman who
wants to make from $40 to 875
a week. We want
such agents, local and traveling, in every city and
town in New England.
For
address, W. F'.
STETSON

particulars, call on or
& CO., Boston, Mass.

Office, over Quincy Market.

12611

For One

Dollar.
Flower

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints :—
:
Dyspepsia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Loss of
Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.

Lassitude, Low

by mail; on receipt of One

Packets of choice

Seeds and our

:

increasing.

We

are confident we are doing the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on-them a worthless preparation.

Send for circular containing testimonials, &c., to

RANK E. INGALLS, dole Agent, Concord, N. H.

The Pnce of the Heart Regulator is ONE DOLLAR
per Poltie, and can be obtained of any druggist.

yl

Sinking

Sensation

;
and all impurities
skin or otherwise,
directions on the

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements
it has no equal; one bottle will convince the most

skeptical.

Worms

least

expelleg from

difficulty;

a few

the

bottles

system
are

without

the

sufficient for the

when all other remedies failed.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,
eased immediately.

steel engravings, all framed in fine black walnut and
gilt. Its circulation has increased 8000 in tem months.

Afllictions removed or greatly relieved by this inval-

family Weekly, with

G

Tea

t

Offi

:choice

! HORACE

er | 4g

ENQUIRER,”

of one

of seven

MCKENNEY
412

&

WATERS

Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
uable medicine.

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and
cured or much relieved.
tles of the Quaker Bitters.

& SON

Broadway, N, Y,,

wil

Compiled by two eminent and successful teachers
it has acquired an excellent reputation, can not fail
to satisfy both ‘master and scholar,” and is unexcelled by any other Method for the Pianoforte.
Price $3.00.

Book.

prevalent in many parts

For Piano, Cabinet Organ, Melodeon, Guitar,
Banjo, Cornet, Fife, Accordeon, Clarionet,
Flute

and

Flageolet,

Don’t despise these lit-

tle books because they are cheap!

For persons who

wigh to learn easily and pleasantly, and only go a
little way, there is nothing better.
Price of each book ¥5 cents.
The above books sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
!
0.
DITSON

DITSON
« CO.

& CO.,

Boston.

of our

country, completely

eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the article they stand in need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down

One

the plane inclined.

can remain long unwell

(unless-aficted

with an incurable disease,) after taking a few bottles

of the Quaker Bitters,

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in
Medicines.
For sale by LOTHROPS & PINKHAM, wholesale _

and retail druggists, Franklin

are, Dover, N. H.

Orders by mail promptly and
PREPARED

faithfully executed,
BY

FLINT

& Co.,

At their Great Medical Depot, 195 &,197 Broad Street,
Providence, R=1,
6m12
ATWOOD’S

UININE

TONIC

BITTERS!

$1.50.

Winner's New Schools

/

Female Difficulties, so prevalent among American ladies, qo readily to this invaluable medicine,
the Quaker
Bitters.
Bilious, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so

Dr. HS.

Tune

Hysterics

Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Ride and
Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few bot-

& Hoadley’s

American

We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart

and

most obstinate case.
io
dks
Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficuit case

THE

Is becoming very common in every community, and
the sudden deaths resulting warn us to seek some
relief. The disease assumes many different forms,
among which we notice Palpitation, Enlargement,
Spasms, Ossification or Bony
of the Heart,
eumatispt, General Debility, Water about the Heart,
Sinking of the Spirits, Pains in the Side or Chest,
Dizziness, Sluggish Circulation of Blood and Momentary Stoppage of the Action of the Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have been cured b
Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator, and we do not hesltate to_say it will cure them again. Any form of
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Regulator has been taken b broperly and the party not re-

Spirits,

cured at once.
Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches,
of the
blood, bursting through the
gured readily by following the
ottle.

an 8-

10teow14

is still

ii]

RFLINT'S

In one sense THE Sacred Music Book of the age,
since it contains 1,000 of the Best Tunes and Anthems,
carefully selected by 500 Choristers and Music Teachers from all accessible books, and therefore it must
be the choicest collection of the century.

Regulator, and the demand

-

Parkesburg, Chester County, Pa.

24t10

first class M*iamos, modern
improvements, for
$225 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
Organs are the most beautiful in style and
perfect
tone ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mailed. 1y33

ST

ceived a marked benefit.

five bushels $20.

]

WORKING CLASSY wists

Price

‘The popular appetite for Edward Eggleston's stories seems wholly insatiable.’ His ‘ Hoosier SchoolMaster,” missing the holiday trade of 1871, fell upon
mon—A_ Eastland (2)—K
Erskine—3rs A J Pettee—
a thoroughly satisfied market, and. yet it van to its Mrs DY Emerson—Mrs Wm J Epps—L Frazier-dJ Folsom—J Foss—D Fernmald—J Foss -A LL Gerrish—-G W
twelfth thousand within six months, and is still sell- Gould—E Gates
~ CL G1 es—Mrs CP Goodrich—E Hutch
ingé—J D Henley—G H Hubbard—A ¥ Hussey-J H Hall
ing rapidly, after twenty-four thousand copfes have
-~Amanda L Hanson—I T Holt—0 © Hillg--C O.Hatch—
been worked 4ff. Its successor, “The End of the
E 1 Hicks—R 1B Johnson—N Jones—Sarah
A Jennings
—
J Kettle=S8 C Kimball-E 8 Kyes—8 U Kimball-W
W
World,” had the remarkable sale of ten thousand
Kruty—E R Littlefield—~W W Lee—M B Libby—D Long
copies in advance of publication; and for his third ~H P Lampfey—T B Lane—=Mrs W P Noyes—J M Nelstory, “The Mystery of Metropolisville,” the pub- son—A Nichols—v Plummer—W'S Pottle—J L Phenix
—H Preble—Della C Peck —-8 Purinton—8 Patterson—E
lishers received an aggregate of orders even larger W Read & Co—Mrs H W Ransom-0O Richardson—W
N
Roberts
~W Rogers—A M Simonton—H Stebbins—S
than this before
a single copy was published. So
Snow—A Stout—J Stanton—W Steere—S8 A Steere—A A
heavy a demand im advance for two consecutive
Smith—N K Sargent—8. Striekland—G 8 Thorn—E Tiffy
8S H Tolman~J W
Vittum—J Whittemore—I H Wiggin—
hooks from one author is a thing never before known,
| NF Weymouth—+A E Wilson—8 Warren—i CW Wells
®
we believe, in the history of American literature,
:
T-=Ela¥ Vade—8 B Young- L Wood.

any other variety of cern.

Mass.

very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
balance in small monthly installments. New ¥-octave

Rev A E Wilson, Gilberts’ Mills, N Y,
AG
Wilder, Berea, Cuyhoga Co, Ohio.

Baldwin—H

and is not liable to be caught

Dealers

dispose of 100 Pianos, Melodeons and Organs, of first-class. makers, including Waters’, at

and C. M.

$8. Gun * Hatorial,
6 to 38 Pistolls,ne
to dealers or clubs.
0,
&C . Large discounts
Guns, Revolvers, eto., bought or traded for. Goods

!

from twice to three times

farmer that plants thie year will have a large demand
for seed at good prices.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND

flavor,
it the

System for Beginners,

:

yield

TESTIMONIALS.
Price $2.50 per peck, $5 a bushel;

flesh is of a lighter

a

1d 8t., Pittsburgh, Pa.

ishi

have

Our corn has all been selected with the greatest
care the small end of every ear broken off, the balance shelled by hand.
WE WARRANT EVERY GRAIN OF IT TO GROW.
The increase yield per acre over the old varieties
will pay for the seed 20 times over, besides every

of sweetness, dryness,

3t14

A

Office Addresses.

Barney—H Balley~—Miss O A Blaisdell—A J Bird—Annie
E Buckman—T
Barstow—dJ Bean—A D Baker—L Blan/din—J M Brewster—B
F Burgess—J
C Brown-8 W
Cowell—8 Cole~N Ohadbourne—A H Chase¢—M Chamberlin—Geo Dean—Geo Dawes-Z 8 Dutton—J Dow—JB
Davis—J 8 Dinsmore—L
B. Doud-ES Dutton—G Da-

1st, This corn will

per cent. better than

Mason

* [Army

we

as many bushels to the acre on the same soil and with
the same culture.
.

No

RY

HUMBUG,

6th, To be cut green and used for feeding, it is fifty

particulars, free. Address H. A.
CO., Publishers, Portland, Maine.

At Paloma, I11., March 80, at the residence of the
bride’s father, Mr. Horace Thayer by Rev. J. 8S.
Bowman

it is NO

4th, That it will grow and produce a profitable crop

Premiums delivered before money is called for.
which the people like. Copy of the paper and full

In Edgecomb, Me., March 23, by Rev. G, W.Jcnes,
Mr. Ossian Dodge and Miss Abbie M. Haggett, all
of E,
In Nassau, March 27, by
Rev. I. B. Coleman, Mr.
Isaiah K. Johnson and
Miss Martha 7, Tifit, both of

Sewell, Mr. Lafayette
Thayer, both of P.

In orderto show that

pro-

CORN

put up 500,000 small SAMPLE PACKAGES, which we
will send FREE to all who send stamp to pay postage.
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR THE CHESTER COUNTY MAMMOTH CORN:
The important points of superiority claimed for this
corn over other varieties, and which are fully sustained by the voluntary statements of farmers who
raised from seed got of us last year, are these:

o 5th, It ripens earlier
‘by frost.

page

1,
April 3, b;
. Spokesfield,an

Miss Myra J. Whiting, both of B.

lific ears for seed,
120 TO 150 BUSHELS OF SHELLED
GROWN PER ACRE.

2nd, The stalks grow more vigorous and healthy,
and sufficiently strong to produce one or two very
large ears.

50 Good Canvassers Wanted

..

In Boston, at the Massachuse
Rev. C, B. Griffin, Mr. Ferdinan

selecting the earliest ripening, largest and most

on ground where other corn will not grow to magurity.

to get 10,000 subscribers to *“ THE

Gen. Supt,

6

4

:

@

DEE & DOYLE, Seedsmen and Florists,
413
57 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON.

All other ministers belonging tothe Y. M. are
earnestly requested to be present with sketches of |
sermons.
L. KELLOGG,
{ Com. of
8 ALDRICH,
Aseign ,

Letters Received.
Bufterfleld—J Blaisdell—J

OF

1.

Catalogue, containing upwards of 1000 varieties,
with full directions for culture, to any address in the
United Statesy Catalogues free on application.

and Saturdays

Alton daily for Gilmanton

CHESTER Com,

Y.

Hoosier School-Master,” of which 24,000 have alread

Dollar, 23

Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Roch-

Is

Superior Advantages of Extempore Preaching,—F.
G. Stevens; Reasons for the At pement,
iru Bacon; Exegesis on the Seventh ify pter of Romans,—

Pous

N.

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford.

DEEN

MYSTERY

We will send FREE

RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mohdays, Wednesdays and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect
with trains for
Boston and Portland.
Leave Gonic

ester, with trains

Best and Most Productive Varie-

present perfection by planting largest, most prolific
and earliest kinds for a series of years and annually

Story (quer

tion) by EDWARD

734

Moultonborotigh,

Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays
for Laconia.

nl

HOW THIS VARIETY oF CORN waAS ORIGINATED

°

5.00

STAGE CONNECTIONS,
:
leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough,

nl

Y38:8:8¢c8358:

ing; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package of goods sent free by mail.
Address

Who

—(). 8. Brown; What are the best Means to be used
for the Suppression of Intemperance?—D
Stiles;

8. C. Weatherby.

Street,

for cultivation, 25 cents each; five for £1.00.

. 658
.

Ea

z
~

~

supplied at the usual discount.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY

«ins

650

;

Marblehead Squash.
In my Catalogue (f ee to all)
will be found, letters of recommendation from Hon

!

Dever.
A.M
645

Alton,

¢“
¢
¢

for

dha

$60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or even-

9 00
9.20
9.35
9.45
tere
PE,
vse

Trains

sent
on receipt

:

NEW YORK and CHICAGO.

Marshall P. Wilder and other
gentlemen. Packages
with seed sufficient for six hills with full directions

DOVER
& WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.
SPRING ARRANGEMENT, 1873.
Trains for Alton Bay.
#
A.M.
P.M.
Leave Boston,
ray
8.30
3.00

Constitutionalities ?

Revelation,—J.

Grand

fineness of grain and delicious chestaut-like
it stands alone—unequaled. I have named

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.90 10.50 A. M., and 6.10 P. M.

Baptism ?—W.

A. Sargent; Immortality of the Soul,—H. 8. Ball;

Necessity of a divine

THE

flinty shell

Christian
with the

A .Popé;

Subjects of Christian

140

hue, while in its combination

Father,—J. W. Brown; Human Depravity,—Kev. S.
Aldrich; Best Methoil of Conducting
Revival Meetings,~S. Butler; What is Pre-requisite to the proper

Observance of the Lord’s Supper,—D.

&

at last found one well worthy to be added to our list
of standard varieties. It is'a very late keeper, and
remarkably free from admixture with any other sort.

Friday at ....,p. M.

‘Dover,
¢“
Gonie,
¢
Rochester,
¢“
Farmington,
¢
New Durham,
¢
Alton,
Arr. Alton Bay,

P

all

Eighteen years ago I introduced the Hubbard
Squash to the public. After testing scores of new

5.54; and on Monday, Wednesday and

Dinsmore, assisted by Revs,

troductory sermon by Rev. 8. Aldrich;
faith,—Rev. L. Kellogg; Christ’s Oneness

138

kinds from every section

P.M.

10.45

Sec.

with the Chepachet church; May 28, 29, commencing
at 10,
A. M. Ministers’ Conference, Tuesday, %7, at
D.C.

Card, containing

A NEW SQUASH!

and Boston,

for Portlan

Paper Cover,

y

3rd, The stalks bear more foliage and are better for

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

Copy, in

popular

Covers.

feeding.

ls head,

MAINE

at the o|

B= For the convenience of those who may wish to t

POSTERS,

Trains leave Dover

An.

N.Y. & PENN.Y. M,,will hold its next session with
the church in Veteran, commencing June 6. Teams
will be in waiting at Horseheads to carry the delegates and others to the meeting.
3115
8S. ALDRICH, Com.
CHEMUNG Q. M. will hold its next
the Pine Valley church, commencing

& SON,

5.50 8.00 A, M. 12.03 5.08, 5.17; P. M. and on Mondays
and Fridays at .... P M.

“

2, P. M.

AND

Jsned—handsomely

ages,

pages,

ty in the World for Field Culture.

English make, and are

18t7

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence

Leave

church in Fairhurg, Livingston

great

1y18

Work

J. H. MAYNARD, Clerk.

3t1d

8. S. FITCH

Orders promptly filled.

ob

aper,

BIGLOW & MAIN,

.The

For sale everywhere.

is the Best and Cheapest for all Family uses.
It is perfectly pure, fragrant and very durable. Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New
York.”
If!
your Grocer don’t keep it, send to the Depot.

Or-

Box; 8 o’clock, sermon, by S. J. Mendell .
FRIDAY, A.M,, From 8:30 to 10, Essay, by J. 8S.
Dinsmore; subject, Christian Union.
Each exercise to be followed by general disens:
sion and criticism.
J. 8. DINSMORE, Clerk.
Burns, April 6, 1873.

M.

of the

In size it averages with the Hubbard, but has a more

ulating the Church Finances. 3 to 4:30, Lecture by
W. L. Noyes; subject, Optonal. 4:30 to 5, Question

Y.

Im-

the

BUSINESS
CARDS, &e,,
done in the best manner, at this Office,

Limbocker ; alternate, K. F. Higgins.
TMURSDAY, A. M. From 8teo 9:30, Devotional exercises; 8:30 to 9, Organization; 9 to 10:30, Essay,
by
H. Blackmar,—subject, Authenticityof the Scriptures; 10:30 to 12, Essay, by W. H. Harris; subject,—
Judaism and Christianity.
P. M.;1:30 to 3,
Essay,
by J. M. Rayser} subject,—The best Method of Reg:

MICHIGAN

PERRY’S

Remedy,

yoik.

Ibe

One

16tf

“Delapierre’s White Soap

b

tin

per 100 Copies, in Board

$30
Bar

most beautiful

Co., com-

the

use

Pimple

n

Cents, when LA

make any one their own doctor.
Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

The next session of the Ill. Y. M. Ministerial Insti-

der of exercises:
WEDNESDAY, P. M. Opening

and

33613

BOSTON
tute will be held at Fairbury, Livingston

are of Sueno

DIADEM.

bothe Dest work ver

price—35 cents retail, 3

ENRY WARD BEECHER’S Paper
Largest circulation in the world.
Ggews wonderfully. 1t is the best paper, gives ¢
cribers the

J

Notices and Appointments,
mencing Wednesday

They

of point,

4

" DR. S. S. FITCH,

& SON,

R. I.,

It Wil

sends his “FAMILY
FPHYSICIAN,”
9%
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to

Price: 25 and 50 cts. per bottle.

PERRY

‘ROYAL

prin

famous for their elasticity, durability, and evenness

It is

Send to the nearest Druggist and get a bottle.

4t13

and, from Riceent indications, it is altogether probable that at least 100,000 copies will be sold Pefore
the work is issued. If you want a new Sunday
School Song Book, do not fail to wait for

This celebrated variety has been brought to its

Depot; 49 Bond street, New Yor!

everywhere.

Amherst, N.

8., Gazette.
:
“Our own experience is, a bottle of Pain-Killer is
the best Physician a traveler can have.”—[ Hamilton
Spectator.
The PAIN-KILLER is used both Internally and Externally.

0 Altard—A

Success.

m 1872.

PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
and
MLESS.
Sold by Druggists

Comedone

the Pain-Killer.”

*It is the most effectual remedy we know of for
Aches, Pains, flesh wounds, &c.”—[8t. John News,
that

York.

4,500,000

4t16

skin medicine. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 40 Bond st., N. Y. Sold by Druggists

“A medicine no family should be without.”
—[ Montreal Transcript.
a

advise

Have been Bold in advance of Publication;

These pens are comprised in 15 numbers;
Number One Pen alone, we sold more than

The New

PAIN-KILLER.
“We

Price 25¢. per

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE, Metropolisville!

‘GOOD WORDS

‘ROYAL DIADEM’

of

IVISON, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO.,

And TAN, use
It is RELIABLE

“ We can confidently recommend

A

Early, solid and productive.

X

Over 80,000 Copies

200

with Colored Chromo. 3 cents.
New Tomato, thé “ ARLINGTON.”

these pens, we will send a Sample

may rest.

—[Toronto Baptist.

5

Seed Catalogue,

STEEL PENS]

$334.5)
reas.

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

FOR

Nllustrated
pages

SPENCERIAN

Special Notices.
everywhere.

GOLD,” is best attested by the fact, that

Is appreciated, as is shown in the continually

15.00
25.10
45.80
5.65
23.00
10.00
12.85
100,01
10,00
10.35
11.40
12.80
110
8.53
84.01

certain to ussimilate the food, regulate the bowels,
cure wind-colic and produce natural sleep.
It con10t5

to

of the 15 numbers, by mail on receipt of 25 cents.

for Castor

i

as PREMIUMS

pound.

EXCELLENCE

It is the only safe article in existence which is

tains neither minerals, morphine nor alcohol, and is
pleasant to take. Children need not cry and mothers

will be awarded

Really April 20.
Jone Sonfidence with which the public regard this
oming work,
by the popular authors of “ PURE

increasing sale of the celebrated
.

Dover, N. H.

TIE Collection of New Sunday School Songs, by
ROBT LOWRY
W. HOWARD DOANE,
and WW.
be
Will Rev,

Descriptive Civeéulars of jth
above, with list of
varieties of Potapbes,
to all.
fi

Agency.

Augusta, Me, per C F Penney,
Lawrence,
Lowell,
Taunton, Weir St,
Pawtucket,
Blackstone,
Pascoag,
Olneyvlille,
Mrs A R Bradbury,
Pond St, Providence,
Charlestown,
North Bennett St, Boston,
'
Portsmouth,
Amesbury,
Haverhill,

Centaur

One

packet, Five packets for $1.
B. K. BLISS & SONS,
23 Park Place.
[4t13]
New

00

3.15

.

Bacheler’s

=

| on

64.20

& Co., New York.

1s more than a substitute

$500

~

001A}

Providence, O, per T E Peden,

Rose. Enorof EXC EL-

$1 per pound; FY

[<4] [i those who Jroduce the Largest Quantity

a
17.00

FLAVOR.

‘Royal Diadem.’

VERMONT.

COMPTON'S
SURPRISE.
8206
Buashels to the Acre.
A little later
than Early Rose. Equad in quality. $3
per pound, by mail, post-paid.

[7 »)

’

Burnham depot, Me, per N F Weymouth,
Exeter Q M, Me,
Mrs Trench, Keziah Andrews, $1 each, Parkman,
Me, per N F Weymouth,

EARLY

BLS pounds by mail, post-paid, for $3.50.

Nin |
[5]

5.00
1.00
5.00
5.00

0h

Foreign

LENT

[>
Pa,

Potatoes!

Ten Days Earlier than Early
mously
Productive and

O

HT

sweenied horses and mules, or for sérew-worm in
sheep. Stock-owners—this liniment is worth your

Editors Rural New- Yorker.

Wonderful

F.

New

EXTRA

—_

Asthma

fifteen years. I commenced taking ‘Jonas White
comb’s Remedy for the Asthma’ eighteen months
ago, and have not had a severe paroxysm since.”’—

A

to suffer

Centaur Liniment.

it.

For

Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain

ing, or solely through the moral

Colds. — Few

of checking

each bottle. Itqis selling as no article ever before
gold, and it sclle"because it does just what it pretends
deserve

.

Wis.

Grafton Norris,St Francis, Min.
Ira M Wallace, White Rock, Kansas.
Elwin A Dinslow, Richmond Corner, Me,
E sanborn, Fairbanks, Iowa.
'
¥ E Briggs, Bristol, N H.

There is no pain whieh the Centaur Liniment will
‘not relleve, no swelling it will not subdue, and no
lameness which it will not cure. This is strong lan-

or swelling

Two

Bradley, Garretson & Co, Philadelphia, Pa.

Centaur Liniment.

to do.

MAIL.

Rev E Purinton, Bowdoinham, Me.
** GH Hubbard. Honey Creek, Wis,
* G W Jones, Edgecomb, Me.

Lebanon Academy.

BRIGHTESTAND BEST!!

Forwarded,

BY

situated at

the final Punishment of the Wicked to be self-adjust-

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

beginuing would yield to “ BROWN’S

*

of Cincinnati

in New

to A. S.

‘“ Common Cold,” in its first stage; that which in the

in Philadelphia last week, for the purpose of
expressing sympathy with the Catholies of Ger-

Purcell

remittances

Chocolate line at W. Baker & Co.’s well-known Boston House, of nearly a hundred years’ standing.
Their Chocolate lignors are especially fife and deserve especial attention. Sold everywhere.

aware

The Methodist ministers of New York have
requested reporters to refrain from publishing
the proceedings of their Monday meetings.

Archbishop

send

The Rev. Newman Hall appeals for aid in the
erection of his new-ehurch in London.
The site
has been procured,and $25,000 toward the buildings, which are to cost $60,000.
The district occupied by this church every year grows poorer,
and for that reason needs such work as Mr.
Hall is doing more and more, while itis less
and less able. to support
him.
The
institutions under the care of this church embrace 17
Sunday and ragged schools, with 6,000 children
and 450 teachers; an evangelist,
with mission
hall; two city missionaries; a benevolent society; and a visiting nurse, relieving the sick poor,
without
regard to religious opinion; clothing
societies, etc., altogether distributing $3,000 annually ; 50 free services held every week for the
poor, besides public services in the
chapel,
temperance meetings; penny banks, lectures, entertainments for working men, efe., ete.

Neglected

Clerk.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
General.

it on should

Barnes, Esq., publisher

BowpoIN Q. M.—Held its Murch session witlr |

Lewiston, Me,

\

Mrs. Gould, the principal of Italo-American
schools in Rome, wants it to be known that she
-is in no way connected with Mr. Van Meter,
and that lier schools have never been suspended
by the Italian Government and are not likely
to be; * for,” she says, “ while we intend to
pursue our work upon the principle
of its
foundation—that of aiding in Christianizing and
civilizing the poor of Rome—we also intend so
to pursue itas not to offend popular prejudice
or awaken unnecessay
opposition.”
American
residents in Rome speak with enthusiasm of Mrs,
Gould’s work in that city, Those who wish to

help

the church at E. Bowdoinham.
The church having no meeting house of their own, the Methodists kindly opened their house for the accommodation of the meeting,and the hearty co-operation of the pastor and members .of the church
added not a little to the interest of the meeting.
On account of the severe storm but few" of the
churches were represented, and but few delegates were present, but what was lacking in
numbers the Lord made up by the presence of
the Holy Spirit. The meetings were all deeply
interesting.
No request was received for the
next session of the Q. M.,, and any church wishing to entertain it will please notify the clerk at

great bargams,

older

Ward Howe, and the second by Rev.
ry M. Graves.
piel

have been some conversions recently,
The pastor proposes to visit Europe during the coming

season.

at

guage, but it is true. Where the parts are not gone,
and larger colleges to
| its effects are marvelous. It has produced oy
A
cures of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
Annual
Conference
of the
sprains, swellings, caked-breasts, scalds, burns,
Methodist Protestant Church has alinost unanip-upoen the human frame,
mously recommended the next
conference to salt-theum, earand of straing/
spavin, galls, &o., upon animals in
expunge the word * white ” from the discipline
one year than have all other pretended remedies
and law of the Church.
.
A ‘ Woman’s Liberal Christian Mission” since the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an
has been established at Boston, the officers of all-healing pain reliever. Cripples throw away their
which are women and the services of which are crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered
tobe conducted by women.
The opening ser- harmless and the wounded are healed without a scar.
mon
6f the course was delivered by Mrs, Julia It is no humbug. The recipe is published around

Sabbath,

Onward is the watchword.
The Pawtucket church has recently

One

morning

than any other college, and remarks that the fact

continues

last

ou the Sabbath.

ought “ to set our
thinking.”
| The Maryland

evening.
The
society has recently voted
to:
build a new church which has long been needed.
mon in

sermon

The Advance says that Oberlin furnishes more

last Sabbath

The pastor preached an able and pertinent

of Chicago

Farms

West Lebanon, Me,,

the Bible-reading service for the

- said to have the service both
ing recently,

fifty in number. The character of many of these
is very valuable. The Pond St. Society is about
- to make a vigorous and determined effort to finish the audience room of its church. For this
purpose $2500 are needed.
good.

of the churches

Books

Desirable

sada

list of twenty-five free churches, all of which re-

is

HALLE
ssnie.
RNAS
Shansianme

pastor

ANAT SYS

St. church, the

Ph bi

At the Greenwich
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CORN

THE
>

The
-

best

Tonic

and

Stom-

achic ever offered the
/ public,

It will Improve your Appetite, Facilitate Digestion,
organ.
Give tone to the Nervous System, Vigor to e
calth and Strength.
¥ the body, thereby imparting
ty
r and
for
here is no remedy so
whether Joueral or following acute disease. The
Medical Faculty endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Nervous Debility, and all diseases arising from a disFlatulence,
ordered Liver or Stomach, Constipation,
Rush of Blood to the Head, Loss of Appetite, Nausea,
Heartburn, Acrid Stomach, Fullness or Weight in the

Stonmoh, Sinking or Fluttering at the Pit of

the Stom-

ach, Dimness of Vision, Yellowness of-the yes aud
‘| Skin, Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest,
urn
16tf
711 Broadway, New York.
“ae
in the Flesh or sudden Flashes of Heat,—all of whic
dicate a derangement of the Liver or Digestive Or.
gans.
in, or visiting sections where
A Persons living
Malaria prevails, where Fever and Ague, Bilious FeI have just had spublished, in pamphlet form, an ver, &c., are the characteri
diseases, should be
exposition of Matt. 24, showing that the chapter has provided wth them. They stic
are a sure preventive of
no reference to the end of the world, which I will Fever and
Agwe, Intermittents, Biliousness and all
send, post paid, to any one on receipt of ten cents.
ailments arising from malarious causes. Price $1.00,
. A. DEERING.
Prepared by A; LITTLEFIELD & CO., Boston,
Pittsfield, N. H.
!
13
Mass. Sol by all Dealers in Medicine. 26eow2iw

C. Hl.

ADVENTISM.

[
[}

bf

:
i
4

in
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\

y

NING

]

Boetrp.

for situation,’ the tenderly beloved, “over,
vhich Christ himself had wept. He knew
that the cup of her iniquity was full, and
the wrath of God was impending.
Within
the walls were the
teacher he revered.

The Faithful Heart.
Se

—

their hatred.

Ye float in memory’s sky,
"

I do not mourn that ye are fled,
I do not sit and weep,~—
But down within my woman's heart.
My grief T bravely keep.

cutor, and knew so little of his life for the
three years of his absence, that ‘they were

Few touch my hand as if théy knew
That once it held a prize,—

. I do not speak of buried joys,

Of all those happy years.

in the way, and how he had preached

Life’s roses bloom with fragrance sweet,
And earth to me is bright;
1 offer not a thankless prayer,

As though my joys were here;
the past, the happy past,

wonderful life and death of the Master,—of

But o’er my life a veil is cast,
‘Which others may not see;
Yet ’tis a veil of sadness sweet,
And not of gloom to me.

™

|

.

lily of the valley hides
pure and tender bell,
so my heart, behind its strength,
loneliness can tell!
|

Oh, happy years!
Ye are not lost
I wear my crown
Though others

* This interview, so full of

BY

MRS:

G.

yet

probably

determined

have

been

room.

remain

said,

for

Paul returned from Damascus, and

I

bia, and returned to Damascus.”

And the comet

\

came, with luminous head,

and threatening with its fiery

tail;

it was

gazed at from palace and cot, by the crowd
upon the street and

the

lonely

wanderer

over the pathless heath ; and each of all the

gazers had his own thoughts about it.
‘¢ Come and see the sign in the sky! come
and see the magnificent sight !” were on the

Henry opened his Bible, and read the lips of all, and all hastened to see.
passage referred to, aloud.
But in the house a little boy was sitting
‘‘ You understand now, that ¢ after many | quietly with his mother; a tallow i
days were fulfilled,” during which he had
was burning, and the mother thought she
been absent, he returned to the city, and, perceived a *‘ shaving” in the light; the talwith power and boldness greater than at low had raised in a point, and formed a
first, ¢ confounded the Jewsg and they * took

counsel to kill him,’ ”
** But, papa, what had he been doing in
Arabia?” inquired Laura.
‘* We have no record, and even no hint
of what he had been doing. He may have
gone there, with his new-born zeal,

to

tell

the wonderful story of the crossto his dispersed countrymen; or, as many believe,
he may have retired to some quiet place
where, by solitary communion with God,
and study of the holy Scriptures,he deepened his repentance,

strengthened

his

faith,

and prepared himself for the great work
before him. - Though he had studied the

Prophets at the feet”of Gamaliel,

he had

misinterpreted them, to the dishonor of

God

and the injury of his' own soul; and he
might well desire to read them in the light
of the truth which had burst upon him, and
to prepare himself to meet the arguments
and objections of his unbelieving people.
‘ Whatever he might have been doing,
when he returned to Damascus, he began
to learn ‘ how great things he should suffer
+ for the sake of Christ.’
He ‘ confounded
the Jews,’ by the strength of his logic which
they could not-answer ; but the stronger his
arguiiients, and the more earnest

his

zeal,

the deeper he stirred their malignant hatred
of the cause he advocated. He ‘knew the
intensity of that hatred, for he had felt it
burning in his own bosom ; and, convinced
that he could

do

them

-no

good,

he

fled-

from their fury. While they watched
gates, ‘ the disciples took him by night,
let him down by the wall in a basket,”
he went on his way toward Jerusalem.

the
and
and
He

probably took the road by which he entered
the city three years before, and

passed

the

spot where the Lord appeared to him.
What emotions must have stirred his heart,

as

he recalled

question,

that terrible

‘ What shall

T do,

vision!
Lord?

The
had

been answered. He saw his work before
_ him. He realized its perils and hardships;
bat in view of ‘ the exceeding and eternal

weight of glory’ that awaited him he called
them * light afflictions which were but for
a moment,’ and rejoiced that he was accounted worthy to be a partaker of the suf-

fering of his Lord.
He tells usin the passage

which

read in his epistle to the Galatians,

you

that he

‘went up to Jerusalem to see Peter. Though
he needed no help or instruction from those

-

who were ‘ Apostles before him,’ yét he
longed for the fellowship, and conversation
of one who for years had been the constant

companion of the Master. As he approached the city, how the familiar objects must
have

moved

his heart.

There were

the

Mount of Olives, the garden of Gethsemahe,
and Calvary, made forever sacred by as-

curl, which, as she thought, signified, that
her little boy would soon die, for the shav-

ing turned toward him.

live and see the comet, when, after
than sixty years, it should reappear.

more

The little boy did not see the omen

in the

light, nor did he think of the comet which
now for the first time in his lif> was shining
from heaven. He was sitting with a mended bow] containing soap-suds,into which he
was dipping the head of a little clay pipe,
then putting the stem to his mouth and

big,—they

wavered and soared in most beautiful colors, changing from yellow to red, lilac and
blue, and then becoming green, like the
forest leaf transparent in the sunlight.
*¢ God grant you years upon earth, as
numerous as the soap-bubbles you blow!”

said his mother.

He

light,

he

now

remembered
the

back

remembered

it was

what

shaving

the

his

in

the

beautiful

weak your

soap

bubbles; each denoting for him a year, he
had said.
How bright, how full of colors,

impossible

°

v

Now, if you had not thought of this, you

How to Be a Christian.
Hattie and

Donald

were

day, at some silk-worms

looking,

which

one

were

feed-

ing on some mnlberry leaves in a little box
which they called ‘* Silky's work-room.”
Their

mother had

told

them

that,

as the

pretty golden-winged butterflies came from
the crawling caterpillars, so their new bodies would one day come forth bright and
beautiful, from

their

dead

omnes,

would first molder in the grave.

which

Donald

said,
“It’s very wonderful, Hattie; and, oh, I
do wish I were a Christian !”
Hattie earnestly gazed into his eves as
she replied,—
.
“Donald, itis very easy to become a
Christian. A great many
little children
come to Christ. All you ‘have to do is to
knoek, and the door opens.”
Hattie ‘was right. It iseasy for a child
who really wishes to be a Christian, to be
one.
Jesus says to all: *‘ Ask, and it shall

be given, you; seek, and ye shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you.”
Try it, my dear child. Knock, Jesus
listens, and waits to open the door,—that
is, to make you his disciple.”

only the beautiful and joyous he saw *therein: child play and youthful delight; the |:
whole wide
world
seemed to
open
The Souls of Boys.
for him in the’ sunshine, and out
into it he was to go! Future bubbles! Asan
One boy only was lost by death while we
old man he heard in the tones of the piano,
were
at the school; and yet, mixed with
melodies of the past: Retrospection bubbles!
this
dawn-flash
of animal spirits behind
in all the color tints of memory.
He heard
these bounding pulses, unspoken of, terrihis grandmothet’s knitting song:
rible, were working outward the religious
*“Surely, no Amazonian
and
immortal germs within. Many a jourThe first stocking knitted.”
nal, blotted by tears betrayed the heart-agoThen resounded the ditty, sung te him in ny, the aspiration and the longing which
childhood by the old servant:
none suspected. The fearful crisis of soulbirth,

*‘Many a danger for him,
Along the life path,
Who now is so little
_ And so little knowledge

Now he heard
occasion;

the melodies
now

brought tears to the

soft,

old

of his

pathetic

man’s

first
tunes

eyes; now

came bursting forth a war march, now came

a psalm melody, now a merry song, bubble
after bubble, as when a little

boy

when

each one finds

developing for

himself, at the roots of his being, that mystical function,
rudimentary for another
world, and mostly a grieving and alienat-

hath.”

he

blew

them from soap-water.
His eyes were “fixed upon the window;
out there upon the sky a cloud glided away,
and he saw in the transparent air the comet,
its glittering nucleus, its luminous tail.
It scemed like yester evening when he saw
it before, yet a whole rich human life lay
between that time and the present. Then
he was a child, and looked through the bubbles ‘forward ;” now the bubbles showed
in the **backward” gaze.
He felt the child

ed witness of the

infections of this, should

not be unnoticed in the boy's story. Anecdotes could be told of tenderness of conscience, of flights of honorable unselfishness, of pledges where a word was better
than a bond, of friendships which bore the
unspotted confidence of youth; but not-for
such a sketch as this are these sacred treasures of the heart. Out under the moonlit
spaces of the hill,

with

the

stars only, and

the ineffectual sympathy of the surrounding chestnuts, would the boy breathe his
confidences, and wrestle with his agony,
longing for that bosom upon which to rest,
which he shail miss forevermore.
The boy's privacy is not like that of the
man.
easily

It is tenderer, more agonizing, more
wounded, forever
sacred, and yet

he

whose clumsy touch can only manage to
wound the fibers of his growing heart,—

vision of the future, shining, glittering.

had gone for a good view; his soul was
away on a greater orbit’ than that through
which flies the comet, and now again was

young heaven of hopes and fears whieh is
opening before him. He will often say to

*“ We can see the comet!” called the
neighbors.
‘¢ Oh, come out; don’t sit in
there !”
J
And the mother took the little ene by the
hand ; he had to lay away the pipe, the soapbubble toy ; the comet was there.. And the
little one saw the shining ball with the fiery
‘tail. Some said it seemed to be three yards
long ; others that-it was millions of yards;
people see differently.
*¢ Children ang children’s children may
be dead before it comes again,” said the
people : apd the most of those who said so,
were dead and gone, when it came again.
But the little boy, for ‘whom the shaving
stood in the candle, and concerning whom
the mother thought, * he will soon die!”
lived yet, was old and white-haired. The
old adage say», that ‘* white hair is. the
blossom of age !"” and with him this blossom
was profuse ; he was now an old schoolmaster. His pupils spoke of him as so wise;

knowing so much

of history, geography,

and astronomy.

:

+ All things return,” he said *‘ only

set

your mark upon characters and transactions, and you will always find the same
again, in some other dress, some other

country.” "

And the schoolmaster told them of Wil-

liam Tell, who was compelled to

shoot an

apple from the head of his son; but, before
upon his breast
another arrow with

which

breast of the wicked

Gesler.

land this occurred, but many

to

pierce

In
years

the

Switzerbefore

his

eyes

shone,

his

hand fell upon the keys ;—it sounded as if a

string had broken.
hu
“Oh, come and see!” shouted the neighbors; “the comet is here. The sky is so
beautifully

clear!

come

out

and

have

a

good view !”
The old schoolmaster did not answer,

too often, not,only by his school-master,
but by the dear members of his own family, unknown or uncared for. A child too
often secretly conceives a contempt,a halfabhorrence

can

treat

of dear

with

and

close

disregard,

relations,

as naught,

the

gazed upon from palace and from cot, from

himself, ‘‘ Let me

the crowd upon the street and the lonely
wanderer upon the pathless heath, His soul
was looked upon by God and the dear ones

to be a min, not to be as ignorant. as these

gone before, those for whom it had longed.
— Andersen.

The

Voice

of the

remember,

of the proud and‘ wayward
boy’s affections.”
*“ The

doubt;

:

child

but

Open your hand and look at it. It will
teach you something.
Perhaps you say,
‘ How can such a common thing as that
teach me anything ? Trees and clouds and
stars are grand and beautiful; they can
teach us many things; but what can I learn
from my little hand?” I willtry to show
you.
Look at the hands of the child and of the
monkey, and see whether you can find any
difference between them. Perhaps you
say, ‘There is very little difference between the child’s hand and the monkey's;

when I grow

recesses

is

father

of the

how

often

does

adult fail of reverence
Old and New.

Hand.

of a

man,”

this

no

stupid

for such a parent.—
*

‘Geese.

hand

“Mother, mother !” cried a young rook,
returning hurriedly from its first flight,*‘ I'm
so frightened ; I've seen such a sight.”
“What sight, my son?” askéd the old
rook.
‘Oh! white creatures, screaming and running and straining their necks, and holding
their heads ever so high. See, mother,
there they go!”
hn
“Geese, my son, merely geese,"calmly replied the parent bird,looking over the common. “Through life, child, observe that,

as my own.” Butnow look very carefully
at the monkey’s thumb,
It is much shorter than yours. The top of his thumb only
just reaches to the place’ where his fingers

fuss about himself, and tries to lift his head
higher than the rest of"the world, you may
set hih down atonce asa goese."—Mrs.

I wouid as soon have the monkey’s

when you meet any one who makes a great

begin. 80 you see he cat nat use his thumb, Prosser,

as you can use yours,
You can join the tip of your thumb with | “Ah! John, "seid a sympathizing friend to
the tips of all your fingers; he can not; he a man who was just too late to catch the
can only bring the thumb and fingers pretty train, “‘you did not run quite fast enough.”
close together? without making them meet. “Yes,I did,” said John. *‘1 ran fast enough,
You can easily pick up a pin from the floor but 1 didn’t start soon enough,”
—.

bd

oad

|
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Literary Review,

——

AN EXPOSITORY AND PRACTICAL COMMENTARY
on the Books . of Scripture, arranged
ological order, forming a Hund-Book

cal

sufferings at her own door. She is
bright, genial, breezy, piquant,and at times fresh
and brilliant in her style as she is pungest i) her
thought.

There is not a dull’ page in the book, nor a
single

essay but is underlain with a true aim
and a high
inchron- |
motive, nor a single piece of pleasa
ntry or satire
of Bibli-

Elucidation, for the use of families,schoo

ls
and students of the Word of God.
Translated
from the German work edited by the
late
C.
G. Barth, D. D.,of Calw, Wurtemberg:”
With
an Introduction by Rev. J.J. Oarrut
ers, D.

but is adapted to do good. She goes throu
gh the
whole diapason of woman’s significant lite,
from
the school-girl to the queen of the home,
exalting

What is Uegutiful and true and good,

and Hffect.
D. Portland
: Hoyt, Fogg
& Breed.
.
- ively and kindly putting under ban what is false
per-royal octavo, pp. 1000,
*d-2e71, Su
and mischievous.
It ought to be dealt out in
No single commentary is.fully adapte
d to the regular doses daily to young women
, «0 that jt
wants of all classes of biblical students,
And no may be wrought into their very mental organ
ism
one would think of claiming such # distinc
tion and so help to fashion the products of

for the work before us.

But it has many merits,

some of which it possesses in common

with oth

er works of similar aim, while others are almost

peculiar to itself, It is brief; the text,
~which is
either peproduced entire or happily summa
rized,

—and the notes are embraced within a
single
substantial volume. The type and paper
are

very good, imposing fio severe tax upon the
reader’

s eves. The cost is reduced to a figure
that brings it within the reach of persons even
of

might have said, * There is nothing very very limited meaus.
The notes are condensed,
wise in making
a child's hand ;” but now ‘plain, pithy suggestive,and
are found Just where
you see there is a great deal of wisdom. they are wanted; and while primarily aiming
to
All God's works are full of wisdom in the elucidate the meaning of the text, they show a
same way. He makes everything so that proper and constant regard to the spiritual protit may do just what it is intended to do. it of the reader. They constantly imply and
often directly offer the latest and best results
of
The monkey's hand he makes fit for swing- Biblical
criticism as they have
ing from branch to branch, and he makes by the ripest and most eminen been brought out
t evangelical schol.
men‘s-hands fit for doing all sorts of won- ars of Germany,
:
Bat the distinctive feature of the work is
derful works that no beast can do.
the
Now, you see, even your little hand, as chronological arrangement of the different portions of Scripture, the bringing together
well as the clouds and stars, can teach you
of what
hus been unnaturally separated, and the
separasomething. It has a voice as they have,
tion of what has
improperly joined,in the usand it says to you, ‘Trustin God, for he ual arrangement been
ef the material entering into the
is very wise,"—The Good Voices.
Bible. Kor example: Job is assign

mind, the child faith;

died.

wae
the city of his fathers, ‘the beautiful

remained

until

feel how helpless you are, how

hand seems? Can you guide your pen
rightly, or can you hold. your stick firmly?
Tam sure you cannot.
So, ‘you see, by
making your thumb a little longer than
the monkey's thumb, God has helped you
to write and draw and paint, and to work

“So many ! so many |” said the little boy.
*‘ The suds can never be blown up!” and
the little one blew bubble after bubble.
‘“ There goes a year! there goes a year!
See how they fly !” said he, as each hubble
floated away. A couple of them went directly into his eyes, giving them pain, and
bringing tears. In each bubble he had a

Ab, that must have cost him a pang! There

where Stephen

here.

comet,

mother had said about

festal

sociations with Jesus. * There ‘ without the shooting. had concealed

wall,’ was the spot

rising

the melodiesof a whole human life; and
thereby the old man kept in mind so much,
both pleasant and sad, in the long row of
intervening years, since when as a child he

It was an old su-

little and

neither

could resound, although somewhat hoarsely,

perstition, and she believed it. But the little boy was to live many years upon earth,

blowing off bubbles,

weights

Ee

16, 1873.

and swing from one to the other; but he
can not take right hold of little things as
you can.
Now just think for a moment what would
become of men if they had the same kind
of thumbs as the monkey has. Try to take
up and hold a pen or a stick in your fingers
without the help of your thumb; do you not

is a

in its place silent; all was still there, the
clock had ceased to go. But the old piano,
which had also pertained to the home of
his childhood, still possessed life ; the strings

gazed upon the

brought

no prisoners with him.”
‘“ You have fallen into the error of supposing that he returned to Jerusalem very
seon after his conversion,” replied the father. ‘In connection with the narrative
in Acts, you must read Gal. 1:17, 18, and
there you will learn that he went into Ara-

leaden

ward cuckooing each hour,

again

The Comet.

when

comet

nor falling, the pendulum motionless; the
little cuckoo, which had formerly come for-

chief

surprised,

“The

longed to his childhood’s home, stood in the

and

*‘ Depart,

said:

it

The Bornholm clock, which had be-

corner, the

will send thee far hence unto the Gentiles.’

VII.

*¢ I think, papa,” said Laura, * the

must

to

be instructed by the schoolmaster, which
was So agreeable.
The comet was expected, and concerning

sitting in his chamber close by the schosl-

and poured out the agony and longing of
his soul before God in prayer. There the
appeared to him the second time, and
peremptorily ¢ bade him depart.’ The time
bad come when he must commence the
great missionary work to which he was especially called. However greatly he might
desire the salvation of his own people, the
voice of the Master

priests

and

labor for their conversion, though it might
cost him his life, he went to the temple,

RAMSEY.

CHAPTER

of

Jesus,” and the Jews ¢ went about to slay
him.’
Grieved at their hatred and unbelief,

Missionary.
V.

soon aft-

comfort

The towns were

good wine year,” he said; *‘water may be
mixed with it, without”being perceptible.
Wine dealers like comet years.”
During fourteen days and nights the sky
was clouded, and the comet obscured ; but
it was there. The old schoolmaster
S
was’

| mutual instruction, lasted only fifteen days.
¢ He spake boldly in the name of the Lord

sweet, happy years,
to me!
of love with joy,
may not see!

Great

which

Lol-

it he told what people of old days, when

APRIL

for the monkey.

signified by emblems.
Here was St. Canute
with the dragon, signifying Odense; Absalon with a bishop-staff, signifying Soro;
and a little vessel with oars (Aarer) signified Aarhuus.
From the schoolmaster’s garden one could learn quite well the geography of Denmark ; but, of course, he must

was last here, had

for the whole world ; and he may have prepared the mind of Peter for the full revelation of that glorious truth,

The Family Circle,
The

but

er burst upon him in the conversion
Cornelius the Roman centurion.

Therefore I walk with cheerful smile
Among my wondering friends,
And calmly drink the mingled cup
Which God, my Father, sends.

3

the amazing miracles he wrought,—of the
life-giving truths that flowed from his lips,
—of the agony of the ergss, and the glory
of the resurrectiofi
)
ascension! It is
not improbable that\P¥l, in his profound
study of the Prophets, had already learned
that Christ died, not for the Jews only,

And none can know the cherished joys
Which satisfy my heart,
For while I have the vision sweet,
They see not but in part.
i

thorn over at Silkeborg.

How much the scholar would have to learn
of his unlettered brother, in regard to the

And naught beyond I fear.

f

bold-

CIP

SF

with all sorts of tools, in a way

land. *‘Bring me buckwheat!” and this
was brought from Langeland. The beautiful blue gentian and sweet-willow were to
be found up at Skagen; the giossy Christ-,

between those wonderful men,—Paul, the
learned and polished Pharisee, and Peter,
the bold, impetuous fisherman of Galilee.

Nay, sunshine falls on me as warm

adaptation

brought from the bed that represented

ly at Damascus in the name of Jesus.’
“ We are left'to imagine the intercourse

Nor try to shade the light.

flowers

of soil in different parts of the country.
“Bring me peas !” he said, and these were

him and brought him to the apostles, and
declared to them, how he had seen the Lord

But yet my faithful heart is full

The
Its
And
Of

were arranged according to the

TOE

the branches of trees with his long fingers,

Tell, concealed an arrow with, which to take
revenge; and further back, more than a
thousand years, the same event is recorded
as having transpired in Egypt; the same
events reappear as do the comets; they
disappear, remain awhile away, and then
come back aguin,
;
And he told of the comet, now expected ;
the comet he had seen when he was a little
boy. The schoolmaster knew much about
the heavenly bodies, meditated upon them,
yet did not forget history and geography.
Here herbs and

54 4 TER

with your thumb and fingers; the poor
monkey can not. - He can catch hold of

natoke ; he, too, was compelled to shoot an
apple from the head of his sou, and, like

‘map of Denmark.

Then Barnabas, who knew him well, * took

I do not walk in tears;

STAR.

He had laid out his garden in shape of the

afraid of him, and believed not that he was
a diseiple.’ Grieved and ashamed, he
probably
retired from - their presence.

Few read the deep and happy love
That shines within my eyes.

1 know

and

The * old friend's falling off?

is always hard to bear; but whatever had
been gain to him he joyfully counted loss
that he might win Christ..
‘ When he entered the city, * he assayed
to join himself to the disciples,” but they
remembered him as their most bitter perse-

And toward your veiled yet golden light
.

the
en-

counter their grief, their indignation,

©h, happy years, sweet, happy years,

I turn my longing eve!

friends he loved,
He knew he must

ee

ed a place in
the patriarchal history, and the narrative
comes
in between uenesis and Exodus, follow
ing the
account of Joseph’s deathy, and preceding
that
which deals with the birth and calling of
Moses.
A large part of the Psalms,
for a similar and even
a stronger reason, are brought into the narrat
ive
dealing with David and the events of his reign;
the Canticles, the Proverbs and Ecclesiastes
are
for similar reasons joined with the history
of
Solomon ; many of the prophecies are transf
erred
to the periods in the history of the Kings
of Israel and Judah to which they really belong
; the
narratives of the four evangelists are
so used as
to exhibit the events in the life of Christ
in the
order of their occurrence, and make the narrat
ive
as complete as possible, &c., &c. Of course,
there
is room for differences of opinion on some
of the
points raised in the chronological arran
gement
here followed ; but the larger part of the
conclusions reached
will be approved by all competent critics, while those that are doubtf
ul will
be generally set down as probably correct
. Much
light is thrown upon many portions of Script
ure
by this chronological arrangement of its conten
ts,
and many pussuges at once gain immen
sely in
impressiveness.
Every student of the Bible
needs the special results offered by the re-arr
angement of the material of Scripture, and we
know
of nothing that offers so many and so real
advan.
tages of this sort, tor the same amount
of money,
as this commentary of Barth, Te the great
mass
of clergymen and the more intelligent
teachers
and members of Bible-classes in our
Sunday
schools, it could hardly fail to prove a
real help,
and many of them, we ure confident, would
often
find passages which
had puzzled
them with
doubtful allusions and ambiguous phrase
ology,
beaming at once with a fresh illumination
, and
becoming wonderfully impressive as they
were
studied by.the aid of the new light which
this
volume offers. Claiming for the work nothin
g
like perfection, freely acknowledging its inade-

quacy as a complete

commentary

for the thor-

ough biblical student, forced now and then
to
‘pronounce an
exposition
unsatisfactory, and
even to dissent from opinions that are expres
sed, we yet give the work our most emphatic
approval as a whole, and commend it to the atten-

tion of all our

readers Who would

be helped to

a clearer apprehension of the truth as it is enshrined in the letter of the Sacred Word.

MEMOIR

or SAMUEL

JOSEPH

MAY.

Boston:

Hover
Jberts roves,
Brothers. 1878
1873. 16mo.
16mo. pp. 297.
297.

8
Sold

WOMAN

IN AMERICAN
SOCIETY.
By Abba
Goold Woolson.
Same
Publishers, &e¢. 1873.
16mo. pp. 271.
Mr. May wiil by many be set down as a fortunate wan, and his life pronounced exceptionally
pleasant und successful.
Hg did owe not a little
to birth, to a tine constitution and an equable
temperament, to choice associations that came
to him more as an inheritance than as a conquest,
and to special stimulants furnished by the great
conflicts in public thought and life into the midst
of which he was almost forced to go and stay. He
is fortunate too in having an appreciative and
sympathetic biographer,who 1s simply bent on exhibiting his subject and keeping himselt mostly
out of right,
But Mr. May was a man who would anywhere
be sure to impress himself upon his generation,
to make his life a wide-spread benediction,to buve
Ins death sur tenderness and set tears flowing
over a wide area, and to have his memory held
sacred and his words and deeds faithfully reported by a grateful multitude,
He was a Unitarian
clergyman whose loving reverence for Christ
kept up to a steady enthusiasm, und who numbered evangelicals and Romush priests among his
cherished friends; an educational reformer who
had no faith in the patent and easy methods of
reaching scholarship; a radical among abolition
ists whose sweetness of spirit often disarmed opposition even when Phillips was issed and mobbed in his own city and a price wus set on Garni
son’s head; a non-resistant whose courage wus
such us cowed violent speech into silence,surprised brave men, and stood out against wrong with
uncompromising fidelity; a genial presence in
his household sud a benediction in ai; . je hom 8
of his parish, and yet promunently idc....tied with
nearly every great movement looking to social
and civil reform; at once as devout as Fenelon

and us full of practical aud humane philanuthree
py as Howard. It was a noble and beautiful

life which he lived, crowned with honors and
years,and oue for which we may well thauk God
and take courage.
The Memoir is simple, pleasant, unawmbitious, and in good taste, and doing
perhaps all that such u record could do in the

way of setting forth a character and a life like
this, which, after all, no words can half portray.
He

held

‘some

theological

opinions

which

could not. endorsé us correct or complete,

we

But

we always believed in the man most profoundly,

and wish as orthodox souls and lives were more

common in evangelical

circles,~for they are the

best products of the roundest creed and the most
3
apostolic church.
The

volume of Essays

on Woman

will gain attention und reward it,

is one that

They will not

be wholly new to the readers of one of our best
daily newspapers, hut they deserve to be repro-

duced in this more permanent form. The author
is one of the advocates of a larger sphere and

higher prerogatives for woman, and she often
feels and protests against the injustice which

women suffer through unfriendly legislation and
the absence of certain civil and social prerogatives. But she never. scolds, or denounces, or

their life,

MEMOIR OF A BROTHER. By
author of *‘ Tom Brown's
et

mus Hugbos,

ton: JamesR.
ood & Co. 1673.
178. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Mr. Hughes here portrays the character-and

career of an older brother, for the especial
bepefit of the sons and nephews that surviye
him. He
certainly had a fine subject, and the
glimpses

which the author now and then gives us
of the
father,and of his own life at home,add not
a little
to the pleasantness of a biography which
in advance we should be sure would be very attract.
ive. The author of Tom Brown could not
be
dull or commonplace.
The same frank, open,
straightforward, robust, manly qualities
which

made

his earlier works

so

popular

re-appear

here; and to them is added a subdued,
tender,
reverent and touching gentleness that
at once
exalts our idea of the biographer and beautifi
es
his obvious strengths
We have additional light
thrown upon the educational life in the great
schools of England, while we have the story
of a
noble and genuine man told in such a way that
it must needs be effective for good as it is read by
boys whose life-work is before them.

THE FISHING TOURIST: Angler's Guide and Reference Book,
By Charles
Hallock.
New
York: Harper &
Brothers, 1873. 12mo. pp. 239.

Mr. Hallock is a true disciple of Izak Walton,

vitalized and broadened by the peculiar experiences that the angler finds in the new world. He
writes out of his practical knowledge as well as
his abounding enthusiasm.
He, believes in the
salmon and trout.
He cares little for stupid,
sluggish, brainless, vulgar fish, and keeps himself, both as an angler and an author, to the piscatorial aristocracy.
He knows all the good salmon and trout streams in America; can tell the

peculiarities

and

relative

excellence

of each:

knows all about rods, and reels, and lines, ani
flies, and hooks, and suubbing, and worrying,
and tiring, and mastering, and
landing, and
cooking, and eating, and digesting the various
members of the Salmo family; and then he ean
put the phosphorus which the fish have yielded his brain into most animated and picturesque

description,

and jets of brilliant rhetoric, and

coruscating wit, and make the sluggish pulses of
his reader leap with a longing for the sport.
If

anybody doubts any part of that statement, let
him buy and read this book ,and then keep hus
skepticism if he can.

ZINA;

or, Mornin
Mists,
By the author ol
* Aimee,” ete.
oston: D.
Lothrop & Co.
16mo. pp. 383. .
Zina is the name of a young girl, born of English parents in India, left an orphan at a tender
age, who found plenty of mists in the sky of her
life while

living among

unsympuathizing

rela-

tions, but whose religious trust and faithful seryice brought the sunbeams from above into her
darkened sphere and gave her a luminous womanbood.
The story is well told; the characters
unfold themselves naturally and effectively; the

noble traits wear a fitting charm, while the mean
ones are forced to stand out in their
pects.
It is a genuinely good book.

THE

LOGIC OF ACCOUNTS;

pitiable as-

a new exposition

of

the Theory and Practice of Double-Entry Book-

Keeping, based in Value, as being

of {wo

pri-

mary classes,—Commercial and Ideal; and reducing all their exercises to nine equations
and thirteen results.
Illustrated by examples
and memoranda for students
and business
men.
By E. G. Folsom, A. M., proprietor of
the Albany Bryant & Stratton College.
New
York & Chicago: A. S. Barnes & Co. 1873.
12mo. pp. 442,
Itis not really a new system or method of
Book-keeping that is here offered us, but rather
a new method of expounding in substance the
system already accepted and in use, The exposition is indeed novel, dealing with the principles involved, in a very fresh, comprehensive,
thorough and lucid way. To master this book,—
and its mastery is not a very difficult matter when
tke ‘best use is made of the examples and memoranda,~will almost certainly imply a trustworthy aequaintance with the system on the part ot
the pupil, and ought to make him skillful and sccurate even in the beginning of his work in the
counting-room and office.
AN

ELEMENTARY

ETRY.

By

GEOMETRY

William

AND

TRIGONOM-

F. Bradley, A.

M.

Bos-

ton: Thompson,
Bigelow & Brown.
1872.
12mo. pp. 238,
Unless we are mistaken, we have here the
best work, for pupils who are commencing the
study of Geometry and Trigonometry,
that has
yet appeared.
It seems to possess evervthing
needed in an elementary work, and to have ex-

cluded whatever

is redundant

and

likely to in-

duce
avoidable
perplexity.
The
definitions
throughout are concise and exact, and the sug-

gested

processes

are lucidly

presented,

The

part devoted to Geometry embraces 110 pages ;
Plane Trigonometry occupies 66 pages; while 60
pages or more are filled with logarithmic tables.

It is a reul addition to Eatow’s

Mathematical Se-

ries of text-books,~—a series whose high und wide
popularity is conclusive evidence,
of its merits.
SUNSHINE FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS: A new collection of original and selected music.
By P.
P. Bliss. Cincinnati: John Church & Co. Chicago: Geo, F. Root & Sons. pp. 160.
The bright, genial, kindling and fervid quality
of the great body of the music und the hymus
contained in this fresh and well printed collec-

tion

of pieces

for use

in the

Sunday

school,

makes the name fitting as well as pleasant.
It is
too much to call it perfect, or insist that it never
had an equal, or that it can’t be expected to have
a superior.
Butit is good, it has both charac-

ter and adaptation, and it may

reasonably antic-

ipate popularity.
Purts 11=18 of Tire NATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
are received, taking us to the 728th page, and to
the word Precocity,
It goes on steadily to completion, and is happily fulfilling all its early

promises and justifying our approving words.
For the masses of the people it will answer most
of the purposes of one of the larger works, costing several times the sum charged for this.~New

York: National

Encyclopedia Publishing Co.

Ag’t for New England, Horace

King, Thompson-

ville, Conn,

T. Elwood Zell, Phila., who has won a deservedly high reputation as Publisher, is issuing in
Purts, ut 60 cts each, a DESCRIPTIVE HAND-AT-

LAS OF THE WORLD. ; It is edited by John Bartholomew, LL. D., and in its various mechanical
features it rises above anything we
fore seen. The engraving is really

have heretosuperb, sug-

gesting the best products of Paris and Vienna. A.
large amount of statistical information is supplied in the accompanying letterpress, and the
very latest changes of importance

are set down.

The work is going ‘rapidly toward completion,
heedlessly exaggerates, or affects the martyr, or
and will be the very choicest and most convelays herself out to-produce a sensation or get up
a tcene, Bhedeals very frankly and faithfully nient of all the Atlages. The four parts lying on
our table often invite examination, and they at
with the needless and disreputable weaknesses once answer juquiries and gratify taste,~Horace
and follies and faults of her sex, and lays the re- King, Thompsonville, Conn., is Ag’t for New
sponsibility for a large part of woman’s sins and
England.
Jo
:
|
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There are some writings in which force
shows itself, as it were naked,and it is obvi-

. ously the secret of the “influence which they
exert over us, Such, for example, is that
masculine and

nervous

Prose of

have so many masters in
and which sometimes

looks

pressed

Hobbes,

it is really

so difficult,

reasoning

of

which

we

English literature,
so

The

easy

when

clear, comthe

manly

common sense of Locke, the incomparable
energy of Swift, and comparatively coarse
dogmatizing of Cobbett, have all a kind of

a coach

apparently

about

the age

of the

carriage of General Washington,
for Algeria
is the infirmary of all the worn-out French
diligences.
Sibou-Arveridj is reached and
passed,and a few miles farther on ig encountered an Arab douar, or assemblage of tents
forming a tribal fraction. This woven village, although we have attained the limits
of Kabylia, reminds that we have not reach-

ed the

great

from

fluidsin which

sportive. gambols, can

easily have enough

of them of all shapes of small dimensions
by macerating a stalk of asparagus, ehop-

Kabylian abodes; an Arab lives in a

tent in all localities outside the

aasorhiion

they were found. But how they were generated so rapidly that under favorable circumstances one hundred and forty millions
may originate from one individual in four
days, puzzled the wisest heads in Christendom.. Some of the polygastrian infusorial stomachs are hardly 1-2000 of a line
in diameter. - “Those curious to se¢ how
these minute creatures look,and watch their

and jolts over the road to Sibou-Areridj—

»

by

cities

ped hay, straw, green leaves, ete., till

—a Kabyle, never. However poor the hut
in which the Kabylian artisan starves and

fer-

him deplore the inability of the few

F. Baptists

to build up a church there. He died quietly, and
strong in faith, advising all around him to trust
in Jesus, and meet him in heaven.
In him the
poor found a friend, and the wayward a counselor, All who knew him acknowledged his
intrinsic worth.
A large circle: of friends are

left to mourn their loss.

eternal gain.”

But all feel it to be his

~

L. W. PARKER.

MRS. LYDIA TUCKERMAN
died in Rutland,
Meigs County, Ohio, March 1, 1873,at the residence of her son, aged 76. - She was a native of
Rhinebeck, Dutchess County, N. Y.; moved to

Rutland, Ohio, in 1835; joined the Kirst Freewill

Baptist church in Rutland, in 1841, and had ever
Her
been a worthy and consistent member.
husband, Frederick Tuckerman, died in 1857,
leaving her a widow sixteen years.
She died
with much calmness, Juaking all the necessary
arrangements for her funeral.
8S. H. BARRETT.

Furnishes Colle e, Preparatory, Normal, Academ-

ical and Ladies’
weeks,
Fall term

ull

commences

course

Aug.

of study.

22,

Winter term commences

Terms,

10

1872.

Nov. 7, 1872,

GEORGE, B, FILES, A. M. Principal.

REV.

A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal Department.
:
AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French .and
Mathematics.
:
ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
SLARA A FORBES, Associate in Normal Department,
ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.

MRS.
Miss
Miss
Miss
MRS.

FE TI

eeping.

and

i

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.
'

THE

EEE 228%

ithe

distortion,

but

to the

marvelous quickness and keenness of his
intellect. He abounds in the most brilliant
flashes of thought, but is unable to maintain a steady pressure. He is a poet therefore by fits and starts, and has composed
innumerable couplets of wonderful merit,
but scarcely one satisfactory poem. He

is an example

therefore of

intermittent

power, which is to the sustained power of
healthier writers what a series of explosions by gunpowder is to the continuous
expansion of steam.— Saturday Review.
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of Locusts.

an

them settled on

the ground.

Nothing could be seen ds far as the horizon
but the

thickening

mass.

bestrewed
; wagons
vailed beneath the
lishmen, moving

crushed them by

of moistened

The

camp

was

and

tents

alike

were

living

hail.

The

Eng-

knee-deep

in

hundreds

the

before

the

Board may be obtained in private families

door.

rolls dexterously a
flour

upon

a plate,

ong habit has made it easy to her, and in
an incredibly short time she has formed a
multitude of small grains—her .hands, it
must be said, looking a great deal cleaner

after the process.
water, just placed.

Ou the fire is a pot of
Shé interrupts her la-

bor to throw in a piece of kid,

which, with

her

the

a quantity of spices, she stirs around
callous

hand,

almost to

insects,

at every

step,

the horses, buffaloes,
on them with great

quantities;

bottom,

like a colander with holes, fits like

a cover upon that in which the meat is boil-

ing. The steam cooks the grains, which
are afterwards served upon a. platter, with

the meat on top and the soup poured over.
All travelers agree that, when you do not
witness the preparation, couscoussou is a

set

mules and dogs fed
relish; and lions and

is seen a sarcophagus covered with a crimson

pall,

.the

tomb

of a

dead

marabout;

banners of yellow or green silk, the testipilgrimages to Mecca,
hyenas, elephants and rhinoceroses, swal- | ‘mony of so many
In the graveyard
lowed them down by bushels. The very hang over the dead.
Boshjesmen welcomed these ¢* shrimps of round about are tombstones roughly sculpt-

even preyed on each other, but

the

air”

their

bers

still

of

tion.

like

celestial

resisted

all

manna;

sources

The bushman entreated

the insects

num-

destruc:

the English

to taste the dainty.
Thousands of young
locusts, of a green color, an inch to an

inch and a half long, and about as’ thick
as a quill, were caught. Before they have
deposited their eggs, they are considered
a great delicacy by connoisseurs,” and are
more temder than the old insects, which

are

of a yellowish tinge, and sometimes measure four inches in length.
After half an hour's boiling and season-

ing with salt, pepper and vinegar, the bushman served up a tempting dish to the three

Englishmen.
The insects, dismembered
of head, legs and skin, were eaten just like
shrimps, and were found extremely savory.
Sir John, who ate

some

hundreds,

recom-

ured, and the stone. turbans indicating the
cranium of a Mussulman; the Arab, again,

after building his house of camel's hair, ordering his last turban to be woven
stone-mason !—Lippincolt’'s Mag.

Lightning

by

the
\

on the Mountains.
—

Gray's Peak is the home of the

thunder.

The lightning knows it as the eagle

knows

peaks

clouds,

her

nest.

the

highest

of the Sierra, it attracts

which

and

Being

almost

burst

daily

upon

it,

of all the

the

gatber round its head

so

that

it sometimes

tries the nerves of the boldest to run the
gauntlet of these storms. At such times
the whole mountain seems charged with
electricity.
Those who have been

caught

at

such

a

mended his people to take advantage of the
opportunity to make a large provision. At
night they were all about to seek their usual beds ; ut the interior of the wagons had
not escaped the invasion. It was impossible to enter without crushing the locusts,
and to Slebp under such conditions was not
an agreeable prospect. Accordingly, asjthe
night was clear and the stars were bnght,
the astronomers were rejoiced to pursue

moment, say it shot through them like nee-

their contemplated operations, and

selves

deemed

it more pleasant than burying themselves
to the neck in a coverlet of locusts. More-

over, they would not have had

a moment's

sleep, on account of the howling

beasts which were attracted
ual prey.

of the

by their unus-

The next day ‘the sun rose in a clear horizon, and commenced its course over a bril-

liant sky, foreboding heat. A
of scales among the locusts
they were about to carry their
olsewhere; and toward
eight
mass rose like the unfurling of
veil, and obscured the sun,

ag if’ night-were-returning;

dull rustling
showed that
devastations
o'clock the
an immense
It Ft
grew dusk
thet

7

dles;

it

buzzed

about

their

heads

like

bees; they could hear it whistle like a gale
through the rigging of a ship. The guides
being more accustomed to such

things, are

less

sometimes

terrified,

but tourists

are

paralyzed: with terror if’ not with the shock,

and fall to the ground unable to move.
Even the guides sometimes think it a
matter’ of great prudence to throw themflat

upon

their

faces

so

as not

to

present a point for the lightning to strike.
The poor dumb brutes, taught by instinct,
turn their heads from the storm, and let it
beat. If any party were caught on the
summit in a long snow storm, it is probable
that they would perish. In the blinding
drifts it ‘would

be

impossible

to

find

the

path, and no mortal strength could hold
out for many hours.
Such accidents do not occur, because the

guides gre on” the watch.

When they see

a storm coming
up, they bid all run for
their lives. They fly with speed, and come
Sown trembling _and_afratd, as if, like

freshening of the wind the whole mass was
in motion, For two hours, with a deafening noise, the cloud passed over the darkened camp, and disappeared beyond the west-

ern horizon.
After jtheir departure the
bushman’s predictions were found to be

entirely

realized.

JAIl

was

demolished,

and the soil was brown and bare.

Every

branch was stripped to ufter nakedness.
It was like a sudden winter settling in the
hight of summer, or like the dropping of a
.-tesert ‘into the midst of a land of plenty.
* I'he Oriental proverb which describes the
devastating dy of the Osraanlis might be
justly applied to these locusts, * Where the
Turk has passed, the grass springs up no

more." —ddventures in South

Africa,

Invisible Existences.
3

——

@

e

~

It was a long time before any suspicion
was entertained of the existence of living
forms smaller than could be seen by an unassisted eye. With the invention of the
microscope a new world was presented for

examination.

Independent,

active beings

were seen, but how they were produced or
how sustained, were questions about which
scientific observers
disagree
essentially.

Finally, as a resting-place for speculation,
the general conclusion arrived at wes this,
©

Academies,
HILLSDALE

Belles

SOLOMON BROOKS, of Lynn, Stark

Co.,

ROWE, A. M,, Prin. of the Ladies’

Department.
ALEXANDERC. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
WARREN A. DRAKE, Ass’ Prin, and Instructor in
Penmanship.

GEO,

B. GARDNER,

Instructor

in Painting

and

Drawing.
MELVILLE W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and Vocal Music.
REV. JOHN 8. COPP, Instructor in Theological De-

MR. JosHUA FUursBisH died in No. Berwick,
Me., March 18, 1873, aged 80 years and 7 months.
A soldier of the war of 1812, venerated and esteemed by his friends.
CoM.

partment.

MRS. ALMA H.
Miss MARY A.
Department.

Ill,

DENNIS

The Spring Session of this institution, located near
Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very pleas-

character;and yet

ant

March 19—Spring Term begins.

MRS. CHARLOTTE CHAMBERLIN died

December 3—Winter Term

SARAH, wife of A. M. Lane, died in

Antwerp,

For particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY,

NEW

circumstances.

Sec. §" Treas.

Already

upwards

of one

hun-

PARSONSFIELD

SEMINARY.

The SPRING TERM of this institution will commence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and centinue eleven weeks,

under the instruction of J. LINSCOTT, recently PrinSipal of N. E. Masonic Institute, Center Effingham,
Tuition from $3 00 to $6 (0.

Rooms for self-boarding

may be obtained at reas-

onable rates.
For further information address IRA A. PHILBRICK
or IVORY MARCH.

4tf

DR. MOSES

WHITESTOWN
TERM

E. SWEAT, Sec’y.

SEMINARY.

of this institution

will com-

mence March 24th.
The enlaroman) is fully completed, at an expense
of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first class in-

stitution are.furnished

to both

sexes, at moderate

Send for Catalogue.

J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.

‘Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1873.

WEST

VIRGINIA

10

URE
of SUCCES
PER
want
in the
Wire

Chicago,

This Institution offers to

advantages.

For

students

important

particular

Room

rent, per term, from

“

“

of

.“

clubs,

EXTRA

oy |"

close

Engine for Sale!
Our second-hand, eight-horse power, portable Steam

Engine, which was made by the Swamscott Machine
Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike manner, will be sold upon reasonable terms to a cashpaying customer.
The Engine itself has an extra finish and is but
little worn. The boiler is damaged by rust and will
need repairing or making over. The whole thing
will be sold so cheap that any one wishing such an
Engine can afford to have

Address,

1
L
1.
1.50

Rooms for sel-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
at the regular rates.

;

A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered

during the term.

Ridgeville, Ind.,

BATES

For Catalogue apely to
WM. REED,
Sec. & Treas.
Feb. 5, 1872.
’

THEOLOGICAL

Now

Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler,D. D., Professor of New
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of
Moral Philosophy.
Rev.J. A. Howey A. M., Protessor of
h
Theology.
the other
;

omitting

the

Lewiston,

er. He leaves a wife and four children.

** Bless-

Our

“The

MR. JouN BUSWELL died of coastmption, in
Nashua, N. H., March 18, 1873, aged 70'years and
6 months.
He gave Christ his heart, and joined
the Free Baptist church, thirty vears ago, and
always manifested his faith by his good
works
and an unalterable attachment to the people of
his first choice, Though it has been a number
of years since there has been a Free Baptist
wt ly

its Fall Term September

Catalogues sent to inquirers.
=

LAPHAM

INSTITUTE.

10:

The Summer

TERM

will commence

on

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North

Scituate, R. I., March 17, 1873.

semi- monthlies

are published

by the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
that -of any . other
paper
of their
class.
:
All communications intended
for
publication
should
be addressed to
** The Little Star,” or * The Myrtle,”
Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for either
of the papers should be addressed to
L. R. Burlingame, Dover, N. H.
per

year,

30 cts,

Ten copies, sent to one address,
20 cts.
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

Postage :—
The postage on. a single copy of the
or Myrtle, under
the
Little Star
new law, is 24 cents a year;
and
no more on 10 copies or any number
between one and 10, when sent to one
address, than on a single one. The
Jostage is payable at the office of deivery. The volumes begin with January.
‘
No percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will be sent free on
application.

OUR

In answer to many calls, and to meet
what we think a real want, we
ishe

made from

50 cts.

!

a Tour-page tract, IN JE WW ting forth, in A plain,
tory as 3 denowiaation,
1s gee. TRV ACT

$100

to

250

of its chief

means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists.
They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Price—-$4 per 1000;
5Q cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen.
Send orders to

L. R.

BURLINGAME,

Prices of Freewill Baptist
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April 14, 1873.

“The

& Corinthians,
do
Lessons for every Sunday in

L.G. JORDAN, A. B,, Principal, with three Assist

2, 1872.

Little Star,”

Mental and
3
Systematic

ants.

WILTON, IOWA,
Commences

Time to Subscribe
FOR
Sabbatf School Papers,

Testament,

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
SUMMER

t——

do
do
Butler’s Commentary,

Me., July 16, 1872.

AND

H.

1s the

0

SCHOOL.

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
2, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows:

and
i

N.

che

do

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school
Van Buren Co., Mich.;, Feb. 1, 1873, aged 61
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
being composed of only one department, a thoroughears. The subjectof this notice was born in
The tuition will be as follows:
ness mn doing their work is secured from both teachWheelock, Vt., and, with her parents, in 1818
Primary Branches, .
$400
ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
she _emb race} ——Common
English,
a
1)
| | came to Monroe Co., N. Y., where
.| schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The
Higher
English,
ee
1
5 5)
ed religion and was married. In 1838 she, with
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Classical,
=.
=
=.
=.
. 600
her family, removed to Mich., and was one of |
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algpbra an
Geometry.
Special attention is given if reading,
those whom her father, Rev. Samuel Gilman,
Sond and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
athered into a Free Baptist church at this plate rates.
scanning,
&c.
The location of the school so near
For
further
particulars
address
the
Principal,
or
n 1839, of which she remained a worthy member
the College and Theological School, affords advanTHOMWAS TUTTLE, M. D,, President.
until taken from labor to reward.
She leaves a
tages
of
association
with students of a higher rank
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.
husband, two sons and two daughters, a brother,
and culture, The public.Jéctures ot these institutions
5
sisters and a large circle of friends to mourn their
are invaluable.
A, M. JONES, Sec.
loss. Her eldest son, G. 8. LANE, died in the
WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
triumphs of faith
gnly eight duys before his mothed dre the dead which die in the Lord.”
z
‘WM. CLARK.

it repaired.

BURLINGAME,
Dover,

do
‘do

term, paywng from such time to the close of the term

information,

eleven weeks will commence

L. R.

Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep, single,

CHARGES.

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
wd
*
Ladies,
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,

SPRING

TERM

to

$2.00

Board, per week, in private families,

April 7, 1873.
FALL

11, and

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

The

March

. J. BUTLER,

SEMINARY.

lyeow20

EXPENSES.

send for a Circular to

NORTHWOOD

WEEK and expenses paid. We
a reliable agent in every County
U. 8. Address Hudson River
Co., 1.0 Maiden Lane, N.Y,, or

DOVER,

Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
and

where. Business high-

Ill.

Trustees.

May 29, 1873.

bracing
guages.

COLLEGE,

Agents wanted every-

benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would learn, by

COLLEGE.

will open

& CO.

Sq

1873.

E. C.
LEWIS, Sec.
Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872.

The SPRING TERM

SHEA

trinal basis, its church polity, and

Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses ot study are prescribed;

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
peculiar

A. M., Principal.

11,

INTRODUCED,

x profitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
‘amily, sells to
great satisfaction. AddressJEFFERSON CHEMICAL
MANUFACTURING CO., Puiladelphia,
Pa.
;
1yeo

INSTITUTION.

RIDGEVILLE

dred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results already achieved.
1y48

rates.

HAMPTON

weeks,
weeks,

CALENDAR:

AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE
* OF PENNSYLVANIA.

SUMMER

of

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
associates,
Four terms of
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

New

The

village

Summer Term Deging April 28, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, appl to the Principal,

begins.

For College Catalogue apply to
L. P.
REYNOLDS,

of con-

gestion of the lungs, in Lebanon, Me., March 9,
aged 77 years and 2 months.
The deceased was
a pillar of strength in Zion, distinguished by her
virtuous life, and her real devotion to the cause
of Christ, which she had loved for many years,
She was ever ready to speak in praise of her
Master. Her lamp was well trimmed, and her
light always burning.
When
her
neighbors
called to see her they did not go away with
their minds loaded with gossip or trash, but had
their heurts cheered with words of encourazement, by some Bible promise, or a prayer.
She
won the esteem and affection of all who knew
her.
Her death occurred at the résidence of her
gon, Charles Chamberlin, who with his pious and
faithful wife were unwearied in their efforts to
render her last days happy.
She leaves four
children and several grandchildren to mourn
her death, May each of them, like her, live the
life of the righteous, that they may meet again,
;
W. I. SMITH.

The

TERM opens
Aug. 27,—continuing 13
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13
closing Feb. 28.

Spring Term closes April

September 3=Fall Term begins.

|:

usefulness.

Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term “loses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.

1873.

June 19—Congnencement.

days can truly be said to have been his best days.
Hé talked much of Jesus, and wished his funeral
should be conducted by a minister of the denomination which he loved and in which he had
spent his Christian life. He leaves an aged companion, three sons and one daughter, to whom
the ¢hurch is dear, also a large circle of friends
who prize his example, and feel that they have
another tie in heaven.
J. S. DINSMORE.

enlarged

. Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
CALENDAR,

i3 last

MRS. ELIZABETH CHARLES died in Lynn, Il,
March 1, aged 89 years.
She was a native of
England.
She sought and found the Saviour
many years «go, and at the time of her death was
a member of Walnut Creek F. B. church.
For
eight years she was deprived of her eyesight, but
her spiritual sight was not dimmed.
As the
natural light faded, her spiritual light increased,
and in her death the church lost one of its brightest jewels on earth, but yet rejoices in another
tie in heaven.
:
CoM.

more

YET

—

Terms :—
Single copy,

SEMINARY.

Evansville is finely located, and few
places in the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious influences.
. Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. JacoBs will have charge of the Music Department.
>
CALENDAR:

FISK, Ins. in French and German.
STRATTON, Asst. Prin. in Ladies’

died of dropsy, March 20, aged 70. years. The
subject of this notice was bornin Lincoln Co.,
Maine.
About40 years ago he moved to Ohio,
where he sought and found peace in believing
on a crucified Saviour.
He was baptized by
Rev. Samuel Shaw and united with the Liberty
F. B. church, and until his removal to Ill. was
one of its shining lights.
About 34 years ago he
moved his family to 111., and not like too many
others, he brought his religion with him; sighing
for association with brethren of his own faith, he
was instrumental in the organization of the
Freewill Baptist church, known as the Walnut
Creek church.
He was the first man to subseribe to the covénant, and was a deacon until
his death. His sickness was of a very Su]
he never murmured.

take a thorough
the Principal.

FALL

DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and

Lettres.

to

For further particulars, address

ises

and Latin Languages.
\
DANIEL M. FISK,
B. P,, Prof. Nat, Science.

Miss H. LAURA

attention given to those desiring

course in Music.

Special

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
operacion for three years.
The coming year prom-

COLLEGE.

and Pastoral Theoloxy:

FREDDIE G., infant son of Daniel
W. and
Susie B. Gale, died in Strafford, Feb. 18. Scarce
budded into life, ere blasting winds swept o’er
the field, and it withered in an hour.
D. I. QUINT.

at $3.50

self-boardsaa

/

REV. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy.
’
i
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A. M., Prof. of the Greek
F. WAYLAND

obtained for

omplete courses of study for both sexes.

EVANSVILLE

FACULTY:

a profession of faith in Christ as his only refuze,
but neglected to put him on wholly by baptism.
His last sickness was long and
painful, but he
bore it with Christian resignation, evinciiig to
all that Jesus had forgiven him.
Say the
* Husband to the: widow” sustain his
lonely
companion.

per week, or rooms may be
ing at reasonable rates.

&e.

REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President, and
Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
REV. RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic

under the labors of Rev. L. B. Tasker, and made

On the plateau outside the douar we find
Although there was no lack of agencies at |
the cemetery, with its tombs; for the Arab,
work for their destruction, their aggregate
defied all check.
The birds, with hoarse | content to sleep under tissue while he lives,
cries, darted down from above, and de- must needs sleep. under mason-work after
Under the koubba, or dome,
voured them greedily;
from below, the he is dead.

snakes consumed them in large

SARAH J., wife of Augustus Foss, died in
Strifford, Jan. 31, in the 40th year of her age.
Sister Foss united with the people of God some
four years since, ‘and:has lived an exemplary
Christian life since. “Possessing a very amiable
disposition; she was well fitted to endear herself
to all, and especially as wife, mother and friend.
A lonely husband and seven children mourn
their loss, but we feel that it is her eternal gain.
17, aged 65 years.
Bro. D. became. concerned
about his soul’s welfare some fifteen years since,

flour-grains, of which she has directly made

toothsome and attractive dish, fit to be
beside the maccaroni of Rossini.

had been a patient sufferer the last six years of
her life, during which time she was nearly helpless, though previously she was an active, hard
working woman.
She leaves a husband
and
three children.
G. W. JONES.

NATHANIEL DEMERITT died in Strafford, Feb,

with

boiling-

pitch: of the water. She then addicts herself once more to the manufacture of the

pierced

instant the enormous cloud which

overshadowed

she

second earthen pot or vase, whose

~~. oo

In

uantity

dirt

hands

a perfect mountain. The water now boiling, she places the granulated paste in a

yo.
yg.

A Cloud

pickings and

these

oh

not.to

bones,

With

232%

owing,

cur-

But his greatness was

2282

had, as Atterbury said, a mens

va wn corpore curvo.

ARTICLE

All orders at Factory on Cocheco Street or by
Mail promptly attended to. Box 597, Dover, N. H,
Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and war
ranted.
$

Obituaries.

ample,

BEST

For House Prima, Town and City Sewers, ‘&e.,
Railroad. Culverts,
Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
they are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
they will not decay, but continually
w harder
and smoother. They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement
Pipe can be cut at any time. and branch in two.
r. SHEA has had ten ye
experience in manu~
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

Sw Scemaanim

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
mentation commences. By slightly tingbegiuning and middle of the term.
)
ing the water with indigo or carmine, their
e
price
of
board,
in
clubs, varies from $1.60%t0
family or rather national
likeness | and, Jabors, it must be a solid mansion founded
bodies being transparent, the process of di$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlefortunately, we ane not without some mod- upon the soil, and its master must feel him- gestion is clearly witnessed, as they have a
men’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
ern examples of the sme style. Lovers self a householder. Our douar proves to mouth, lots of stomachs connected by a
;
of a more florid rhetoric are apt to despise be an encampment belonging to the mara-- coilof intestinal tubes and other assistant MRS. DIANA, wife of Rev. P. Matteson, died rates.
For further particulars, address the Secret
at
of dropsy, in Capac, Mich., March 12, in the 79th
«tha simple downright vernacular of the bouts, or high religious orders, situated ‘on organs.
Pittsfield,
Maine.
)
i
The coloring particles may be year of her age. Sister M, experienced religion
C.
A.
FARWELL,
Secretary.
writers we have named, and even to fancy a large plot of ground in the ownership of followed in their onward movement,
float- when 81 years of age, under the labors of her
that it must be easy to express such plain the saints, and extending up to the limits ed along in the mass of food from which husband, who had commenced preaching a few
thoughts in plain words. Nothing can, in of Kabylia. Composed of a circle of tents nutriment is derived. Unlike other pro- months before, and for 48 years she had been LYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION
fact, be further from the truth; because numbering about fifty, and exhibiting num- visions in naturé for the preservation of side by side with him in his ministerial: labors.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
In the ghring of 1870 Bro. Matteson organized the
the quality which makes such Juitings Pos bers of fine horses picketed near the tent- races, the parent falls to pieces.
Each
Baptist church in Capae, of which his
sible is just that intensity of mind which doors, it is as fine a specimen as we shall piece suhdivides into thousands, each be- Freewill
Faculty :
wife was a worthy member at her death.
Sister
belongs only to
powerful natures. The: see of the patriarchal life inherited from coming a-perfeet-animalcule, and so on in- M. leaves a husband and family with a large J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss
Lizzie
CALLEY,
Preceptress, French and Natdirect expression of the thoughts of a fee- the unfatherly father of Ishmael. ~The pa- definitely till the fluid dries up in which circle of friends to mourn their loss. She ‘has
ural Science.
ble Jerson is simply insipid. On thé other’ vilions are of a thick camel's hair stuff, they are developed. If they have eyes, gone to be with her dear Saviour.
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
‘
E: J. DoYLE.
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Music.
hand,
the gorgeous rhetoric of Burke, or very laboriously made by the women, which a sense of taste, muscles, nerves, and a
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship,
Milton,or Jeremy Taylor is also good so far swells up in the rain and completely ex- will of their own, where does the chain of
LYDIA A., wife of Dea. L. 8, Harris, died in
Providence, R. I., March 28, aged 47 years.
CALENDAR:
as it is a symptom of force taking a different cludes moisture. They are striped brown existence commence ?
She was born in Foster, and was the daughter-of
direction. The energy which in one case and yellows; but a splendid tabernacle in
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.
Wm. A. and Catharine Potter: was married in
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins Yecember 3. 1872.
displays itself by a strong grasp of a few the center, of richer colors and finer fabric,
1845; united with the Rogee Williams church in
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 1873.
“leading principles, displays itselt’ in the oth- bears at the apex a golden ball with plumes
1858 ;—she follows one child over the ‘river, and
Extravagance.
TUITION :
waits the coming of two others, -with her huser by overlaying them with a vast variety of ostrich feathers, the sign of authority.
——
Primary Studies,
band, to make the earthly circle complete in the
of illustrations and applications. The same This tent is oval in form, resembling an
Common Baglish, He
is
not
extravagant
who
lives
Healy.
Father’s
house.—~She
was
a
woman
of
rare
amount of intellectual power may be dis- overturned ship. It is the residence and
Higher English,
worth, serving in the various domestic relations
and Greek,
.
.
played in Swift's attack upon Wood's cop- office of the sheikh, or chief of the douar; He is not extravagant who spends what he of daughter, sister, wife and mother with emi- Latin
French (extra), .
per coinage, and in Burke's on a regicide several douars united form a tribe, govern- has abundantly, when he has an abundance
nent and beautiful fidelity. Her Christian life, Instruction on Piano or Organ, .
spend. Ifa man is rich, and livesin a from its beginning to its end, was marked by Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
peace.
Swift's power appears im the kind ed by a caid.
We venture to visit the topalace,
he
is
not
extravagant.
He
may
be
Instruction
on
Guitar,
.
simplicity,
depth,
earnestness,
a
devout
fervor,
of bull dog tenacity with which he throttles sheikh, assured by our spahi guides that we
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
and a living and active sympathy.
Her piet
his antagonists; and Burke's in the versatil- shall be welcome.
o
We are received bland- spending money profusely, and yet not was something as real as it was natural, and it Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
g@~Clergymen’s
children
and
students
relying
on.
ity with which he perplexes them by every ly by the officer, offensively by his dogs, a spending\it extravagantly, if he lives en:
was wrought out into faithful, useful, practical
their
own
exertions
for
an
education,
received
at
reconceivable mode of assault, To decide throng of veritable jackals, who scream tively within his. means. But any man is service. ‘The church was always very dear to duced tuition.
which is the greater, we must wait for that around our feet as we enter. The interior, living extravagantly who is living beyond her and she made her influence felt for good
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
new calculus of the future which will en- rich and severe at once, exhibits saddles that which is prudent; beyond that which through its’ whole circle; its successes were her lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
peculiar joy, and its disasters brought some of
he
can
afford;
beyond
that
which
is
fit
for
able us to estimate the proper expenditure and arms, gilded boxes and silken curtains,
LOCATION :
rer sharpest griefs. For many years her health
of force in either case. Hasty critics, as a without a single article of furniture. The his position and circumstances and charac- was feeble and her suffering at times severe, but
The
new,
commodious
building, ample in its ar,rule, happento find one variety of ex- sheikh treats us to m\ld tobacco in chiboukhs ter. Itis extravagance in this sense that she kept courage and hope, and cheerfulness to rangements, recently erected for the use of the
is
culpable.
It
is
not
extravagant
for
a
School,is
situated
on
a
gentle
eminencein the village
the
last,
ever
finding
God
a
refuge
and
strength,
pression more congenial to them than —another sign that
are not yet in Kabyof Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uniman who has abundant possessions to live and a present help in trouble. Her death was
the other, and fail to observe that it is a lia; never is a Kabyle séén smoking.
versally
admired
hill
scenery
of Vermont. The LynWe according
heaceful, for her faith clung firmly to Christ and
to his means; but for other peodonville station, on the Passumpsie railroad, is but
question, not of the essential power, but reciprocate by offering coffee, made on the
Ris sure promises. Her departure leaves a great ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
ple
who
have
not
his
means
to
attempt
to
of the mode of application.
In some cases spot over our spirit-lamp,—a process which
chasm in the circle of her relatives and Christian
eagily accessible from all Jans of the country, and
a concentration, and in others a diffusion the venerable sheikh watches as a piéce of live as he does, and to eke out by tricks friends ; but they chasten their own sorrow with at the same time removed
from the activities and
and shams and pretenses: what they lack, gratitude over what they are confident is her temptations which tend to divert the attention and
of force may be most appropriate, and it is -jugglery, and then dismisses us on our way
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
and Satisfying gain, —~Her funeral servia great mistake to apply the same measure with the polite but final air ‘which Safah is an extravagance, and this is the kind of endless
For further particulars, address the Principal at
extravagance which is increasing in our ces were attended on the 31st, by her pastor, Lyndon
Centr, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
to all. There is another variety of litera- may be supposed to have used in dismissRev. A. H. Heath, in the presence of a great
Lyndonville.
.
cities.—
Beecher.
ture in ‘which the
principle doesnot seem
company of afflicted and sympathizing friends.
ing Hagar.
yndon Center. Vt., 1872.
31
“
The
memory
of
the
just
is
blessed.”
D.
to apply at first sight. Many of our poets,
The douar, like a city, has suburbs of
for etample, appear to owe their success greater squallor than its interior, and
GEO. D. CILLEY, formerly of Northwood, N.
to a weakness rather than to strength. among them, under the palm trees, we see
H., died in Lynn, Mass.,, Feb. 17. Eighteen
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
years since, Bro. C. united with the I. B. church
The more accurate statement, however, women washing
clothes, or engaged in the
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
in N., and for the intervening years has been an
would appear to be that great strength of manufacture of couscoussou, a dish comFaculty:
active Christian worker though in a somewhat
any one faculty is apt to throw a man off mon to the Arab, the Kabyle and the travPARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obit- quiet way:
He was loyal to God, and rendered
:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
his balance.
The very greatest men, the eler hereabouts, and so important that a uaries published in the Morning Star, who do efficient service in his ciuse. The death angel
1 D. Sith, Principal Commercial Department.
Dantes, Shakespeares, or Goethes, are men
description of. its preparation may be ac- not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash brought him not only felease from toil, but
E C. Smith, Mrs: E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
sweetest peace and real victory.
C. E:. B.
of thoroughly healthy and equable devel- ceptable.
:
Calendar:
opment. But the second-rate men, the
n the opening of a small tent then we equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
MANDANA, wife of John Haggett, died in
Popes or Shelleys, are apt to be morbid, paused to watch an old moukere (or daugh- Brevity is specially important. Not more than a Edgecomb, March 23, aged 45 years. Sister
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
because some of their talents are developed ter of Araby), whose hands look as if she single square can well be afforded to any single Haggett bad heen a member of the F. Baptist
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
church in Edgecomb for many years, and leaves
at the expense of the rest. Pope, forex- had been stirring up the compost-heap of
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.
evident fruits of a worthy Christian life. She

Pipe,

Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for

Book-

No deduction for less than half a term, except on

DOVER.

Cement STONE

Prof. £3 M. WATT, (from the Commercifll College,
i gusta), Teacher of Penmanship
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BAPTISM.

This little book has been revised by the author, hag
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and usefu!
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper covers
15 cts. Postage extra; on the former. 4 cts., on the
atter 2 cents
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church in Nashua, he has remained with a few
viz.: Although numerous beyond all hu- others
of like mind sepurate from any other
man efforts at computation, and varying church, It-has been my privilege for the past
externally in form, they imbibed nonrish- Year or two to associate with him, often hearing
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done in the best manner, at this Office.

Life of Wm. Burr.
, A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press, The price has been reduced from $1 00 to
7b cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.

This little volume should be in every Freewill Bap-

tist home, and would not fail to have a good influence

apon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries,
A liberal disconnt to the trade and to canvassers. |
Send your orders tothe STAR OFFICE, Dover,
N, H

_. THE

y
News

3
Summary.

stroyed by an earthquake,
Tt is reported that
cight hundred lives were lost and property to
the value of $12,000,000 destroyed.
The .earth-

MISCELLANEOUS.

quake was followed by a destruétive fire,

The result of the Connecticut election is, in
brief, this : Ingersoll, democrat, elected governor by a majority of 3616; Hawley, Kellogg and
Starkweather, republican,
and Barnum, demo-

crat, elected to Congress,~the first by a majority
of 1882, the secend hy 587, the third by 1521,

the fourth by 1440.

and

The State Senate is republi-

can by 1 majority, and the House
by from 12 to 18 majority.

many, would soon resign, is also denied,

The Baltimore American has an editorial announcing its belief that the civil service has beén

N

abandoned in Maryland, and says the death and
Senator

health.

Sumner

has

partially

recovered

His physicians advise bim not

to leave
re-

"the public credit.
Tiverton, R. I., at its recent meeting repudiated her board of women school committee, and
elected a board composed entirely of men.

The name of Representative Finkelnburg of
Missouri is to be added to the list of Congressmen who have surrendered their back pay to
the government.
Rochester, New York, was the scene of a terrible occurrence ; a wall, on which many people
were standing to look at the rapidly-rising river,
being undermined by the water and swept away.
Some twenty or thirty persons were carried
away with it and only five had been rescued at
last wecounts,
The rest, it was feared, had gone
over the falls.

Ohio, fell,

were injured.

The boats of the Narragansett Steamship Company will run to Fall River, instead of Newport,
on and after May 15.
the
the

Southern Claims Commission.” About 200 ¢laimants have been paid the last three years.
One
warrant, Thursday,contained the names of claimants who received in the aggregate $69,902.

are

so

copy

swollen that the residents along the banks are
preparing for a flood. Some damage is reported

at St. Louis.

:

a

Small pox is expensive to the State of Mass.
Boston reports the cost of 282 cases at $23,998;
Taunton, for four cases, $2072; Fall River, for
eleven cases, $3060; Wakefield, two cases, $402;

‘Woburn, four cases, $70,
the State will be $100,000.

The total expense to
:

A large four-story building at
Conn., known as the “ Shepard

Middletown,
Block,” fell

Wednesday

about

afternoon,

burying

fifteen

men.
At last accounts six bodies had been recovered, and several persoms rescued more or
less injured.

A schoolteacher in Indiana has made

£70,000

by investing her salary in United States bonds.

Telegrams

and

private

intelligence

received

from
23 counties in Texas report killing frosts.
The crops and fruit are all killed. Replanting
has commenced.
These counties embrace
a
large portion of the cotton growing districts.

James Redpath,of the Boston Lyceum Bureau,
is now in Europe completing arrangements for
bringing . ‘celebrated lecturers to the United
States.
Several bands of Indians are on the war path,
and extra United States troops have been sent
to all the forts in Western Kansas and south of.

that section,

»

' Major-General Canby and Dr. Thomas

killed and Mr. Meacham was mortally wounded
in a treacherous attack by the Modoc Indians
during a peace conference, Friday morning, just
outside the lines near the lava beds.
Orders
have been issued for an attack upon the Indians
and their capture or extermination.

means te maintain.

church,

would be placed if it should
without

warning,
sat out

long hours

in the bitter

come

dashing past

the

fence for tive

on

cold, in order

that he

might carry the first news of. the accident to his
father, who is local editor of a paper published

in the neighboring village.
A

Californian

thus

demonstrates

that miningis not a paying business.

by figures
He takes for

Ins starting-point the assumption that 50,000 people are engaged in gold-mining there, and that
their wages average $2.50 a day.
Giving them
three hundred working
days in a year, this

The first stage-eonch

Boston,

ef

which

ne

.

The New York gas men announce their intention to strike in earnest to-day; and express their
confidence that the city will be utterly without
gas in two days if their demands are not acceded
to.

from

in America

each

dollar

started from

the site of No. 90 North street, in

1661. The first line of stages between Boston
and New York was established in 1732, a stage
leaving each city once a month; fourteen days
were required to complete the journey.
In 1802
the mail-stage started from Boston for New York.
on Monday morning at eight o’olock, and was
due in New York at noon on Friday. On the Tth
of April, 1834 (thirty-nine yeurs ago), the first
train of passenger cars started from Boston for
Needham, to which place the Worcester Rail-

way

was then

opened;

the Western

Railway

FOREIGN.

There are seven thousand lawyers in London.

A London despatch says the Rev. Mr. Spurgeon has heen offered $50,000 to deliver fifty lectures in the United States.
rir

There is a great scarcity of horses in England.

for

The Samana Bay Company has purchased a
new steamer for Samana waters.
It is proposed
to construct thirteen wharves one mile long and
700 feet wide, capable of accommodating, in the
basin thus formed, twenty large steamers.
A
pumber of warehouses will also be erected.

tending the joint commission for the

He

:

Lowe,

for

this

year,

and

announced
at the

insurgeuts

near

Manzanillo,

two

Wales, 59; Scotland,

144;

Ireland,

140;

Besides the legitimate book-stores in St Petersup librariesby weight and sell by shape.
A Parisian

the

following

philosopher

testament:

any one of my relatives
shed tears at my funeral

been opened for the relief of the islanders,

King Victor Emanuel will visit Vienna during

has just died leavinz

“ It is my will that
who shall presume to
shall be disinherited.

He who laughs most heartily shall be sole heir,”

per-

The Shah of Persia, who is an excellent horseman, has made a special request to the Emperor
of Austria for an international bunting party

mit his departure,

The Pope is recovering (rom his recent illat

The city of San Salvador, capital of the repubof San Salvador, Central America,a was delie

.

burg there ure many stands in the streets, kept
by ignorant men barely able to read, who buy

Great distress
for want of foodis reported to
prevail in the islandson the Irish ¢oast off Galway, sheep even starving. Subscriptions have

He akin 1 revolutio
ubion has as taken
taken . place
pl
in favor of ex-President Correoso.
a

g

Isles, 19.

-

the exhibition if the condition of Italy will

Russia and Germany are buying rifles in Bir-)
mingham,

1174;

and

Cuba

Froude is to be sent to the House of Commons
by the Orangemen of the North.

There are now published in the United Kingdom 1536 newipapers, distributed as follows:
England—London,
285;
provinces, 880—total,

same

time they shou!d reduce the duty on sugar onehalf, and bave a penny for the income tax, The
Announcement was received with cheers, *
The Cuban authorities are returning the American estates embargoed by mistake.
200
In an engagement between Spaniards a
twelve Spaniards were killed.

The Rural Home says ;

We are admonished by the warm south wind,
the diminishing of the snow-banks and the deepening mud, that the time has come when those
who expect to havé early vegetables in their
gardens must sow the seeds of some kinds, either in hot-beds or in boxes.
- Hot-beds have become’ so common, and have

ding. has been found by experience the best ma~
terial. For those species requiring high heat

cut from

September

20th

until

which is usually

‘October 1st to 15th,
8. In September sow

plat Nos. 4 and

roots

from

and

manners

for

the public; all sweetness

for the

carping and complaining
those at home—the very

and fault-finding
omnes to .whom

stranger, but

35 @.. bel do. A
ws
COAL.
do.
Muscovadoes)d @..
Cannel..... 28 00 @30,00 Porto Rico suas 401@..63

another good programme :

Anthracite... 9 00 10 00

one spark of generosity,

Josiah

Quiney’s system embraced

the

one

single ray of nobil-

ity of nature left, cherish itas you
weuld an
expiring life; kindle it into some holy flame,
and come out in the magnanimity of your nature into the sunshine of a more loving heart,

Au-

of a
face,

more kindly countenance, of a more smiling
and eyes all twinkling with fuv and mer-

riment, and our word

for it, the

pression
will leave
the
snarl will disappear from

follow-

ing:

sneerish

ex-

cheek, the
hateful
the voice, the gall-

like criticisms will not embitter your utterances
—and atrabiliousness and dyspepsia—dyspepsia
of the heart as well as that of the stomach—will

Clover, rye or orchard grass from May 20th
to July 1st: oats through July; fodder corn in

August (planted in May, at intervals of ten
days); oats,again in September (second cutting),
and fodder corn sown in June; vegetable tops
in October; and through the winter hay, and
oats, cut or cooked,

abate space, joyous sunshine will dissipate the
somber clouds of the household, and children,

and servants,and you yourself will be a thousand

Farmers.

kinds, don’t

health—viz,,

keep posted (spose you do)—my old-fashioned
airly kind is as good a pea as T want; never
have seen any yit that’ll quite come up to it,
for airliness and good bearin’.
. ‘How
large a piece do you think you shall
plant 2”
‘“ Half an acre or so, I guess.
I have planted
an acre, bul that’s a leetle too much; can’t tend
to so many in such a busy time.
Could do well
’nough if ’twant for the pickin’. The pickin’s
what takes the time,”

in a yard paved with large flat stones.
The best
substitute for natural grass is a large, fresh turf,
thrown in daily, to cach four or five hens; and
even in towns, it is often possible to procure
this, by giving children a few pence every vou
to keep ap a regular supply.
Where turf is ni

about

** What kind of soil do you

during bis visit to the Vienna exhibition.

think best adapted

to the growth of peas?’
‘I like the sile warm and a leetle light. Some
think that peas will grow on poor land,but I like
the land that’s bad pienty of stuff from the barn** How do you apply the manure ?’
‘ I plants corn or taters the year afore, spreadin’ on well and puttin’ a big shovelful in the hill.
Then the next spring the ground is all right for
peas.
A leetle bone in the drills will set ‘em

agoin’ in good shape.”
‘ How far apart do you make your dri]ls#’
“ Two feet and a half. I have made ’em two
feet, but that’s ra'her nigh if the
sile is in
good heart.”
:
‘ How much seed do you use on a half-acre #”
** About three ‘pecks, if the ground is rich,
will do very well. If yow plant ’em too thick
they will run too much to vines, and the pods ’ll
be small.”
¢ How about the cultivatior ?’
. “TI run a leetle cultivator with harrer teeth in
it betwixt the rows, two or three times, when
they are small, then go over ’em once arterwards
with the hoe.”
** Can you pick the peas on half an acre with

The

‘“ No, not allers.

Joe, Jim,

Bill,

There’

Sally Ann

a good

and

lot

of

us,—

Betsey,—but

_there’s a good deal to @6 about that time, and I
ginerally
gits brother Enoch’s
boys lo come
over and give us a lift. Then we helpsthem in

hayin’ enough to make it up.”

Ly

‘* I suppose you call it quite profitable to raise
peas, don’t you?”
* Well, yes; I’ve allers done pretty well at

it.

IfI cam git sixty bushels from half an acre,

it’s as well as any common crop
I can put in.
They’ll most allers bring me two dollars a bushel, and sometimes I’ve got four.
Some say they
git two hundred bushels from an acre, but I
don’t make any suclt pretensions.
IfI git fifty
from my half acre, I know its better than I can
do on corn.
But I have got seventy-five.”
We bid Uncle Jerry good-day, and go away
feeling that he understands the business of pea-

raising. Some may not -agreg with him on all
points,—some may make more money, but hislong experience in the business makes his opinion on that subject worth hearing; and we lay it

before the reader.

The Routine

of Soiling Crops.
——

Mr. Geo. E. Waring of Ogden Farm, R. I.,
gives the following as a suitable routine for soil
ing crops where the herd consists of about a
dozen cows:
.
1. In the autumn, early, sow three acres of
rye. It will be ready to cut from May 15th to

June 16th.

i

2. April 1st, sow three acres of oats;
June 12th to July Ist.

3.
Emperor, it is said, acquiesces in the suggestion,
and courtly invitations are about to be sent out cut
t 0 all the European courts asking royal personag- | 4,
will
es to participate in the sport.

"7

the

cut from

Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery will care a

has ever before been offered to the

Muy 1st, sow two

x

acres of oats or barley;

be fit to cut from July 15th'to August 10th,

physical

public.

GOLD
BONDS.
:
Secured by mortgage on 6,000 acres of very valuable Coal and Iron ry
Principal and Interest payable in GOLD COIN,
For sale at prices that will pay over 11} per cent.
in GOLD.
Equal to 13 per cent. in currency.
Call or send for Pamphlets, with maps and full
particulars, that will satisfy

ors.

the most cautious invest-

10s. I. ELLIS & CO.,
Bankers, 14 Pine St., N. Y.

and as much sugar and molasses as he desires,
not taking away entirely food for the bratm and
muscle, but adapting them to his circumstances.
Perhaps his brain has been over-worked, and
exhaustion and fitful action follow. It so, he
needs some form of phosphatic food to which he
has not been accustomed—such as oat-meal porridge, or oat-meal cake, with milk, ora diet of
fish, and pearl barley or pea soup.
Or perhaps
his restlessness comes
from inactivity of the

fruit,

vegetables,

28 Years

and

10 tevnneennsns

30 @.e
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hab-

its. But that a regard to these different condi.
tions and an adaptation of food to conform to
them, will very much contribute to comfort and
happiness in the declining years of life, there is
not a shadow of doubt.

The Office of Sleep.
Nature

have

you

fathers and
daughters
for going
early one,

won’t

be

heard

robbed!

the old

How

saying?

many times

Experienced

mothers urge upon youthful sons and
that they should have a regular hour
to rest at night, and that hour be an
so that by an abundance of sweet

sleep they may not fail of
physical and mental growth.
the hours of exhaustion, are
tion, Bome one aS8erts that

One of a minister’s first

diities is to himself, by rest and in all ways to
himself

in as wholesome
and hence of

ble for him to acquire.

i

I

Does the fact that

the pastor sometimes finds himself compelled to
write late iato Saturday night to finish his
sermon explain the lack of force in his pulpit
keep

ili ii
Jil l

the best measure of
Hours of sleep, not
hours of accumulathe greatest preach-

ers have been great’ sleepers.

efforts on thé’ Sabbath?

|

and

pertect a

gpirit, as it is possi

\

Corn, to prevent the crows from pulling it up,
should be tarred before it is planted.

Ea
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is having, PROVES it above all others the boek the
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WANT, It goes hke
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bolted wheat bread, etc., with care to keep the
mind at ease, and to have ouwly such company
as is soothing and agreeable.
Or perhaps irritability arises from the use of
too much meat and other phosphatic food. If so,
keep him on a diet in which the phosphates are
deficient, as rice, flour, bread, butter, ete., with

other food adapted to their conditions

Y

LIVINGSTONE

Give him the fattest meats, the best butter,

Ifso, he needs
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FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND
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674

and desires to sit from morning till night, saying
nothing and caring for nothing? Change hix diet.
Give him fish, beefsteak, potatoes and unbolted
Before buying send for our descriptive
wheat bread, or rye and Indian, with one half
SEED AND PLANT CATALOGUE
or three quarters of the carboniférous articles
4t15
Azell Bowditch, 645 Warren St., Boston, Mass.
of his former diet, and in one week he will‘cheer
you again with his old jokes, and call for his hat
The immense sale, 10,000 in one month, our
and cane.
Is he lean, and cold, and restless, and irrita-<|

ble?

Picton. .sveel 0 00 @ 0 00 |

Sold by

Druggists.

Is your fat, good-natured grandfather living
on fat beef and pork, white bread and butter,
buckwheat cakes and molasses, rice and sugar,

and

154 Cuba, Clayed..

necessary to gure it with

Voice, Bronchitis,
Severe Chronic
or Lingering
Coughs, it will be found to surpass any medicine that

for Old People.

till he has lost all mental

in one half the time

ice and healing the affected parts. For all cases of
Laryngitis, Hosrseness, Suppression or Loss of

how we actually managed for years,in a yard only sixty-seven by thirty-five feet, divided into six
pens, paying some child a few pence to bring
fresh cut grass daily, cutting it up and mixing it
with their soft meat,

Food

12 @.

{ Spruce...... 16 00 @22 00 [Mich N.
a.
any other medicine, and it does it, not by drying it Oak, ¥ ton.. 10 00 @15 00
Clapboards
55 00 g.. 60
up, but by removing the cause—subduing the irritaDo.Spruce 40 00 @50 00
Cough

allowed to be taken, grass may be cut or-pulled,
but in this case it must be cut into green chaff
with shears or a chaff machine. The latter plan is

frame of body,

April 30th, sow two acres to oats or barley ;
from July 1st to 156th,

For thesveek ending APRIL 9, 1873,
CANDLES,
MOLASSES.

for
we

|-should look for care and help in case of sickness
and dangerous accidents. Out upon. such double
characters—such uninanly, such unwomanly,
winter rye for spring use.
The Practical Farmer gives the following as such miserably mean hypocrisies. If you have

One acre ‘sowed corn, May 1st, resown
gust 15th,
One ucre cabbages,
* Four acres of Lucern.
Two acres sugar beets and mangolds.

|-

1

5 with

Ond-ucre early rye the previous fall,
One acre early oats.

who care to employ them are familiai With their
construction. In hot-beds,certain ends are sought
to be attained by following out certain princi-

ples.
A strong, steady, durable bottom heat is to
be secured by the gradual burning or decomposition of vegetable ‘manure.
Horse
manure,
intimately mixed with the straw used in bed-

can

and cahbages mature,

described in this

your own family ?”

A horde of adventurers are swarming to Vienna ang
preparing snares for the unsuspecting in
the way
of enticing advertisements of cheap
lodgings, guides, ete.

that half of the Geneva award would be paid out
of the revenue

writing a histo-

King Oscar, of Norway and Sweden, before
his coronation at Drontheim, in July, is to make
a tour of his kingdom, going even to its bleakest
parts in the North,
IM

Passengers to St. John and Halifax are no longer aroused at midnight to have their baggage
examined at the frontier.
Seals are put on their
trunks and they are investigated either at St.
John or Bangor.
In the British House of Commons
the Chan-

cellor of the Exebhequer, Mr.

Ex-King Amadeo is said to be
ry of his reign in Spain.

from China.

settlement
.

A Jew gets his law from the prophets; an attorney gets his profits from the law,

In 1872 upwards of 100,000 pounds of human
hair were imported into Marseilles, principally

The Mexican Congress is expected to ratify
the suppipental treaty with this country, exof claims two years longer.

ley;

e——

Manners for the household,

yard.”

was opened to Albany, December 81, 1841,

One hundred English farmers are en route
Minnesota.

Two Manners.

15th, plant plat No. 1 with corn; cut

times happier. Try it for
a week; try for one
for successful germination ‘and vegetation, such
single week, to live without a grunt ora groan,
The California working-people have $51,000,- as tomatoes, peppers, and egg-plant, we have
000 in savings banks.
without a snap or a snarl; be more of an angel
| generally met. with the best success when we
in spirit, and less-like a demon at heart, and
have made thevheating material about two feet
It is proposed to build a court-house at |
may be you will be so pleased with the change
—
—
Paul, costing a quarter of a million,
» in thizk ness, aud buried it in a pit beneath the
that you will ever thereafter try to be un angel
Wherever we travel among tillers of the soil,
surface of the ground.
One foot in thickness
still.—
Page county, Iowa, is going to try an agriculHall's Journal of Health.
:
it
is
an
is sufficient for cabbage, cauliflower,
Bausual
occurrence
to see them save the
lettuce,
tural fair without any horse racing.
accumulations of their stables, piggeries, and
radish and celery. Upon this Leating material,
fine, rich, sandy loam should be spread evenly, | hegneries, and apply them to their cultivated
A seamstress in Cincinnati uses a gray squirland.
to the depth of four or five inches, and you have
In a majority of instances, they
rel as a motive power for her sewing machine.
will
An excellent authority states that for fabrics
a suitable seed-bed, Surround this bed with a talk earnestly about saving the manure, and
Petitions are circulating in Philadelphia for
upon which oxalic acid, chloride of lime, and
about its great value; but there the matter ends,
tight frame, about six inches high in front, and
the appointment of women as inspectors of the
the like, can not be used, a concentrated solutwelve in the rear; bank it up all around with
as they will allow large heaps of it to remain in
women’s department of prisons.
tion of pyrophosphate of soda
answers
very
piles for years, where it is constantly being wastwarm manure, and you have a frame that will
well, The spot is to be washed with this until
It is estimated that over $50,000,000 have heen
ed. Itseemstobe the last consideration with
keep in the heat. Place upon this frame, sash
loaned on Chicago property since the fire, The
it comes out. It requires some patience, espethem to apply mangire to the soil. We have visitof a convenient size for handling; have the glass
money has been drawn mainly from New York,
well-glazed to prevent water leaking into the
ed the residences of scores of farmers the past ! cially if the stainsto be removed: are old ones.
Boston and Hartford.
bed, and heat escaping therefrom, and your hot- season, near whose outbuildings there were tons
: of stable and barn-yard manure, which had been
bed is completg
An Indiana Sunday-school man writes to a BiPlum Trees.
Here is a hist of those generally considered
ble firm in New York: * Send me on some Sunand had been
tfie trod by the cattle all summer,
tl
Oe
wasted by the rain, sunshine and winds, unday-school papers and books.
Let the books be. best early varieties of those species of vegetalles
‘We
shall
probably
never
be able to find anoththat most families would wish to stat in a hot- tll more
about pirates and Indians as far as possible,”
than half the value
was actually
er plum that will come fully up to the old genulost. 1n one ingtance, thé fowls have roosted
:
kitchen-gz
a
for
bed
arden
Mr. Bergh has placed,in all the stables throughine Green Gage for sweet, rich, delicious flavor.
from year to year in the small trees along the
York,
Dwarf
Cabbage.~Early
Wheeler’s
out New York city, cards bearing the following
The
slow growth of the tree and the small size of
side
of
the
imperial and Large French Oxheart.
highway, until there was a heap of
inscription: ** I promise to proteet dumb anithe best manure, worth ‘as much as a half ton of the fruit have tended to place it in the backCauliflower.—~Early Paris and Erfurt Earlimals, and may the Lord in his mercy protect
ground with cultivators.
‘On a strong, rich, clayguano.
But every shower carried away -pounds
est Dwarf.
me.”
ey loam we find the trees‘grow well, but the avof the soluble matter.
Celery.—Turner’s Incomparable Dwarf White
The ashes from the kitcherage size of the plum is only about an inch and
Prof. J. F. Weir, of the school of Fine Arts,
en and parlor were scattered in the street instead
’
and Boston Market.
a fourth in diameter.
There are two or three
has secured for Yale a large und handsome cast of
of spreading them around fruit trees and grapeEgg-Plant.~Improved New York Purple.
other varieties which closely approach the Green
the Ghiberti gates at Florence—of which only
vines.
In some instances the cows’ yard was
Lettuce.~Early Tennis-Ball and Paris White
Gage in quality,and are larger in size. First
four casts.are inexistence. The dimensions are 20
covered with fine manure to the depth of three
Cos.
by 13 feet. It was brought over in 60 sections
among these we place the McLaughlin, which is
or four inches, which, when wet,made an exceedPepper.—Large Bell and Cayenne.
from the South Kensington Museum, where it
nearly round, is marked with the same rich rusingly fiithy yard.
Radish.—Scarlet, Olive Shaped, Long Scarlet
Their
meadows,
pastures,
was made.
and grain fields showed that the soil was in exsetty crimson dots and nettings, and is sweet and
Siort Top and Red Turnip.
treme need of that manure and ashes which were
excellent in quality.
Its moderate bearing qualiTomato.—Hubbard’s
Curled
leaf (earliest),
Captain Dummitt, owner of the finest orange
grove in the United States, if not in the world, General Grant, Hathaway’s Excelsior and Tro- being wasted. Hence, we suggested that if they ties no doubt contribute to its fine character, as
would scrape their yards clean.at any time before
the specimens are thus well developed in size.
4
phy.
lives with his daughter in a board shanty of one
spring, and spread the accumulations on their
Other sorts, which bear heavily,
are reduced conroom, with two or three wooden chairs in the
meadows, the crop of grass would be doubled
siderably in magnitude by crowding, and imline of luxurious furniture, and a well-bound
next season, and their cows would be provided
easurably in flavor. This is the only evil we
copy of Byron and numbers of the Gentlemen’s
with a clean and decent yard.
have found, from a thorough destruction of the
The grass land
Magazine, ranging from 1799 to 1801, by way of
Election being over and all the towns heard
needs also a generous dressing of ashes.
curculio—the trees often overbear, It is often
Fruit
literature.
; from,our farmers and
gardeners begin to think of trees also need ashes around them.—Argus.
the case with the Lawrence, which, when fally
their
spring
work and lay plans for the coming
The Register of the Treasury has received staEma
LS
grown, is nearly equal to the Green Gage in
season.
As peas are one of the earliest crops of
tistics, from which it appears that the year 1872
quality, and is considerably larger.
Two trees,
Green Food for Fowls.
the garden, and as Uncle Jerry is considered a
was remarkable for marine disasters. The numone of each, stand in our garden, within eight
&
successful
gardener,
let
us
hear
what
our
good
ber of vessels lost from all causes was 2926, of
feet of each other, and the fruit of the Lawrence
Mr. Wright, in bis book on poultry, thus talks
which number 2682 were sailing vessels and 244 friend has to say about growing peas.
being considerably reduced in size, could scarcely
of the importance of green food to poultry that
It is a rough March day without, but bright
steamers.
Of this number about 211 sailing vesbe distinguished in appearance from the Green
is confined :
sels and 8) steamers bore the flag of the United
and warm and sunny in the pleasant sitting-room
Gage,
with which the plums were mixed after
The
last
requisite
in
the
shape
of diet is a regStates.
where, after the barn is well cared for, uncle Jerdropping on the ground.
But on tasting, the
ular supply of green food.
Here.
ry
again,
sits
at
fowls
his
ease
watching
the
slow
melting
of
Sesacacha Pond at Nantucket was opened into
kept on grass will need no attention i.but for Lawrence is found greatly inferior in flavor, rethe winter’s snow,
the sea in March and large quantities of pickerel
sulting mainly from overbearing.
Another exbirds penned up, the daily provison of it is an
‘* Well,. Uncle Jerry,do you think vou will
left on its shores by the receding waters.
These
cellent plum, when its quality is fully developed,
absolute necessity, though most beginners are
get your peas in by the first day of April this
have been gathered up by the dwellers in that
is the Jefferson. When it overbears, the fruit is
ignorant of it. We well remember, in our own
year?”
:
neighborhood, and many were shipped away by
moderate or poor; when fully gréwn and ripened
experiences,
how
our
“
Fruid
fowls
I
died,
sha’n’t,
we
neighbor,
could
not,
’cordin’ to looks
express, These fish were put into the pond
on thinned branches, the mixture of gold and
at first, tell why, and one fine buff Cochin cock,
0’ that ere snow and ice in my field. I like tomany years ago by the late John W. Barrett,and
carmine on the skin accords with the rich and dewhose only fault was a strong vulture hock, was
git ’em in as soon’s I can after Fool’s Day, for in
have increased very rapidly.
licious flavor of the flesh and juice. But the tree
our neighborhood it’s the airly peas that sells.”
in particular greatly regretted.
An experienced
is tender, and suffers from the cold of winter, and
An Ohio paper tells about a brave little boy
friend let us into the secret, and after that we
** What kind do you intend to plant this seafor this reason it can not become a valuable orwho found a broken rail on the railroad track,
had
no
difficulty
son?”
in keeping fowls, even where it chard tree at the north.
and perceiving the peril
in which the train
is often said they can not be kept in
“ Don’t know much

ever, was only $20,000,000, so that
actually cost $1.87 1-2.

certain secular offices does not affect his position
as president of the Mormon

made

would make the cost of labor for a year $87,500,
000. The gold product of the year 1872, how-

were

Brigham Young says his recent resignation

are

cut from

from September 1st to September 20th.
:
7. Early in June resow plat No, 2 with bar-

The Vegetable Garden.
Ee

same;

Growing Peas.

Heavy rains have caused the rivers north and
west to rise rapidly and to a dangerous hight.
Several have already overflowed, while the

tributaries

¢

16, 1873.

To Remove Ink Spots.

Among the New York capitalists about to he
prosecuted for violating our usury laws, by loaning their money to brokers at illegal interest
rates, are said to be Commodore Vanderbilt and
severabkbgnks,

Mississippi and its northern

for a big coto
and

Nine million wooden tobacco-pipes
yearly in this country.

6. June

Fault among

A bill has received the sanction ofthe judiciary committee of the New York
Legislature,
granting woman suffrage, but with a property
limitation—no woman to vote why does not hold
property to the amount of $250.

‘Warrants. are now being issued from
Treasury Department for awards made by

The first almanac was printed in 1441,
preparing

8. May 15th, two more acres
August 10th to September 1st,

and other Journals, in seeds-men’s catalogues,
and iu books,on gardening, that we presume all

There are eight woollen mills in California.

Southern planters are
ton crop.

Rural amd Domestic,

been so often and so minutely

Debts of all nations, $41,490,000,000.

Secretary Richardson will carry out his programme for the sale of gold and purchase of
bonds, regardless of the Wall street brokers,
and he is prepared to meet any emergency that
may arise to require prompt measures to protect

A railroad bridge at Morganstown,

Paragraphs.

Early potatoes are plenty in Arkansis.

his

Washington ut present, and he will probibly
main until June or July.
:

and several workmen

*

Cotton is growing finely in Texas.

burial of the system had better be declared.

STAR, APRIL

It ap-

pears that'ample warning of the terrible disaster had been given by several shocks experienc.
ed during & number of days previous, and the
city was nearly deserted when it came.
The reports of the, resignation of Ministers
Belong and Low, our representatives at Japan
and China.are authoritatively denied. The rumor

that Mr. Bancroft, United States minister to Ger-

is democratic

MORNING:

g

128

at Exeter

N. H.

